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Abstract 

It is widely acknowledged that patients’ emotional expressions and doctors’ 

empathic responses play a key role in providing satisfactory healthcare services and 

improving doctor-patient relationships. While such affective aspect of medical 

consultation discourse has been studied in different fields of research with the focus 

of examining medical consultations that occur in face-to-face settings, this area is 

extremely under-researched in the field of linguistics, particularly in the non-

western context and the online space. While online medical consultation (OMC) 

has ushered in the new era of e-communication around the beginning of this century, 

discourse-related research on OMC is still in its infancy and studies on the affective 

dimension of the OMC discourse in non-western sites are, to my best knowledge, 

apparently absent in the literature. As China has seen a significant increase in the 

use of OMC platforms, studying OMC discourse in the China context is not only 

important but vital. With the support of the Chinese government’s “Internet Plus 

Healthcare” policy issued in 2018, the reliance on the online mode of medical 

consultation will be further strengthened and the future of OMC service in China 

will remain promising. In order to have a better understanding of the affective 

aspect of OMC discourse, this thesis explores the online interaction between 

doctors and e-patients (including patients’ caregivers) from a poststructuralist 

discourse analysis perspective.  

The data for this study consists of 300 text-based one-to-one instant messaging 

OMC cases collected from three popular OMC websites used in China. Each OMC 

case contains e-patients’ emotional expression and doctors’ empathic response. The 

data are analysed by the approach of computer-mediated discourse analysis in terms 

of two dimensions: the textual dimension and the social practice dimension. At the 

textual level, the study identifies indirect negative emotional acts by e-patients and 

empathic acts by doctors (which constitute the affective practice); it also examines 

the interactional discursive features involved in the affective practice. At the social 

practice level, it explores the discursive positions of e-patients and doctors within 

the affective practice context and the power relations that are reflected in the 

identity positionings.  

This study finds that the text-based OMC affective practice is rich in various 

types of emotional expressions and different ways of manifesting empathy, some 

of which are not mentioned in studies on medial consultation discourse. The study 

also identifies positions that disrupt the traditional or stereotypical roles of doctor 

and patient. Besides, it presents dynamic power relations, which problematizes the 

idea that doctors are always the more powerful party and patients are always 

powerless in medical encounters. This study sheds light on the importance of 

examining the affective facet of medical consultation from a discourse analytic 

perspective, when it comes to identifying non-traditional positions and power 

relations in clinical communication. The study also provides the implication that e-

healthcare platforms, especially those with an e-commercialised model for 

healthcare services, have potential to produce a type of neo-liberal discourse – the 

e-commercialised medical consultation discourse – in which patients and caregivers, 

who are acknowledged as the less powerful group in the traditional healthcare 

activities, are empowered and privileged.   
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

 

Doctor-patient communication in healthcare settings has received increased 

attention. While the important role of communication, in both written and spoken 

genres, has been widely acknowledged in healthcare (Cordella, 2004), studies on 

doctor-patient communication are mainly done with regard to face-to-face medical 

consultation in institutional settings. These studies are conducted by researchers in 

different fields, in particular Psychology (see McCabe & Healey, 2018; Moore et 

al., 2004), Medicine (see Silverman, Kurtz, & Draper, 2013; Stanley & Sehon, 

2019), Sociology (see the works of John Heritage), and Applied Linguistics (see 

the works of Heidi E. Hamilton and Christopher N. Candlin).1 The investigation 

into healthcare domain in Applied Linguistics has seen a proliferation of discourse-

based research over the last thirty years or so, and continues to grow rapidly 

(Harvey & Koteyko, 2013). The linguistic analysis of medical discourse mainly 

addresses issues in relation to the sequential structure of medical consultations, the 

questioning techniques adopted by health professionals, and the power asymmetry 

observed in face-to-face medical encounters. While the affective aspect of doctor-

patient communication has been studied from the perspective of medical education 

and social science for more than half a century (see Aring, 1958; Blumgart, 1964; 

Halpern, 2001; Suchman, Markakis, Beckman, & Frankel, 1997; Zimmermann et 

al., 2011), it has only been explored recently from a linguistic perspective, mainly 

focusing on health experts’ empathic expressions (see Pounds & Pablos-Ortega, 

2015; Pounds, 2018; Ruusuvuori, 2007; Wynn & Wynn, 2006).  

Communications with an affective component are inevitable and important in 

healthcare settings. Talking about illnesses or health problems are unavoidably 

 

1 Applied linguistics in this thesis refers to the interdisciplinary field which deals with 

language-related real-life issues, rather than specifically to the practical application to 

language education or teaching. 
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bound with patients’ or their caregivers’ affective expressions (Lupton, 2012). 

Healthcare communication that bears affective components can play a key role in 

providing humanistic healthcare services. Previous findings have confirmed that 

displaying empathy to patients’ affective expressions is vital for doctors to provide 

a satisfactory healthcare service (Howick et al., 2018). As the “Relationship-

Centred Care” (RCC) medical practice proposes and reiterates, medical 

professionals should be trained to provide empathy (Rider et al., 2014) to their 

patients’ concerns or emotional expressions. Emotional support should be given to 

patients through doctors’ manifestation of empathy. In other words, doctors are 

encouraged to demonstrate their empathy in response to patients’ emotions, rather 

than being detached from the patients’ affective display. The advocation of RCC in 

medical care and education reinforces the ideas that doctor-patient communication 

should shift towards a direction that involves a more humanistic care, getting rid of 

the illness- or doctor-centred model of care, and that patients’ affective expressions 

and doctors’ empathic responses are important components of doctor-patient 

relationships in healthcare (Beach, Inui, & Relationship-Centred Care Research 

Network, 2005).  

While the affective dimension of medical communication has been extensively 

studied in face-to-face settings (see Del Piccolo, 2011; Hsu et al., 2012; 

Zimmermann et al., 2011), related studies in relation to the online context remain 

scarce, despite the increasing importance of online medical services, not least in 

times when epidemics make access to medical facilities difficult. Features specific 

to the online space (which will be further discussed in section 1.1 below) have made 

it a popular place for people to seek medical advice. For example, owing to the 

anonymity feature of online space, e-medical consultation services can provide an 

opportunity for patients or their caregivers to disclose more information (Gerber & 

Eiser, 2001; Sillence, Briggs, Harris, & Fishwick, 2007); for instance, sharing 

sensitive information about stigmatized illness (see Berger, Wagner, & Baker, 

2005). Self-disclosure relevant to health issues is very often loaded with emotional 

expressions (see Pan, Feng, & Wingate, 2018), which consequently raises the 

“(potential) empathic opportunity” for doctors to manifest empathy (Suchman et al., 

1997). In fact, online medical sites undoubtedly provide a significant resource for 
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the investigation of the affective facet of doctor-patient communication. Prior 

studies have found that health experts adopt different empathic acts in online 

medical services to address their patient’s concerns (see Pounds, 2018; Pounds & 

Pablos-Ortega, 2015). It is suggested that text-based e-healthcare services can offer 

a place where an alternative source of emotional support is likely to be available – 

not only to patients, but also to their loved ones who are not satisfied with their 

healthcare providers in face-to-face encounters (see Pounds, 2018; Pounds & 

Pablos-Ortega, 2015). Even on occasions where patients and their caregivers are in 

fact satisfied with their current healthcare provisions in the face-to-face setting, 

online medical services can still be useful, because they can give additional 

information and support that further help patients and their caregivers deal with any 

negative feelings inherent to their situation (Pounds & Pablos-Ortega, 2015).  

The e-healthcare context is ideal for studying the affective aspect of 

communication between doctors and patients/patients’ caregivers. E-healthcare 

services are not constrained by tight schedules of health professionals, which may 

facilitate affective expressions and engagement in the online environment. Previous 

studies indicate that health professionals usually do not leave emotional space for 

patients to speak out their concerns in face-to-face consultations, (see Del Piccolo 

et al., 2015; Vatne, Ruland, Ørnes, & Finset, 2012; Wright, Humphris, Wanyonyi, 

& Freeman, 2012; Zhou et al., 2015). Possible reasons for this observation may be 

that the consultation time is too short for patients to voice out their needs and 

worries, and that doctors are usually burned out due to the shortage of medical 

workers, which leaves little space for them to respond to their patients’ concerns 

empathically. This lack of affective engagement might explain why the affective 

aspect of doctor-patient communication in face-to-face settings did not attract much 

attention in the field of linguistics in the past. The timely emergence of online 

medical services can help fill this gap and provide data that are important for 

studying the affective facet of medical discourse.  

In addition to facilitating affective communications between doctors and 

patients/caregivers, the digital world also challenges the traditional way of 

providing information. It is the principal part of the idea of “deprofessionalisation” 

that is the diminishment in awe and trust in health professionals (Trevitt, 
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Smitherman, Fitzgerald, Whittaker, & Ball, 2001). The deprofessionalisation may 

presumably link to the disruption of the stereotypical roles of doctor and patient 

identities (i.e., the health expert role for doctor identity; the “sick role” for patient 

identity), and to the de-structure of power asymmetry between doctors and patients. 

Thus, this idea of deprofessionalisation afforded by the online space also makes it 

worthwhile to study the online medical communication from a discourse analytic 

perspective.  

In order to have a better understanding of the features and characteristics of 

affective discourse in e-healthcare activities, this thesis explores affective practice 

by doctors and e-patients in text-based online medical consultations (OMCs) from 

a discourse analytic perspective, focusing on the context of China. In particular, the 

thesis investigates how e-patients’ emotional displays and doctors’ empathic 

expressions are realized at a textual level, and what identity positions and power 

relations are unfolded in the course of the OMC affective practice. “E-patients” 

refers to health consumers who use the Internet or other digital tools to participate 

in his/her own or his/her families’ medical care (see Fox & Fallows, 2003; Masters, 

Ng’ambi, & Todd, 2010). Based on this definition of the term “e-patient”, an e-

patient could also be a caregiver of an actual patient. The word “e-patient” is 

adopted in this thesis, as OMC activities very often involve not only patients 

themselves but also their caregivers; and the relationships between doctors and 

patients’ caregivers are also acknowledged as playing an important role in 

understanding healthcare discourses (Soklaridis, Ravitz, Nevo, & Lieff, 2016). 

OMC in this thesis refers to Internet-based remote medical consultation which 

involves not only wellbeing advice/information-giving, but also other medical 

agendas, such as providing a diagnosis and a prescription (Al-Mahdi, Gray & 

Lederman, 2015). OMC as a platform of healthcare communication is 

acknowledged as being patient active (Lu & Zhang, 2019), which means it is the e-

patients who tend to actively initiate questions. However, we cannot say that the 

OMC communication is “patient-dominant” because an OMC might also be 

featured with the traditional consultation phases, including history taking, verbal 

examination, diagnosis, and treatment recommendation. These phases might as well 

privilege doctors to play a dominant role in OMCs. In addition, the text-based 
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OMCs collected for the present study share the dialogic character that features 

digitally mediated texts (see Jones, Chik, & Hafner, 2015). The bilateral 

communication is carried out through sending text messages by doctors and e-

patients to each other, like sending WhatsApp or WeChat messages.   

In the remainder of this chapter, I present the research background, specifically 

the context of OMC in China. Then, I discuss the importance and the rationale of 

conducting this study in the specific context of China. Finally, I set the scope of the 

study and outline the chapters of this thesis.  

 

1.1 Research Background2 

1.1.1 Online space for illness/health 

Owing to the advancement of Internet technology applied to healthcare, the public 

are now able to consult a health expert anytime and anywhere via the Internet. This 

can be done easily because online space is 24-hour available and is not constrained 

to geographic boundaries (Sharf, 1997; King & Moreggi, 1998). Moreover, the text-

based mode of communication in online space is featured with an absence of non-

verbal cues (e.g., silence, tones, eye contacts, facial expression, and body 

languages). This feature may, to a greater or lesser extent, enable people to talk 

about their problems with less worry about being judged by “listeners” in a negative 

manner which is conveyed through non-verbal cues (e.g., embarrassing silence or 

pause, avoiding eye contact, and the facial expression of disgust). These features of 

online space have brought much convenience for people to turn to the Internet for 

solving health problems.  

Compared to the face-to-face communicative context, previous studies have 

suggested that online space enables closer and more attractive interactions among 

 

2 Part of the content in this section has been reported in my paper: “How doctors do things 

with empathy in online medical consultations in China: A discourse-analytic approach” 

which has been published in the journal Health Communication. 

doi.org/10.1080/10410236.2020.1712527 
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participants (Dunn, 2012) and facilitates a higher level of self-disclosure (Joinson, 

2001; Schouten, Valkenburg, & Peter, 2009). These features may be considered as 

resulted from the informal style of discussion (i.e., non-institutional and vernacular) 

in the online space (Androutsopoulos, 2007). The use and style of language in 

online interaction can be more candid and occasionally intimate than in face-to-face 

communication (Demmen et al., 2015), probably because of the anonymity 

affordance of the online space. Moreover, Suler’s (2014) “online disinhibition 

effect” indicates that people tend to self-disclose or act out more frequently or 

intensely in the online context than in face-to-face settings. Besides, a person’s own 

high status or authority may have less impact on his/her online presence and 

influence, even if the addressees know the offline status and power of the person 

(Suler, 2004). In fact, it is suggested that doctor-patient relationship tends to be 

more egalitarian and more patient-focused in online space than in person 

(Yellowlees, Chan, & Parish, 2015). In a word, language use in the online space 

can be thought of as being less influenced by power relationships, which apparently 

is also true in the OMC context.  

The online space has seen the revolutionary application of Web 2.0 to health 

communication, which enables e-patients to have a dynamic, interactive and 

collaborative participation in healthcare activities as well as in dealing with health 

issues on their own.3 A result of the technological revolution is that the new era of 

medical consultation – OMC – has been ushered in (Singh, Joshi, Singh, Agarwal, 

& Kaur, 2018). Since this mode of consultation emerged around the beginning of 

this century, it has rapidly progressed (Thompson, Koumanakos & Hadjri, 2012), 

with an average growth rate of 150% every five years since the year 2000 (Al-

Mahdi et al., 2015). 

The advancement of online space for solving health problems has encouraged 

more people to use the Internet to gain medical knowledge (Zhang, Feng, Zhao, 

Huang & Li, 2011). The acquirement of clinical and experiential knowledge 

 

3  Web 2.0 refers to “online applications and technologies built on the premise of 

participatory information sharing, collaboration, social connectedness, user-centred design, 

and user-generated content” (Prestin & Chou, 2014, p.184).   
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through the Internet is viewed as an empowering process for e-patients (Petrič, 

Atanasova, & Kamin, 2017). Online space for illness or health plays a key role in 

empowering e-patients, as it helps them to gain knowledge through communicating 

with health experts and their peers who have similar health problems. In addition 

to the empowerment resulted from participating in online health communication, e-

patients can also be empowered by the online space per se. The online space enables 

participants to interact with multiple social aggregates (King, 2019), such as 

switching between online participation and offline engagement. For example, while 

involving in an OMC service, an e-patient can have already been engaged in a 

physical, face-to-face consultation in a hospital. This enables the e-patient to 

question the OMC doctor by the information s/he has already received from the 

doctor in the physical consultation. Moreover, the online space also enables the shift 

between one online activity and another, especially when e-patients engage in text-

based OMC interactions. For example, while an e-patient is consulting a health 

expert online, s/he can search the Internet for medical terminologies appeared in the 

expert’s message, or consult another expert at the same time. In this way, the 

empowerment of the e-patient can be reflected in explicitly questioning the expert 

when certain medical knowledge acquired by the e-patient is not in line with what 

the expert has presented.  

The empowerment of e-patients may have some influence on identity 

construction of doctors and e-patients in the online environment, in that power is 

associated with identity construction (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985). Power is embedded 

in the construction of identity, particularly in institutional discourse (Holmes, 2005). 

Practices in the digital context can enact different social identities and reproduce 

social relationships that are different from those in real life (Jones et al., 2015). 

Hence, medical consultation discourse in online space has great potential to be 

studied in terms of both the use of language and such social practices as identity 

construction and power relations.   

1.1.2 The Internet use for illness/health in China 

With its rapid development, the Internet has become the most commonly used 

source of information on health, due to its accessibility and ease of use (Castleton 
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et al., 2011). Turning to online health communities is acknowledged as a way of 

dealing with health issues around the world (Prestin & Chou, 2014), and there is no 

exception for Chinese people. China has seen a sharp increase of the number of 

people seeking health information online, since the outbroke of the Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003 (Zhang, 2011). Up to December 2016, the 

number of netizens who have ever used Internet for medical purposes is 195 million 

(accounting for about 27% of the total netizens), increased by a 28% annual rate 

from 2015 to 2016 (China Internet Network Information Centre, 2017).4 This is an 

important indication that health communication via the Internet in China has played 

an increasingly important role among the public for self-care or coping with health 

problems.  

The fact that more and more people have turned to e-platforms for dealing with 

health problems might have a positive impact on the healthcare system in China. 

The current Chinese healthcare system is facing a shortage of medical resources, 

unbalanced resource allocation, and low efficiency of resource usage (Yao, Yi & 

Xu, 2011). China has the world’s largest population, which is about 1.4 billion 

according to the United Nations Population Division’s estimate in June 2019. The 

demand for healthcare services has far outstripped supply. The shortage of 

healthcare professionals in China is more severe than the global shortage of 

healthcare workers (Wu, Zhao, & Ye, 2016). According to the China Health 

Statistics Almanac and World Health Statistics, China had only 0.14 general 

practitioners for every 1,000 persons in 2015, meaning that China has a shortfall of 

at least 161,000 general practitioners according to international standards, assuming 

no substantial increase in supply (Wu et al., 2016). This demand of health 

professionals may be further increased due to the aging population and the 

introduction of a universal two-child policy in 2015.5 Given that the online model 

of medical services can help alleviate pressure on limited healthcare resources 

 

4 This is the latest number available as related figures have not been updated since 

January 2017.  

5 The two-child policy means that each family has a limit of two children. Before this family 

planning policy, the Chinese government had imposed a limit of one child per family, 

which was introduced in 1979. 
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(Vimalananda et al. 2015), e-healthcare surely has a profound role to play in China 

(Mi, 2018).  

1.1.3 OMC in China  

In 2015, the Prime Minister of China Li Keqiang proposed an “Internet Plus” policy 

in the year’s Government Work Report. This policy encourages the application of 

the Internet and other information technology in conventional industries, fostering 

new industries and business development. Later, the application of Internet 

technology to healthcare industries was officially highlighted through issuing the 

“Internet Plus Healthcare” policy in 2018 by the Chinese government. This policy 

encourages medical facilities to develop their affiliated “online hospital”. The 

support of the development of online medical services will consequently contribute 

to a sustainable online community for OMC activities to thrive.    

Before the introduction of the “Internet Plus Healthcare” policy in 2018, China 

has already seen a substantial growth in OMC activities. The market for online 

medical services in China has been increased by 214% – from RMB 5 billion (USD 

705 million) to RMB 15.7 billion (USD 2.2 billion) – between 2011 and 2015 

(Gong, 2016). The use of OMC services is found in almost all areas of China where 

there is Internet accessibility (the Internet penetration rate was 59.6% by December 

2018, according to the China Internet Network Information Centre). In fact, such 

services are used everywhere – from rural to urban regions, from large cities to less 

developed ones. That said, residents in more developed cities are more likely to use 

online medical services, as are people between 24 and 40 years of age (Analysys, 

2018). In general, the online mode of healthcare has been accepted as legitimate by 

the Chinese population. According to Dai’s (2014) survey of three large hospitals 

(by size: 500 or more beds), each of which is located in a different provincial capital 

(i.e., Guangzhou, Nanjing, and Hefei), 61.5% (528/858) of patients and 55.4% 

(492/888) of doctors had participated in OMC activities. Furthermore, when it 

comes to patients with chronic diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, and mental 

illness (e.g., depression and schizophrenia), they are more inclined to online 

healthcare services, compared to patients with other sorts of diseases (Lu et al., 
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2017). With the support of the “Internet Plus Healthcare” policy, the reliance on 

OMC is likely to be boosted even further (Mi, 2018).    

Currently, OMC activities in China are mediated by e-healthcare websites, 

almost all of which are managed by Internet companies (Analysys, 2018). Most 

OMC services offer video, telephone, and text-based consulting services, and some 

of the text-based consultations have been made publicly available for viewing. The 

median fee per OMC in general is about RMB 20 (approximately USD 2.90) (Xie 

et al., 2017) which is much less than the average outpatient consultation fee RMB 

245.5 (approximately USD 34.4) (National Health Commission, 2017). People in 

Ningxia and Sichuan provinces can apply for health insurance that can also cover 

the OMC fee (‘Ningxia’, 2017; ‘Health Commission of Sichuan Province’, 2019). 

The average duration of an OMC is about 19 minutes (Analysys, 2018). It is much 

longer than the average length of face-to-face medical consultations. As reported 

by Jin et al. (2015), who have investigated 1,135 general practice consultations in 

two urban districts of Beijing, face-to-face consultations average about 2 minutes 

each only, which is extremely short. Similar to face-to-face consultations, each 

OMC usually involves only one e-patient and one doctor. Most of the doctors 

involved in these sites also work in public hospitals (public hospitals have been 

playing a more dominant role in China, as opposed to private hospitals which are 

limited by a shortage of healthcare resources, poor medical insurance coverage and 

weak brand image [Zheng, 2018]). Doctors’ professional information is posted on 

these e-healthcare websites, which include a profile picture and the full name of, 

alongside with the doctor’s professional affiliation, educational background, 

professional title, specialization, work seniority, the number of e-patients who have 

consulted that doctor, as well as  his or her number of online followers. With the 

help of this information, a doctor’s professional identity can be verified by e-

patients. E-patients are free to select any doctor they want for a consultation. 

  Most e-healthcare websites in China provide an evaluation system for e-

patients to assess the performance of a doctor whom they have consulted online. 

This e-commerce mode of the OMC services facilitates the commercialization of 

healthcare – “a set of approaches to health care provision that are borrowed from 

business and commerce” (Guseva, 2014, p.782). Healthcare services are sold and 
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bought by doctors and e-patients, respectively, on e-healthcare platforms. In such 

commercial context, the satisfaction of customers of healthcare services should be 

of high priority. Since empathic communication can improve patients’ satisfaction 

with healthcare services (Howick et al., 2018), doctors’ ability to provide empathic 

responses plays an important role in the OMC context. It makes studying the 

affective aspect of OMC discourse timely as well as important in terms of having a 

better understanding of how the affective practices by e-patients and doctors are 

carried out in the OMC context.  

To my best knowledge, the very few published studies which examine 

discourse of online medical services have not mentioned anything about the 

evaluation system featured on related e-healthcare sites. Hence, findings of these 

studies are not linked to the (potential) impact of an evaluation system on the OMC 

discursive practice. In consideration of this gap, this study may contribute to a new 

angel featured with the e-commercial model of medical consultation.  

 

1.2 Problem Statement and Research Significance 

It is noted that patients’ emotional concern is rarely paid attention to by health 

professionals (Jiang, Ruan, Xiang, & Jia, 2015; Levinson, Hudak & Tricco, 2013). 

In fact, doctors very often miss the opportunities to empathize with patients when 

patients express their negative emotions (Farrell & Christopher, 2013; Levinson, 

Horawara-Bhat, & Lamb, 2000; Morse, Edwardsen, & Gordon, 2008; Pollak et al., 

2007). Coping with patients’ emotional talk through empathic responses has been 

one of the key challenges faced by health experts and the affective aspect of medical 

consultation is the most demanding issue for studying doctor-patient 

communication (Butow, Brown, Cogar, Tattersall, & Dunn, 2002; Heaven, 

Maguire & Green, 2003; Levinson, Horawara-Bhat & Lamb, 2000).  

 Understanding the affective facet of doctor-patient interaction is considered to 

be particularly crucial in the China context. This is because nearly 80% of medical 

disputes national wide are caused by poor doctor-patient communication (Chen & 

Zhao, 2013), which is largely due to the lack of doctors’ empathic responses to 
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patients. Doctors’ verbal behaviour is viewed as being indifferent and cold when 

seeing a patient. For example, doctors often interrupt the patients when they are 

presenting their problems. What is worse, when patients or their caregivers make 

demands or ask questions, doctors provide no explanation or answers, or just ignore 

them, or even reject answering the questions (see Feng & Xiang, 2008; Ye & Wang, 

2015). Also, doctors’ responses to patients’ questions are often viewed as being too 

cursory by patients/caregivers (see Hu, Cheng, & Gu, 2014; Luo, 2017). Previous 

studies in the China context have also suggested that health professionals’ ability 

to express empathy should be improved (see Wei, Wei, & Bai, 2013; Ye & Wang, 

2015). While it is of vital importance for doctors to improve their empathic 

communication skills, the affective dimension of doctor-patient communication is 

extremely under studied in the China context, in both face-to-face settings and the 

online space.    

As mentioned earlier, the affective dimension of doctor-patient 

communication has been studied from different angles in western contexts. 

However, most of these studies only address this aspect in face-to-face settings, 

with online healthcare services barely explored. The OMC interaction is a type of 

Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC), which is usually heavily text-based. 

This feature makes doctors who contribute to OMCs unable to use non-verbal cues 

for affective engagement, unlike doctors in face-to-face settings who are privileged 

by using non-verbal cues for providing empathic responses. In face-to-face settings, 

doctors can identify patients’ emotional states by paying attention to their nonverbal 

behaviours, such as facial expressions, sighs, red eyes, tears, cries, and other 

emotional behaviours, and they can utilize non-verbal cues, such as eye contact and 

body languages, to manifest empathy. In contrast, in text-based OMC services, such 

nonverbal cues or signals cannot be capitalized on.  

Although the text-based CMC is constrained by the absence of non-verbal cues, 

CMC participants are also able to adapt their affective assessment and expressions 

in this mode of online communication (see Hancock, Landrigan, & Silver 2007; 

Walther, 1992; Walther, Loh, & Granka, 2005). That is, participants in text-based 

online communicative environment are capable of recognizing other participants’ 

affective states and employing discursive strategies to present affective expressions 
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(Hancock et al., 2007; Walther, 1992). In contrast to face-to-face expression of 

affects that is statistically associated with kinesics and vocalics rather than words, 

text-based CMC affective expression is significantly associated with specific ways 

of using language, such as explicitly stating affection, and changing the subject of 

a topical discussion for the purpose of preserving the face of or engendering liking 

from a conversational partner (Walther, Loh, & Granka, 2005). Besides, other 

linguistic strategies that are adopted to express feelings in text-based digital 

conversations are identified as following: participants who display positive 

emotions express significantly less frequent disagreement, use fewer negation, and 

produce more words overall than those who express negative emotions (Hancock 

et al., 2007). Building upon the findings of these studies on text-based online 

interaction, in text-based OMC affective communication, e-patients may 

presumably encode their emotions in texts in various ways and doctors may adopt 

different strategies at a textual level for manifesting empathy to their e-patients.  

In addition, affective expressions in CMC are found to be more noticeable and 

intense (Ben-Ze’ev, 2004). In fact, it is noted that text-based CMC participants tend 

to attain remarkably more interpersonal affects through their words than do face-

to-face participants who depend more on nonverbal cues for affective expressions 

(Walther et al., 2005). It can be said that when it comes to affective interaction the 

use of language plays a more important role in text-based CMC than in face-to-face 

communication (see Hancock et al., 2007; Walther et al., 2005). It is thus of interest 

to explore how language is used at a textual level in realizing affective interaction 

between doctors and e-patients in the OMC context.  

Studies investigating online medical services have mainly focused on (1) the 

quality of online health information provided by professionals (see Fahy, Hardikar, 

Fox, & Mackay, 2014; Winker et al., 2000), (2) the development of website system 

for doctor-patient online consultation (see Fotsch, DelGuidice, & Yuan, 2004; Hao, 

2015), and (3) the effects of online consultation on doctor-patient relationships and 

the health outcomes (see Anderson, Rainey, & Eysenbach, 2003; Atanasova, Kamin, 

& Petrič, 2017; Lu & Zhang, 2019). Very few past studies have paid attention to 

the communicative value of online medical discourse, and these studies have only 

started to appear very recently. Some of these studies have examined the discursive 
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features of doctors’ messages (see Mao & Zhao, 2019; Zhao & Mao, 2019). Some 

have studied OMC participants’ identity construction (see Fage-Butler & Anesa, 

2016; Mao & Zhao, 2018). Others have investigated the empathic communicative 

acts by doctors (see Pounds, 2018; Pounds & Pablos-Ortega, 2015; Zhang, 2020). 

Drawing from the extant literature, discourse-based studies on e-healthcare services 

are still in its infancy and remain a notable gap regarding the exploration of the 

affective discursive practice by both e-patients and doctors in OMC interaction. In 

particularly, the examination of the affective aspect of healthcare interaction is even 

scarce in non-western contexts. In fact, while a majority of studies on healthcare 

communication discourse are conducted in western contexts, such as the US, the 

UK, and Europe (Zayts, 2019), there has been a call for turning the research 

attention to non-western contexts (see Schouten & Meeuwesen, 2006; Swanepoel 

& Hoeken, 2008). 

Another importance of studying OMC discourse in the China context lies in 

the contribution to discovering new sites of communicative practice in medicine-

related contexts, in that a fair understanding of discursive practices in site-particular 

contexts is viewed as a prerequisite for improving communication in medical 

settings (Wilce, 2009a). While the globally hegemonic ideology of 

“communicability” (Briggs, 2005) has privileged the medical discourse in English-

speaking sites, non-English-speaking medical discourses are needed for exploring 

the commonality and variation in medical discourse and the interactions between 

global circulation of ideologies and “local traditions that have constituted medical 

relationships, broadly construed” (Wilce, 2009a, p.209).6  This thesis may thus 

enrich and diversify studies on medical discourse in local interaction contexts where 

sociocultural practices may unfold to intersect with global circulation of medical 

values. It will also provide insights into doctor-patient communication and their 

relationships in both the online context and face-to-face settings, as well as 

 

6  “Communicability” refers to productive capacity standing alongside “racialization, 

medicalization, and other power-laden processes as integral to schemas of hegemony, 

coercion, and violence” (Briggs, 2005, p. 270). 
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providing implications about relationship-centred care to health professionals and 

medical educators. 

 

1.3 Definition of Affective Practice   

Affect has been investigated in different fields and its definition has been construed 

from different perspectives. The concept of “affect” has been extensively studied 

by psychologists and neuroscientists; their studies are mostly driven by a desire to 

discover the relationships among emotions, body, and mind (see Buck, 1999; 

Compton, 2003; Gu, Hof, Friston, & Fan, 2013; Taylor, 2001). In their view, affect 

is understood as being related to biology and depending on body responses which 

provoke and turn into emotions or feelings (Wetherell, 2012). Social scientists have 

also been attracted to the investigation of affect and their studies have focused on 

exploring the association between people’s affects and their social behaviours (see 

Brackett, Mayer, & Warner, 2004; Lockwood, Seara-Cardoso, & Viding, 2014). 

Affect from a sociological perspective is understood as a stimulus that has impacts 

on people’s behaviours in social activities (Wetherell, 2012).  

This thesis views affect from yet another perspective – a discourse-pragmatic 

perspective. That is, affect is understood as meaning-making by human emotion in 

social actions (Wetherell, 2012), which can be realized through explicit or implicit 

discursive practice (Prior, 2016). Affect resides in dynamic and flexible social 

practice rather than in “simple lines of causation, character types and neat emotion 

categories” (Wetherell, 2012, p. 4). The practice of affects thus can be thought of 

as being embedded in interactions which lie in interpersonal and social events (Prior, 

2016; Wetherell, 2012; Wilce, 2009b). Building on Wetherell’s (2012) insightful 

notion of “affective practice” that affective practice is itself “meaning-making” and  

can be tracked in social actions, this thesis views affective practice as discursive 

practice that highlights the affective dimension of discourse which expresses what 

the words are “about” and also what they do (Ahmed, 2004; Lutz, 1988; Ochs, 1986; 

Ochs & Schieffelin, 1989; Wilce; 2009b). 
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As mentioned above, affective practice is social by nature, involving 

interpersonal interactions. When engaging in affective practice, social actors attend 

to not only their inner feelings but also others’ reactions (Wilce, 2009b). Affective 

practice thus can translate speaker-oriented subjective views or feelings into hearer-

oriented intersubjective communication. Engaging in affective practice may 

facilitate our understandings and internal processes of the forms of our shared life 

(Wilce, 2009b). This engagement enables us to be reflexive to others’ affective 

practice. The reflexivity is understood as the (potential) reflections of certain social 

actions and is “inherently unstable” (Wilce, 2009b, p. 12). The reflections may 

shape people’s reproduction of their own social practice (Wilce, 2009b). When a 

person engages in affective practice with another person, s/he can be reflexive to 

the other party’s affective practice. The reflexivity may facilitate his/her empathic 

understanding of others’ affective display. Drawing upon this view, affective 

practice can involve a process of empathic understanding which is intersubjective 

in nature and can be understood as a reflexive aspect of others’ affective practice.  

This empathic aspect of affective practice is supported by previous studies on 

empathy. That is, empathic manifestation is acknowledged as a form of affective 

response and “emotional engagement” (Halpern, 2001; Sinclair et al., 2017). 

Empathic response is viewed as an affective response which emerges from the 

understanding of another person’s emotional state or condition (Heritage, 2011). 

Building upon this perspective, this study views affective practice as including both 

emotional and empathic expressions. More specifically, affective practice in this 

thesis refers to e-patients’ emotional expressions and doctors’ empathic responses 

to e-patients’ emotional display.   

This thesis gives affective practice a narrow sense and a broad sense. First, 

affective practice in the narrow sense refers to affective communications that 

contain emotional acts and empathic acts. Thus, the examination of affective 

practice in its narrow sense focuses on the emotional and empathic expressions at a 

textual level. In this study, emotional acts refer to e-patients’ direct and indirect 

negative emotional expressions; empathic acts refer to doctors’ empathic responses 

in relation to e-patient’s emotional expressions (for illustration see example 1.1). 
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The criteria for identifying such affective communications are presented in Chapter 

Three.  

Example 1.17 

P (e-patient): 好的 麻烦你了。我这么啰嗦 主要也是癌症太吓人。我怕我妈

妈真得病了。谢谢医生 太感谢你了   

Ok, sorry for troubling you. I’m so verbose. After all, you know cancer 

is so scary.  I fear that my mother would really get sick. Thank you, 

doctor. I’m so grateful to you. 

D (doctor): 没事的，能理解的，因为结论很明确，你还是担心，所以从其他

方面说 服你  

No problem. I can understand. After all, the results on the gastroscopy 

report clearly indicate it’s not cancer, but you are still worried. So, I 

tried to reassure you by talking about other things.  

[The doctor encourages further contact for medical consultations by 

giving the e-patient’s his contact information] 

In Example 1.1, the e-patient expresses his/her negative emotion – fear. The 

doctor empathizes with the e-patient through using the word 理解 (“understand”) 

and identifying another emotional state of the e-patient – 担心 (“worry”) which is 

not displayed explicitly or directly in the e-patient’s message. 

While a narrow perspective can be taken with regard to affective practice, 

affective practice can be also understood broadly in the sense of serving as a context 

or an environment. Within the affective environment constituted by the emotional 

and empathic expressions, identity positions and power relations are tracked down 

 

7  Examples in this thesis are extracted from representative OMC cases and they are 

translated into English from Mandarin Chinese by the author. In those examples, the 

content with square brackets is the summarization of omitted content, and the content with 

parentheses is supplementary for the purpose of clarifying the context. 
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in this study. Identity and power are two important factors for studying affective 

practice; they are essential themes in all social practices and are vital in 

understanding such practices (Wilce, 2009b). Affective practice can be linked to 

the construction and negotiation of identity and power (Baraitser & Frosh, 2007; 

Campbell, 2007; Prior, 2016; Wetherell, 2012; Wilce, 2009b). This practice can 

index the construction of a social actor’s identity. That is, it helps to build a 

“halfway decent account of the unpredictable psychosocial actor” (Wetherell, 2012, 

p. 7) and in this process the actor can be suffused with affect (Cromby, 2007). 

Affective practice is also closely related to power (Abu-Lughod & Lutz, 1990; 

Wetherell, 2012; Wilce, 2009b). It resonates with power; that is, affect displays 

power and power cultivates affect (Wetherell, 2012), vice versa. In a word, it is 

inevitable to examine identity construction and power relations, when it comes to 

studying affective practice at a discursive level.    

 

1.4 Scope of the Study  

As discussed earlier, despite the importance and urgency to understand the affective 

aspect of medical consultation discourse in the context of China, research on 

clinical affective discursive practice in the Chinese context is extremely slim, not 

to mention the analysis of OMC affective practice. To fill this gap, the thesis 

examines affective practice by e-patients and doctors in OMC interaction in the 

China context. This study only involves the text-based mode of OMC services, 

considering that online communication is predominantly text-based which enjoys 

historical precedence (Herring, 2007, 2011) and that the use of written language 

plays a dominant role in online affective interaction, as discussed in section 1.2. 

The text-based affective practice is examined from a poststructuralist discourse 

analysis (PDA) perspective, which is discussed in the following subsection. 

1.4.1 A poststructuralist discourse analysis perspective 

The theoretical background of this thesis lies in the poststructuralist view on 

discourse analysis. This poststructuralist approach to discourse analysis allows a 

way of looking at text and talk that helps explain why certain text or talk occurs in 
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a particular context (Wetherell, 1998). It views language as being instable, and that 

meaning is not permanently fixed (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002; Wetherell, 1998). 

While poststructuralism adopts the notion of structuralism that the meanings of 

signs are derived from the internal relations within the network of signs, it is against 

the structuralist view of language as a stable and unchangeable structure. 

Poststructuralist theory suggests that while signs still derive their meanings through 

their distinction from other signs, they are not fixed with certain meanings. The 

meaning of language can change according to the context in which the language is 

used; it is produced through participating in social practices (Jørgensen & Phillips, 

2002). This view points to the constitutive role of language in society (Angermuller, 

2014).  

In the view of poststructuralism, discourse is viewed as social practice, 

constructing the social world (see Foucault,1972, 1976). It constantly builds the 

social world in meaning which is not permanently fixed and it constructs our 

knowledge and legitimacy for social actions (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002). 

Discourse has its value in the sense of more than its pure linguistic features, but 

rather, involving the systems of rules which make the presentation of certain 

statements more possible than others in a particular context (William, 1999). In this 

view, discourse can have a great influence on social actors in the way of producing 

constraints about how language can be used to talk about certain things and what 

can be acknowledged or legitimated in particular contexts (Jones, 2012). In a word, 

discourse from a poststructuralist perspective can be understood as an open and 

dynamic linguistically encoded and socially constrained practice of positioning 

participants and creating discursive relationships between the participants 

(Angermuller, 2014).  

When it comes to the analysis of discourse, there are mainly two analytical 

dimensions (Gee, 1999). One dimension is the analysis of the textual level of 

discourse, focusing on how meaning is generated through the use of language. 

Discourses analysed from this perspective are called “discourses” (with a small “d”) 

by Gee. The other dimension is the analysis of the larger systems of knowledge, 

values, and social relationships which develop within societies and cultures. These 

larger systems of discourses are labelled “Discourses” (with a big “D”) by Gee. 
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Discourse with the big D involves power relationships and concerns identity 

construction (Gee, 1999). Building upon these two dimensions of discourse analysis, 

the examination of OMC affective discourse in this thesis involves both the small 

“d” and the big “D”, starting by exploring the texts (small “d” discourse) and ending 

with the investigation of identity positions and power relations (big “D” discourse). 

The poststructuralist approach to discourse analysis is more suitable to this 

study than other approaches which remain popular in studying medical discourse, 

such as Conversation Analysis (CA) and Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). This 

is because while PDA features with CA’s bottom-up analytical approach to research 

data, it also links to a larger social context for interpreting the data. Besides, while 

PDA features with CDA’s interests in power relations that are inscribed within 

social practices, it is not constrained with the assumptions proposed by CDA that 

discourse analysis always starts from solving a problem caused by the 

dichotomously distributed power and that certain social groups are inflexibly cast 

as the powerless or the disadvantaged (Baxter, 2016). PDA views social actors as 

having the autonomy to construct different identity positions through discourse in 

certain contexts, which can reflect the shift of power or the change of power 

relations. In short, PDA enables this study to look at data on a bottom-up basis and 

explore OMC participants’ identity positions and power relations without framing 

e-patients in a less powerful position and doctors in a dominant position in the first 

place. 

1.4.2 Research aims  

In order to facilitate our understanding of the OMC affective discursive practice in 

China, the thesis aims to examine e-patients’ emotional expressions and doctors’ 

empathic expressions in the OMC interaction, and to explore e-patients’ and doctors’ 

identity positions and their power relations within the affective environment. To 

achieve these aims, four research questions (RQs) are proposed as below: 

RQ 1: What discursive acts are involved in the OMC affective practice?  

RQ 2: What are the interactional features of the OMC affective practice?  
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RQ 3: What identity positions of e-patients and doctors can be identified within the 

affective practice context? 

RQ 4: What power relations emerge through the positionings within the affective 

practice context?  

By addressing these research questions, this thesis aims to contribute to the 

improvement of communication between doctors and patients/caregivers in both 

the online context and face-to-face settings, in particular helping health 

professionals identify patients’/caregivers’ emotional displays and utilize different 

discursive techniques to manifest empathy. No matter the online mode or the face-

to-face mode, medical consultation would produce discourse that involves the same 

or similar agendas, such as problem presentation, history taking, verbal examination, 

diagnosis, and treatment recommendation. The same emotional displays by e-

patients in OMCs can occur in face-to-face encounters, and empathic responses by 

doctors in OMCs can as well be utilized by doctors in face-to-face settings to 

verbalize their empathy. Thus, the findings of this thesis can be beneficial to 

healthcare communication not only in the OMC context, but also in face-to-face 

encounters. This thesis can also facilitate the understanding of identity positions of 

e-patients and doctors and the power relations between them in the OMC affective 

practice, thus contributing to the exploration of doctor-patient relationships at large.   

 

1.5 Overview of Chapters  

In this first chapter, the research background, the importance of this study and 

theoretical issues have been presented, along with research questions. The term 

“affective practice” has also been duly explained. Following this chapter, Chapter 

Two reviews studies on health communication, focusing on reviewing doctor-

patient face-to-face communication, computer-mediated health communication, 

and affective communication in the clinical context. Chapter Three presents the 

analytical approach of computer-mediated discourse analysis and the information 

about research sites and data sampling. Chapters Four to Seven form the core of the 

thesis. Chapter Four, responding to the first research question, identifies indirect 
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negative emotional acts by e-patients and empathic acts by doctors. It also displays 

the distribution of doctors’ empathic acts to e-patients’ emotional acts. Chapter Five, 

addressing the second research question, identifies the sequence organization of 

empathic communication between doctors and e-patients, the discursive features of 

ineffective empathic response in relation to one of the identified sequences, and the 

sequencing of empathic act in doctors’ response. Chapter Six, in response to the 

third research question, examines the discursive positions that e-patients and 

doctors take up and/or assign to each other within the affective practice, as well as 

how these positions are constructed and negotiated. Moreover, this chapter focuses 

on identifying positions that disrupt the traditional or stereotypical roles of doctor 

and patient identities that have been inferred from the literature of medical 

communication. Chapter Seven, dealing with the last research question, identifies 

the dynamics of power relations that are reflected in the non-stereotypical 

positionings, together with the presentation of how the power relations are 

constructed and negotiated. Chapter Eight concludes this thesis by summarizing the 

findings, discussing implications, addressing research limitations, and providing 

suggestions for future research.      
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Chapter Two  

Discourse Practice in Health Communication  

 

Adopting a discourse analytical approach to the online interaction between doctors 

and e-patients in China, this thesis makes important contributions to studies on 

computer-mediated health communication in the broader context. Departing from 

this background, Chapter Two provides an overview of discourse-based studies on 

health communication, especially those that focus on interactions that address 

health problems or illnesses. Specifically, the current chapter reviews studies on 

doctor-patient face-to-face communication, computer-mediated interactions for 

discussing health problems or illnesses, and affective communications in the 

medical context. This chapter highlights observations and insights which motivate 

the conduction of this study. In particular, (1) it calls attention to the lack of focus 

on the affective dimension of medical discourse in existing linguistic-related 

literature, (2) it illustrates the orientation of affective practice, reflected in studies 

on online interaction for dealing with health issues, and (3) it points out a research 

gap in the study of the affective aspect of medical consultation discourse.    

Health- or illness-related communication has been increasingly attractive to 

researchers in the field of linguistics (see the works of Heidi E. Hamilton, Kevin 

Harvey, Marisa Cordella, Nelya Koteyko, Olga Zayts, Rodney H. Jones, Srikant 

Sarangi and Zsofia Demjén), particularly from a discourse analytic approach. 

Studying health-related communication from the linguistic perspective is 

understood as focusing on the use of language, or, in other words, on the way people 

use discourse as a tool to do things or to carry out social actions (Jones, 2015). 

Generally speaking, linguistic-related studies on health/illness-related 

communication can be carried out with three foci: spoken health communication, 

written health communication and computer-mediated health communication 

(Harvey & Koteyko, 2013). Over the past two decades, much interest has been 

drawn to investigate health communication in spoken contexts, particularly face-to-

face medical encounters. While there have been studies on written health 
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communication, they mainly focus on texts or discourses that are produced 

unilaterally, such as patient case record, information leaflet, and print media public 

health messages and documents (see Harvey & Koteyko, 2013). Since previous 

literature on this mode of health discourse/text is out of the scope of the present 

study, related studies are not going to be reviewed in this chapter. On the contrary, 

an overlap between written and computer-mediated health communications is 

observed, because the text-based communication is acknowledged as playing a 

dominant role in computer-mediated communication (Herring, 2011). As the 

Internet has become a widely used space for discussing health issues or problems, 

computer-mediated health communication has been enjoying its popularity for the 

past two decades. Thus, the following sections will focus on reviewing related 

studies in face-to-face settings and the online context.  

 

2.1 Studies on Face-to-Face Medical Encounters 

Face-to-face medical consultations have been given significant attention in the past. 

Related studies have made a great contribution to the exploration of the mechanics 

of medical encounters in face-to-face settings. Different aspects of clinical 

encounters have been investigated, mainly including the linguistic attributes of 

these encounters, the negotiations of the epistemic domains or knowledge territories 

between doctors and patients or patients’ caregivers, the realization of power 

asymmetry in these interactions, and the construction of the “sick role” of patients.   

2.1.1 Linguistic attributes 

The works of Byrne and Long (1976) and Ten Have (1989) play a fundamental role 

in terms of systematically studying the structure of medical consultations 

(moves/phases) and the consultation sequences (Harvey & Koteyko, 2013). 

Building on their works, previous studies have proved that medical consultations 

have certain phases and very often they are in a particular order: “opening”; 

“problem presentation/complaint”; “history taking” and “physical examination”; 

“diagnosis”; “treatment recommendation”; and “closing” (Heritage & Strivers, 

1999; Robinson, 2003; Heritage & Clayman, 2010; Sarangi, 2010). Besides 
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studying phases and sequences, scholars have also paid attention to other features 

of the medical discourse, such as (1) the use of technical language by doctors (see 

Mitchum, 1989), (2) an unique type of talk by doctors in the physical examination 

phase – “online commentary” (i.e., describing or evaluating what the doctor is 

seeing, feeling or hearing at the same time) (see Heritage & Stivers, 1999), and (3) 

discursive strategies adopted for such as dealing with patients’ negotiation about 

treatment (see Sarangi, 2010; Gill & Roberts, 2013) and for bad news delivery (see 

Chou et al., 2017; Oikonomidou et al., 2017). In addition, particular attention has 

also been given to the question design by doctors (see Heritage & Robinson, 2006b), 

which links to power asymmetry that is often constructed through the way doctors 

ask a question. For example, different question designs can have different functions 

for doctors to control the consultation. “General inquiry” (e.g., How can I help? or 

What’s the problem?) can solicit much longer reply from patient than “symptoms 

for confirmation” questions do (e.g., So having headache, and sore throat and 

cough with phlegm for five days?) (Heritage & Robinson, 2006b). Besides, it is 

observed that most doctors ask “yes/no” questions, or, what some linguists label as 

“closed” or “polar” questions in order to limit the response options from their 

patients (Roter et al. 1997, Roter & Hall 2006). Such design of questions inevitably 

prefers one or another of the answers (Heritage, 2002, Boyd & Heritage, 2006), 

leaving little room for patients to add more information or elaborate their health 

issues. In fact, because the “medical authority” does not encourage subsequent 

enquires from patients/caregivers (Heritage & Clayman, 2010), a significant feature 

of patients’ utterances is that patients for most of the time would remain silent or at 

most just offer very brief acknowledgements such as responding with “oh” to new 

information, or “it is?” or “oh really” as a “newsmark” (Heath, 1992). 

Previous studies on exploring the way language is used in medical encounters 

shed light on the nature or mechanics of such face-to-face interactions. The major 

focus of these studies is to figure out how the “success’” of a medical consultation 

is associated with features of medical discourse and interaction (Jones, 2015). 

Those studies prioritize the communicative quality of the problem-solving talk. 

What seems absent in the literature is the discursive features of the affective aspect 

of medical consultation discourse. In fact, very few studies explore the affective 
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communication in medical consultations from a linguistic perspective. Related 

studies will be reviewed in more detail in Section 2.3.      

2.1.2 Knowledge territory 

A person’s epistemic domain or knowledge territory consists of different degrees 

of knowledge or information and personal experiences (Heritage, 2012; Stivers & 

Rossano, 2010). Significant epistemic differences unavoidably occur in medical 

encounters (Heritage, 2013), as doctors and patients/caregivers have different 

degrees of medical knowledge and illness experiences. In the medical context, the 

differences in epistemic domains constitute knowledge gaps (Grimen, 2009). While 

patients (caregivers) have the knowledge about their (the care receivers’) illness 

experiences or symptoms, medical history, and treatment preferences, doctors have 

the medical knowledge (Grimen, 2009). While patients (caregivers) judge medical 

reasoning, diagnoses, and treatment recommendations based on their (the care 

receivers’) experience of symptoms (Weidner, 2011 cited in Heritage, 2013), 

doctors diagnose and offer treatments based on their medical education and work 

experience. These knowledge gaps between doctors and patients/caregivers make 

diagnostic reasoning being inherently difficult to understand for laypeople 

(Heritage & Clayman, 2010). Consequently, the communication between doctors 

and patients/caregivers is often doctor- or illness-centred, involving little or no 

explanation to patients/caregivers and inviting little or no participation from them 

(Heritage & Clayman, 2010). Such poor communication of doctors can result in 

patients’/caregivers’ lack of knowledge that is needed to deal with the illness or 

health problem, which disempowers patients/caregivers (Fage-Butler & Anesa, 

2016). In fact, the knowledge gap can lead to salient power asymmetry between 

doctors and patients/caregivers (see Foucault, 1984), in that doctors’ dominant role 

tends to result from the mastery of medical knowledge (Lynch & Bogen, 1994). 

The unbalanced power distribution has been extensively explored in extant 

literature, which is discussed in the following subsection. 

2.1.3 Power asymmetry  

It is widely acknowledged that there is power asymmetry between doctors and 

patients/caregivers in face-to-face medical consultations (West, 1984; Mishler, 
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1984). Doctors exercise their power through asking questions, giving orders, 

offering advice, as well as interrupting patients/caregivers (for examples see Byrne 

& Long, 1976; Beckman & Frankel, 1984; Hodge & Kress, 1988; Heritage & 

Greatbatch, 1991; Chen & Li, 2011; Niu, Luo, & Gao, 2014). The power asymmetry 

is also maintained by the way patients/caregivers interact with their doctors. That 

is, patients/caregivers are passively involved in consultations (Heath, 1992). In 

addition to the very brief acknowledgements and frequent silence in 

patients’/caregivers’ responses as mentioned in Section 2.1.1, when 

patients/caregivers are uncertain about something, they just indirectly or subtly or 

cautiously express the doubt. Besides, when requesting further information, they 

also tend to do it in a very indirect way, using paralinguistic or even non-verbal 

cues, such as silence (West, 1984; Ten Have, 1991).  

While a majority of studies have demonstrated that doctors are the more 

powerful party and have control over medical consultation, a few studies have also 

illustrated the features of how patients/caregivers exercise power. For instance, 

patients/caregivers resist doctors’ invitation to making initiating moves, and they 

delay doctors’ questioning interventions by initiating topics (Heath, 1992; 

Silverman, 1987; Ten Have, 1991). The examples mentioned here have proved that 

patients/caregivers also try to exert their power in medical consultations. Actually, 

nowadays the power relationships between doctors and patients/caregivers can be 

more fluid and dynamic than we thought. As discussed in Chapter One, health- or 

medicine-related information is available online and easily accessible for acquiring 

professional knowledge and self-care, which likely empower patients/caregivers to 

challenge the authorities and take control over the treatment. In this Health 2.0 

society, the exertion of power by patients/caregivers in medical consultations can 

be a new trend being opened up for investigation.8 Drawing upon this insight, 

doctor-patient online power relations also form part of my focus in this thesis.   

 

8 Health 2.0 refers to the use of the Internet by people for health-related activities, such as 

health information seeking, peer communication, social support seeking, self-

diagnosis/treatment, and consulting medical professionals (Antheunis et al., 2013; Bos et 

al., 2008; Caldwell et al., 2016). 
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2.1.4 The “sick role” of patients  

The idea of “sick role” is put forward by Talcott Parsons. It means that people who 

are ill have particular rights and obligations (Parsons, 1951). While the sick role is 

treated by Parsons as “a static set of rights and responsibilities granted by society” 

(Jones, 2013, p. 11), Erving Goffman (1963) sees it as dynamically constructed and 

strategically presented and Harold Garfinkel (1967) views it as something that is 

organizationally carried out through repetitive social practices (cited in Jones, 2013). 

No matter which perspective is being taken to look at the meaning of “being sick”, 

the sick role concept highlights how interactions are constrained by normative 

expectations on certain participants’ behaviours (Fahy & Smith, 1999). Patients are 

obligated to strive to get better, since “being sick” is always seen as undesirable, 

and they must seek help from professionals and be cooperative in the treatment 

process (Parsons, 1951). Patients are naturally allowed to present a lack of 

knowledge or acknowledge doctors’ superior knowledge (Landmark et al., 2015), 

which functions as a way of avoiding responsibility (Stevanovic, 2012). Thus, the 

sick role entitles people to position themselves to be legitimate help-seekers 

(Heritage & Clayman, 2010).  

The sick role that is exploited by patients/caregivers has been evaluated in 

terms of whether or not patients/caregivers seek medical help too frequently or 

without adequate justification (Heritage & Clayman, 2010). It is common that an 

illness can only be realized over a period of time after the illness presents itself 

unambiguously (Halkowski, 2006). Patients (caregivers) are expected to be sensible 

to their (the care receivers’) health problem and bodily experience so that they could 

make a decision whether it is necessary to visit a doctor (Halkowski, 2006). Patients 

(caregivers) construct their legitimacy of seeking professional help usually through 

narrating their (the care receivers’) symptoms/illness, or their futile efforts to treat 

the problems on their own (Halkowski, 2006; Heritage & Robinson, 2006a). By this 

way, they demonstrate that they have the rights and every reason to visit a doctor, 

and that they are visiting the doctor because of their real need, not because they are 

making a big fuss about their body conditions. However, patients/caregivers face a 

paradox which is born of what Halkowski refers as the “patients’ problem” (2006, 

p.111). On the one hand, the patients/caregivers knows that there is something 
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wrong with their/the care receivers’ body conditions; on the other hand, because of 

the lack of medical knowledge, they cannot know what exactly is wrong and 

whether the conditions are serious. Because of this, when they are narrating their 

symptoms or responding to a doctor’s queries, they are unsure if the message they 

are conveying is relevant from the medical point of view. Therefore, the 

information giving to their doctors is not only for informing the doctors of its 

subject matter, but also for the sake of the patients/caregivers themselves with the 

purpose of showing that they are uncertain and need help, as well as being 

reasonable (Wittgenstein, 1953 cited in Halkowski, 2006).  

The idea of sick role has been discussed in terms of its different facets, such 

as the obligation of the sick person to get better, their legitimacy to seek help from 

health professionals, and the paradox of being certain and at the same time not too 

certain about a health problem. However, its entitlement for patients/caregivers to 

seek social and psychological support from others (Heritage & Clayman, 2010) is 

not given much attention, in particular the emotional support. Emotional support 

seeking can be inevitable in dealing with illness/health issues (Lupton, 2012; Jones, 

2013). Considering that the sick role can facilitate the emotional support seeking 

behaviour, there is much potential to explore patients’/caregivers’ affective practice 

in medical consultations.  

Prior studies on face-to-face medical encounters have examined different 

aspects of medical discursive practices and built a solid foundation for exploring 

medical consultation discourse further. Reviewing them helps signal the 

marginalized aspect of medical discourse in the linguistic-related literature – the 

affective discursive practice.  

 

2.2 Computer-Mediated Health Communication 

Computer-mediated health communication can be viewed as a contextualised type 

of CMC (Computer-Mediated Communication). In other words, it is the application 

of CMC to illness- or health-related issues. Thus, computer-mediated health 

communication has all the features of CMC. CMC is defined as “predominantly 
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text-based human-human interaction mediated by networked computers or mobile 

telephony” (Herring, 2007, p. 1). It has technological affordances such as 

anonymous messaging, private messaging, filtering, quoting (Herring, 2007), and 

computer-mediated contextualization cues, such as emoticons/emojis and user IDs 

(Heisler & Crabill, 2006; Herring, 2001).  

Studies on illness/health-related CMC have been categorised into two broad 

types (Harvey & Koteyko, 2013): (1) peer-to-peer online interaction (see for 

example Angouri & Sanderson, 2016; Armstrong, Koteyko, & Powell, 2012; 

Demjén, 2016; Demmen et al., 2015; Fage-Butler & Anesa, 2016; Landqvist, 2016), 

and (2) online support seeking from health professionals (see Anesa & Fage-Butler, 

2015; Harvey & Brown, 2012; Locher, 2006; Locher & Hoffman, 2006). The 

former has been more extensively investigated.  

2.2.1 Peer-to-peer interactions 

Previous research has shown that peer-peer communication on illness/health 

involves not only informational support but also emotional support and engagement 

(Bambina, 2007; Lundin & Elmerstig, 2015; Park & Park, 2016; Pfeil & Zaphiris 

2007; Rubenstein, 2011). Affective display and engagement by participants in peer-

peer health communication is seen in knowledge sharing and enquiring in online 

forums. For example, in online health forum discussions advice given to peers are 

often just responses in relation to affect and attitude (Landqvist, 2016). Affective 

interactions in peer-peer health communication can also be reflected in the 

establishment of rapport. The development of rapport is achieved through sharing 

similar experiences, addressing each other directly with informal and personal style 

(Angouri & Sanderson, 2016), and engaging in shared interests (Landqvist, 2016). 

This kind of rapport building can be viewed as a way of minimising the 

psychological distance among one another in an online health community, which 

may generate affiliative affect. While online peer-peer health communication 

implies the affective aspect of such communication, this aspect is also observed in 

online communication between health experts and e-patients, which is elaborated 

in the subsection below.  
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2.2.2 Ask-the-experts online  

While online peer-peer discussion about illness/health has been widely explored in 

the past decade or so, the study of online interactions between health experts and e-

patients is relatively lacking. Consultations with health professionals in virtual 

settings are beneficial to patients/caregivers in terms of interaction enhancing 

effects (see Dedding, Van Doorn, Winkler, & Reis, 2011). Patients (caregivers) are 

enabled to provide more details about their (the care receivers’) illness experiences 

or health problems, due to the absence of constrains on time and space, and they 

also have an increased opportunity to self-disclose their stories, due to the 

anonymous feature of CMC (Dedding et al., 2011), which usually links to affective 

display as mentioned in Chapter One. These benefits can facilitate the interactions 

between doctors and patients/caregivers. More importantly, online medical services 

also likely encourage health experts to take a more patient-centred and co-operative 

approach to healthcare delivery in the online environment, because doctors are 

more likely to be aware that e-patients may have equipped themselves with 

extensive expertise related to their health conditions via the Internet (Pounds, 2018). 

It seems that the online mode of communication between health experts and e-

patients has the potential for facilitating more affective expressions than face-to-

face encounters.   

 This potential, however, has not been fairly explored. Existing studies on 

online communication between health experts and e-patients mainly prioritize the 

linguistic features of advice giving by experts and the identity construction of health 

experts and e-patients. Specifically, some studies have addressed the strategies of 

indirectness and hedging adopted in giving advice (see Locher, 2006, 2010). Some 

have studied participants’ identity construction, such as (1) the expert identity 

construction of a fictional advice giver (see Locher & Hoffman, 2006), (2) the 

construction of a semi-expert position for e-patients by e-patients themselves and 

their health professionals (see Fage-Butler & Anesa, 2016), and (3) the construction 

of doctor’s identity (i.e., professional, authoritative, and ordinary personal identities) 

(see Mao & Zhao, 2018). Others have examined doctors’ discourse in terms of 

mitigating their statements (see Mao & Zhao, 2019), establishing trust (Zhao & 

Mao, 2019), and popularizing biomedical information (see Anesa & Fage-Butler, 
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2015). Informed by the prior studies, there is a lack of specific attention to the 

affective aspect of online communication between health experts and e-patients. 

That said, studies by Gabrina Pounds (2015, 2018) and her colleague Carlos de 

Pablos-Ortega (2015) have explored the empathic communicative acts by doctors 

in online healthcare services. Their studies provide insights for examining the 

affective dimension of online medical consultations, which is further discussed in 

the following section.  

 

2.3 Affective Communications in the Clinical Context  

Previous studies on affective communications in the medical context mainly focus 

on examining patients’ emotional expressions and doctors’ empathic responses in 

face-to-face settings, particularly in the fields of Social Sciences and Medicine (see 

Halpern, 2003; Silverman et al.,2013), and they are mostly conducted in the western 

context. 

2.3.1 Emotional expression by patients 

Previous studies have found that the identification of patients’ emotional cues are 

significantly helpful in building a strong therapeutic alliance (Shields et al., 2005), 

improving patients’ satisfaction (Uitterhoeve et al., 2009; Zachariae et al., 2003), 

and reducing patients’ anxiety (Butow et al., 2002). Dealing with the emotional 

aspect of patients’ talk is an important challenge to health professionals and it is 

one of the most demanding issues for studying patient-doctor communication 

(Butow et al., 2002; Heaven, Maguire & Green, 2003; Levinson, Horawara-Bhat & 

Lamb, 2000). Some studies have been dedicated to investigating patients’ 

emotional expressions in face-to-face medical consultations in the past decade or 

so (see Amenta et al., 2013; Del Piccolo et al., 2012; Eide, Eide, Rustøen, & Finset, 

2011; Grimsbø, Ruland & Finset, 2012; Hsu et al., 2012; Korsvold et al., 2016; 

Mazzi et al., 2013; Martinovski & Mao, 2009; Mjaaland et al., 2011; Weilenmann 

et al., 2018; Zimmermann et al., 2011). It is noted that patients seldom express their 

emotions directly and spontaneously in face-to-face medical encounters 

(Zimmermann et al., 2011; Suchman et al., 1997). Such indirect or implicit 
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emotional expressions have been labelled by different names: potential empathic 

opportunities (see Suchman et al., 1997), cues (see Butow et al., 2002), clues (see 

Levinson et al., 2000), and concerns (see Robinson, 2001). Regardless of the 

different labels, the categories of emotional display by patients are identified and 

included in various coding instruments (see Del Piccolo et al., 2004; Ford et al., 

2000; Roter, 1993).  

While emotional expressions by patients in the face-to-face consultation 

context have been the interest of researchers, such expressions in the online context 

have not been given much attention. That said, it is noted that patients express their 

emotion in e-mail communication with the health professionals (Grimsbø et al., 

2012), which indicates that there is a phenomenon that patients display their 

emotions to health professionals in the online environment. Despite of this notice, 

e-patients’ emotional expressions in the online model of medical consultation, to 

my best knowledge, has not been investigated. Thus, in this thesis, the examination 

of e-patients’ emotional expressions is one of the research aims.  

2.3.2 Empathic communication by doctors 

2.3.2.1 The notion of clinical empathy 

Outside the field of medicine, empathy has been understood as an affective mode 

of understanding which is originated in the perception of another person’s emotions 

or his/her situation (Friedlmeier, 1993 cited in Neumann et al., 2009); and there is 

not any clear boundary between sympathy and empathy. Within the field of 

medicine, it has been specifically understood as an act of acknowledging patients’ 

emotional states or concerns (Mercer & Reynolds, 2002; Poole & Sanson-Fisher, 

1979; Salmon & Young, 2005). The key features of manifesting clinical empathy 

would be that, in response to a patient’s message, a doctor presents words or display 

paralanguages which indicate that the doctor has recognized or acknowledged the 

e-patient’s concerns or emotions. A general expectation on doctors is that they 

should have empathy toward their patients/caregivers. That is, doctors are expected 

to know their patients’/ caregivers’ concerns, in particular the underlying concerns, 

from the patients’/caregivers’ position, and to demonstrate that understanding back 
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to the patients/caregivers via some explicit acts (Halper, 2003; Mercer & Reynolds, 

2002; Neumann et al., 2009; Silverman et al., 2013).  

Although the conceptualisation of Empathy has been developed in different 

ways relating to different disciplines such as medicine and psychology, the 

development or evolution is mainly around three dimensions of empathy – 

emotional, cognitive, and behavioural, which interact and overlap in practice in 

different contexts (Jeffrey, 2016). In the field of psychology, the cognitive 

dimension of empathy is more emphasized (see works of Carl Rogers). That is, the 

ability to understand another person’s feelings (Morse et al., 1992). By contrast, in 

the field of medicine, the behavioural aspect of empathy is more emphasized (see 

Halpern, 2001; Irving, 2004; Mercer & Reynolds, 2002). That is, empathy is viewed 

as a skill and health professionals should demonstrate empathy in action to patients’ 

words or behaviours. In addition, clinical empathy in the field of medicine is a type 

of understanding which involves a “value-neutral” way of observation, not indebted 

to being nice, kind, or compassionate (Kohut, 1980). It is important that we 

differentiate empathy from sympathy – they are understood differently in the 

clinical context. It is suggested that sympathy should be avoided in medical 

encounters, because being merely sympathetic could have negative impact on 

clinical objectivity and professional effectiveness (Hojat, 2007). Sympathy is “a 

feeling of pity or concern from outside of the patient’s position” (Silverman et al., 

2013, p. 140). It is about the ability to feel the patients’ emotions and feelings 

(Neumann et al., 2009). However, this ability of sympathy does not necessarily 

require doctors’ understanding of the patient’s concerns or emotional states. In 

contrast, clinical empathy does require such understanding.  

Clinical empathy is conceptualized in literature as a professional skill which 

serves specific functions in healthcare delivery. It can improve patients’ 

psychological and physical conditions, as well as their satisfaction with healthcare 

services (Howick et al., 2018). For example, clinical empathy can enhance 

therapeutic efficacy through reducing patients’ anxiety, which is associated with 

improved healthcare outcomes (Hsu et al., 2012; Rietveld & Prins, 1998). In 

addition, clinical empathy is helpful in the interest of doctors. It helps doctors 

associate patients’ words with particular meanings and target patients’ concerns 
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more efficiently; it also enriches doctors’ own experiences of their profession and 

increases their professional satisfaction (Halper, 2003). Besides, clinical empathy 

helps facilitate patients’ trust and disclosure (Halpern, 2003), the former being 

associated with better treatment adherence (Roter et al., 1998) and the latter 

enabling doctors to get detailed background or history of the patients. As Halpern 

(2001) suggested, the manifestation of empathy in the medical context can facilitate 

a comprehensive understanding of patient’s “illness experiences, health habits, 

psychological needs and social situations” (p. 94). This is very important, as it may 

further enable doctors to notice or detect potential blind spots and biases in relation 

to their patients’ health problem, especially when it is about treating stigmatized 

illnesses (e.g., AIDS and HIV) and when those blind spots and biases may be 

otherwise never disclosed via other channels, such as scientific knowledge, 

technology, and medical tools for making accurate diagnoses. 

2.3.2.2 Review of non-linguistic studies on clinical empathic communication 

The importance of clinical empathy and its positive functions have been 

emphasized and well explored in the fields of Medicine Humanities and Psychology 

(see Beckman, Markakis, Suchman & Frankel, 1994; Kennifer et al., 2009; Kölfen, 

2016; Ning & Wei, 2015). Previous studies focus on the face-to-face medical 

consultation, when it comes to exploring health professionals’ empathic responses. 

Among those studies, some have investigated health professionals’ verbal and non-

verbal responses to patients’ emotional displays (see Bylund & Makoul, 2005; Del 

Piccolo et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2012; Levinson et al., 2000; Neumann, 2009; 

Silverman et al., 2013; Suchman et al., 1997). Others have paid attention to the 

relationship between the measured empathy score of health professionals and the 

clinical outcomes for patients (See Del Canale et al., 2012; Fox, Platt, White & 

Hulac, 2005).  

With the purpose of cultivating empathic skills in health professionals, past studies 

have proposed empathic communication models and guidelines based on coding or 

categorizing approach, which specify various categories of patients’ implicit and 

explicit affective display and doctors’ empathic expression (see Del Piccolo, 2011; 

Hsu et al., 2012). Those studies contribute to a consensus-reached view on clinical 
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empathic communication categories. It is made use of in this study for collecting 

data, which is explained in detail in Chapter Three.  

2.3.2.3 Review of linguistic-related studies on face-to-face clinical empathic 

communication  

Among the very few linguistics-related studies on clinical empathic interactions, 

most of them investigate such communication in face-to-face settings. Those 

studies adopt a conversation analysis (CA) approach to data analysis, focusing on 

how empathy is achieved through talk-in-interaction (see Ruusuvuori, 2007; Wynn 

& Wynn, 2006).  

Ruusuvuori (2007) has identified the discursive features of Finnish doctors’ 

utterances that display understanding, compassion or agreement with patients’ 

account. The database comprises 20 homeopathic consultations and 20 general 

practice consultations. All instances of patients’ troubles-telling are identified, and 

corresponding responses by doctors are noted down and analysed. One of the 

significant findings of her study is that empathic responses can perform the 

functions of closing a sequence of troubles-telling and shifting back to the problem-

solving task. This finding indicates that empathic communication could be treated 

as a relevant part of medical consultation, which has an effect on smoothing the 

progress of a medical encounter (Ruusuvuori, 2007). Ruusuvuori’s study proves not 

only that clinical empathic communication can be examined with a linguistic lens, 

but also that empathic responses by health professionals can be blended in medical 

discourse to serve specific functions. 

Wynn and Wynn (2006) have examined in conversational sequences between 

therapists and their patients what Bachelor (1988) has proposed as “cognitive 

empathy”, “affective empathy” and “sharing empathy”. Wynn and Wynn (2006) 

obtain segments of empathy-related conversations transcribed from 20 videotaped 

recordings involving 4 doctors (two male and two female doctors) and 15 patients 

having different psycho-disorders. In their study, empathy is viewed as a higher-

level conversational resource that can be achieved by some basic resources: (1) a 

patient’s confirmation or acknowledgement of the doctor’s assertion in relation to 

the e-patient’s emotional state, (2) a doctor’s repetition of a patient’s prior turn (i.e., 
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“echoing”), (3) a doctor’s acknowledgement of a patient’s feelings, (4) a doctor’s 

use of “we” for expressing a shared perspective, and (5) non-verbal behaviours (e.g., 

nodding and putting hand on the patient’s shoulder). Their study indicates that 

empathy is an interactionally achieved phenomenon, which indicates the 

importance of empathy-in-interaction.  

Among the existing related studies in the field of linguistics, the study by 

Pounds (2010) is especially noteworthy, because it presents a text-based approach 

to the exploration of clinical empathy with the purpose of proposing categories that 

are related to patients’ expression of feelings and views, and doctors’ empathic 

expression. Pounds (2010) has proposed an appraisal framework of empathy, which 

is the very first empathic category framework proposed in linguistics based on an 

overview of texts in relation to empathic communication in the clinical context. 

Pounds adopts Martin and White’s (2005) appraisal framework, particularly the part 

regarding the subcategories – “affect”, “appreciation” and “judgement” – of the 

“attitude” domain), as the theoretical foundation. In Pounds’ study, patients’ 

expression of feelings is related to the subcategory – affect of the attitude domain. 

Pounds also associates the subcategories judgement and appreciation of the attitude 

domain with patients’ expression of views on received healthcare services, 

treatment or health-related issues, among others. Pounds’ empathic category 

framework is put forward based on sources including: (1) second-hand medical 

consultation data in existing consultation training materials and published articles 

(see Levinson et al., 2000; Moulton, 2007; Piasecky, 2003; Silverman et al., 2005;), 

and (2) previous linguistic studies related to face-to-face empathic interactions. Her 

appraisal framework of clinical empathy mainly contains two parts: (1) patients’ 

implicit and explicit feelings and views, which indicate their emotions; and (2) 

doctors’ elicitation of patients’ feelings or views, and their responses to patients’ 

feelings/views. This framework is utilized in data collection for this study, which is 

further explained in detail in Chapter Three. 
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2.3.2.4 Review of linguistic-related studies on online clinical empathic 

communication  

By adopting Pounds’ (2010) framework to online communication between health 

experts and e-patients in western contexts, Pounds (2018) and Pounds and De 

Pablos-Ortega (2015) have explored health professionals’ patient-centred 

communicative acts in websites that provide ask-the-expert services. Their studies 

have proved that empathy in the online context can be analysed by text-driven 

discourse analytical approach and that the practice of empathy can be viewed as 

being constituted by empathic acts. Those empathic acts mainly include: (1) the 

elicitation of patients’ feelings and views, (2) the acknowledgement of patients’ 

feelings, (3) the expression of acceptance by providing such as positive judgement 

of patients’ behaviours. While those studies focus on addressing the categorization 

of doctors’ empathic communicative acts, they have left a large room for addressing 

the interactional aspect of empathic communication between doctors and patients, 

particularly in relation to identity and power which are of interest to be explored 

when dealing with medical discourse, as mentioned in previous sections. 

In summary, the overview of previous studies has called attention to the lack 

of linguistic studies on the affective aspect of medical discourse produced in both 

the online and the offline contexts. As can be inferred from prior studies, online 

health communication has an orientation towards affective communications, which 

is an interactionally achieved phenomenon. It is thus of vital importance to study 

the interactional features involved in a medical discourse, if one wants to 

understand the affective aspect of a clinical communication better. This chapter has 

clearly indicated a research gap for exploring the affective aspect of online medical 

discourse from a textual and a social practice dimensions in the China context. Also, 

the review of related studies on clinical affective communications in this chapter 

has paved the way to presenting the data collection criteria in Chapter Three.  
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Chapter Three 

Data and Methodology 

 

Chapter Three presents the analytical approach and data-related information. It 

starts by explaining what computer-mediated discourse analytical approach is, and 

how it is employed to analyse data in this study. Then, this chapter introduces the 

background information of three e-healthcare platforms from which the data are 

collected. Following the discussion of the analytical approach and the sources of 

data, this Chapter goes on to describe and justify the data selection criteria.  

 

3.1 Computer-Mediated Discourse Analysis  

Discourse analysis is becoming a key approach to examining medical discourse 

(Roberts & Sarangi, 2005). It is viewed as a useful and productive qualitative 

methodology for conducting healthcare research (Yazdannik, Yousefy & 

Mohammadi, 2017). Discourse analysis not only concerns the study of language in 

use, but is also a means of examining how language can be used to do things in real 

life (Jones, 2012). Most importantly, this approach has been widely acknowledged 

in studies regarding CMC (computer-mediated communication) (see for examples 

Barton & Lee, 2013; Jones et al., 2015; Thurlow & Mroczek, 2011). The application 

of discourse analysis to CMC is viewed as a specific approach to deal with linguistic 

data, proposed by Susan Herring (2004) as Computer-Mediated Discourse Analysis 

(CMDA).   

CMDA is viewed as an evidence-based approach to analyse discourse (Herring, 

2004, 2007), rather than a theory or a method. As an approach to studying online 

discourse, CMDA provides researchers a methodological toolkit and a set of 

theoretical assumptions to observe research data and interpret findings of empirical 

studies (Herring, 2004). It holds three theoretical assumptions: (1) discourse 

exhibits certain patterns which may be produced consciously or unconsciously 
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(Goffman, 1959); (2) discourse involves speaker choices which are constrained by 

not only linguistic resources but also cognitive and social factors (Chafe, 1994; 

Sacks, 1984), such as identity and power; (3) discourse can be shaped by 

technological affordances or constrains of CMC systems (e.g., the automatically 

archiving function and the copy and paste function). The third assumption 

distinguishes the CMDA approach from other discourse analysis approaches, in the 

way that it is generated in the development of Internet technology. Thus, applying 

CMDA to studying digital discourses is suitable, as online discourses can be 

different from discourses produced in the offline world due to the influence of 

Internet technology.  

CMDA prioritizes the phenomenon of interest that emerges out of the data. It 

is not constrained by any existing discourse analysis paradigms, such as text 

analysis, pragmatics, conversation analysis, or critical discourse analysis. That is, 

those discourse analytic models are not the starting point of doing CMDA. Rather 

than selecting an analytical framework in the first place to examine CMC discourse, 

a CMDA analyst looks at research data at first and selects useful methodological 

tool(s) based on the specific features of the data or the phenomenon of interest. This 

bottom-up orientation is reflected in Herring’s (2004) organization of linguistic 

models around four domains of language, which are: (1) structure, (2) meaning, (3) 

interaction, and (4) social behaviour. Within each domain, certain linguistic and 

discursive phenomena, analytical issues, and methods can be chosen for further 

investigation depending on the phenomenon of interest. The range of “phenomena”, 

“issues”, and “methods” to be studied within each domain can be extensive and 

without a limit, and each individual feature to be studied is based on a bottom-up 

observation of research data. For example, when analysing a particular genre of 

digital conversations, the analyst might find the sequential feature most worthy of 

attention and analysis. With this phenomenon of interest, issues related to sequence 

organization such as coherence and topic development are identified for 

examination; methods such as conversation analysis and ethnomethodology can be 

adopted to analyse the particular phenomenon here.  

The CMDA approach frees studies from the constrains of specific analytical 

frameworks or tools, enabling the researcher to be open to the possibility of 
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discovering novel phenomena (Herring, 2004). For instance, a researcher can 

choose to investigate any number of domains within the CMDA approach, and 

explore any features or phenomena within each domain, as long as the analyses fit 

the ultimate research goals. The CMDA approach has an important role to play in 

exploring and explaining new forms of organizational or institutional 

communication as they evolve (Herring, 2004). Online medical consultation in 

China is one such new form of communication and thus would benefit from the 

CMDA approach. While CMDA has been used in studies that examine CMC (see 

for examples Androutsopoulos, 2011; Darics, 2010; Fitzpatrick & Donnelly, 2010; 

Markman & Oshima, 2007), none to my best knowledge has adopted it to study 

online health communication. Although CMDA as an individual approach has not 

been applied to any prior studies on online communication between health experts 

and e-patients, the different analytical domains introduced within the CMDA 

approach are seen in related studies. For instance, the structural domain has been 

adopted to examine the way language is used on online health advice columns (see 

Locher, 2010) and the meaning domain was made reference to for examining health 

experts’ responses to e-patients’ messages in online consultations with the purpose 

of identifying empathic acts by doctors (see Pounds, 2018). In addition, the social 

behaviour domain has also been examined with the purpose of identifying the 

identity construction of e-patients (see Fage-Butler & Anesa, 2016) and doctors 

(Mao & Zhao, 2018). While these studies do not adopt CMDA as their core 

approach, the individual domains proposed within the CMDA approach are 

nevertheless involved in these studies. It shows that the domains proposed in the 

CMDA approach are comprehensive for analysing online data. The present study 

thus takes advantage of the CMDA approach to analyse the collected data.  

To reiterate, my study aims to find out: (1) the discursive acts with pragmatic 

function of expressing emotion and empathy; (2) the interactional features of 

empathic communication; and (3) the social practice in terms of identity positions 

and power relations. In order to make the analytical approach best suit my research 

aims, I have proposed a specific set of elements to be studied in the three CMDA 

domains: meaning, interaction, and social behaviour. Table 3.1 below lists the 

analytical elements in this study. 
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Analytical Domain Analytical Elements 

Meaning 

The affective-expressive dimension of language: (1) e-

patients’ implicit emotional discursive acts; (2) doctors’ 

empathic discursive acts 

Interaction 

The interactional features of empathic communication: (1) 

sequence organization; (2) features of ineffective empathic 

responses; (3) structural organization of empathic acts within 

related empathic responses 

Social behaviour Discursive positions; Power relations 

Table 3.1 Analytical elements for data analysis 

 

3.2 Research Sites  

Three e-healthcare websites were chosen for selecting research data, namely 

“Chunyu Doctor” (春雨医生), “Dingxiang Doctor” (丁香医生), and “Jiankang 160” 

(健康 160).9 These platforms are chosen because they are among the top 10 online 

healthcare platforms in 2018, according to an investigation conducted by China 

Internet Weekly and a research institute of “eNet”.10 There are archived OMC texts 

posted on the “ask-answer” section of each of these websites in the form of written 

texts (most of the posted OMC cases are the text-message-mode consultation). 

 

9 The website address of “Chunyu Doctor” is https://www.chunyuyisheng.com/pc/qalist/, 

that of “Dingxiang Doctor” is https://ask.dxy.com/, and that of “Jiankang 160” is 

https://www.91160.com/consult/index.html. 

10 China Internet Weekly is a journal managed by Chinese Academy of Sciences which is 

a national academy for the natural sciences of China. “eNet” is one of the most influential 

internet-based companies, founded in 1999 and specializing in offering IT and business 

service.  

https://www.chunyuyisheng.com/pc/qalist/
https://ask.dxy.com/
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These posted OMCs are publicly accessible to all web users, and these websites do 

not prohibit the use of the publicly posted OMC texts for academic purposes (as 

inferred from their copyright claim). Ethics approval of using these website data 

has been obtained from the University Research Ethics Committee of the Hong 

Kong Baptist University. It is believed that using free access data to conduct 

research does not normally require informed consent from each individual 

contributor (Demjén, 2016; Seale et al., 2010). After all, the e-patients in those 

archived OMC texts are anonymous, so it is not feasible to get their informed 

consent. In addition, the use of data obeys the checklist of Internet-specific ethical 

considerations (see Markham & Buchanan, 2012). That is, doctors’ personal 

information is not disclosed in examples presented in this thesis.  

The healthcare services provided by these e-healthcare websites are not limited 

to advice-giving, but also including medical agendas, such as verbal and physical 

examinations (the latter is achieved through examining symptom-related pictures 

uploaded by e-patients), diagnosis, treatment recommendation, and prescription. 

Yet, each website makes a disclaimer about the use of online consultation. For 

example, the “Chunyu Doctor” website puts a disclaimer on the top of a pre-

consultation window (see Figure 3.1 below), saying that “online consultation is not 

suitable for patients who need emergency or critical care; such patients should go 

to a local hospital immediately”. A consultation between an e-patient and a doctor 

occurs in a consultation window (see Figure 3.2 below) and it is automatically 

recorded after being initiated by the e-patient.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Pre-consultation window 

The disclaimer 

E-patients are asked to write down their 

symptoms, health problems/conditions 

here (word limits: 10 to 500). 

E-patients can upload health or 

medicine related pictures here.  
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Figure 3.2 Consultation window 

Doctors contributing to those websites are doctors who work in hospitals, 

mostly public ones. Thus, there is a possibility that a doctor whom an e-patient 

consults online is the one whom the e-patient has already visited in a hospital or 

will visit soon after the online consultation. Each doctor has his/her webpage on a 

related-e-healthcare website, on which the doctor posts his/her profile picture, full 

name along with professional affiliation, educational background, professional title, 

specialization, work seniority, the number of completed consultations, and the 

number of followers. With the help of these information, a doctor’s professional 

identity can be verified by e-patients who visit the website. E-patients are free to 

select any doctor they feel appropriate for making a consultation. They can also 

choose different modes of consultation, including video, telephone, voice-message, 

and text-message based consultation services, which are offered by the three OMC 

websites. In addition, the three websites all have an evaluation system, in which e-

patients can give evaluations and comments on the performance of the respective 

doctor after each consultation. These evaluations and comments are posted on each 

doctor’s webpage. Each consultation involves only one e-patient and one doctor. E-

patients need to register for an account in order to initiate a consultation.  

There are two modes of initiating an OMC by e-patients. The first is that an e-

patient can randomly send an initiating message in an OMC platform, not 

specifying which doctor s/he would like to consult. In this case, all doctors related 

: E-patient 

: E-patient 

: E-patient 

Doctor: 

Doctor: 

It is the profile picture of 

the doctor, which is 

mosaiced for the sake of 

protecting the doctor’s 

privacy.  
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to that particular OMC platform are invited to address to that specific message from 

the e-patient. Any doctor who is available can respond to the e-patient. If more than 

one doctor is interested in solving the e-patient’s issue, then the one who is the first 

to accept the invitation will get the opportunity to interact with the e-patient. It is 

like ordering an Uber ride. If more than one driver is interested in accepting the 

order, a driver should accept the order faster than other drivers. The second mode 

is that an e-patient selects a specific doctor to consult. If this doctor indicates that 

he or she is unavailable, s/he can choose not to accept the order and the money paid 

by the e-patient will be returned.  

In the present study, the OMC interactions are viewed as “quasi-synchronous” 

data (like WeChat and WhatsApp messaging interactions), rather than synchronous, 

like oral conversation, or asynchronous, like email, as is clarified by Garcia and 

Jacobs (1999). That is, posted messages in a consultation window can be available 

synchronously to both participants, although the process of message transmission 

is not synchronous with message production (Garcia & Jacobs, 1999). That said, it 

may take longer for a doctor to reply to the first message sent by an e-patient, 

compared to the responding time during an OMC conversation. However, an OMC 

conversation between a doctor and an e-patient usually does not involve a very long 

time slot of waiting for the next turn, because there is usually a regulation that each 

consultation will be “closed” after 24 hours, and if an e-patient did not get any reply, 

his/her consultation fee would be refunded.  

In addition, those websites utilize different ways to deal with the responding-

time issue. For example, “Jiankang 160” and “Chunyu Doctor” websites make the 

doctors’ responding-time as an evaluation factor for e-patients to access their 

doctors’ service. Besides, on the webpage of a doctor contributing to “Jiankang 160” 

website, there is the general feedback of a doctor’s responding time (e.g. “quick 

response” or “slow response”). As to “Dingxiang Doctor” website, it presents the 

average responding time of a doctor on his/her webpage (based on the responding 

time information, most doctors can respond to their e-patients’ message within one 

hour after they has received the first message of an e-patient). “Dingxiang Doctor” 

website also presents the turn-exchange time information on each archived 
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consultation, so that users can see how long a consultation takes and how fast a 

doctor responds to an e-patient.  

 

3.3 Data Collection  

300 quasi-synchronous text-based consultations were selected from the three e-

healthcare websites between 5 August and 7 October 2018. One of the CMDA data 

sampling techniques – sampling by phenomenon (Herring, 2004) – was adopted to 

select data. As suggested in Herring (2004), this sampling technique enables 

researchers to do an in-depth analysis of a phenomenon, and this technique is 

particularly useful when the phenomenon is rare. In the present study, the 

“phenomenon” under investigation refers to the occurrence of e-patients’ explicit 

or implicit negative emotional expressions and of doctors’ empathic expressions in 

an OMC. In addition to this data selection criterion, Anesa and Fage-Butler’s (2015) 

online data selection criteria – interactivity and recency – were also adopted to 

select data. Concerning interactivity, OMC texts with less than four turns (< 4) were 

excluded so as to make sure that a chosen OMC is not only one turn exchange 

interaction between the doctor and the e-patient. Regarding recency, OMC texts 

produced before the year 2017 were excluded so as to make sure that the instances 

collected were most up to date. In summary, the data were selected based on these 

three data selection criteria: (1) the “phenomenon” of affective practice (i.e., e-

patients’ negative emotional expressions and doctors’ empathic expressions); (2) 

having more than 4 turns (including 4); and (3) being initiated after the year 2017.  

In order to select data that involve affective practice (i.e., meeting the first 

criterion), a list has been compiled by the author based on four studies which were 

selected from the literature (the selection process of these studies is discussed in the 

following paragraphs). This compiled list has three components: “e-patient 

concerns”, “e-patient cues”, and doctors’ empathic responses. E-patient concerns in 

this study are referred to as e-patients’ explicit expressions of negative emotions or 

feelings (inferring from the definition of emotional concerns in Del Piccolo et al. 

[2009] and Zimmermann et al. [2011]). E-patient cues in this study are referred to 

as e-patients’ implicit expressions of negative emotions or feelings (inferring from 
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the definition of emotional cues in Del Piccolo, Finset & Zimmermann (2009) and 

Zimmermann et al. [2011]). Doctors’ empathic responses refer to doctors’ explicit 

expression of recognizing patients’ emotions (Suchman et al., 1997). See Table 3.2 

below for illustrations.   

Partici-

pants 

Compo-

nents 
Categories 

Examples (from the 

selected OMC texts) 

E-Patient 

Concerns 

(1) use of explicit emotive words  
我很担心 (I’m very 

worried.) 

(2) expression of mental states that 

are related to negative feelings  

现在老后悔让他吃这药了

(Now I very much regret 

asking him to take the pill.) 

Cues 

(1) reference to negative experiences, 

such as those caused by symptoms or 

physiological/cognitive issues that 

are related to unpleasant emotional 

states 

什么狗屁检查都做了！就

是没有发现一个问题！I 

went through all those 

fucking examinations, but 

none showed any problems! 

(2) reference to life events or 

conditions that are related to negative 

emotional states  

我老家有亲人过世 (A family 

member passed away back 

home.) 

Doctor 
Empathic 

Responses 

(1) expressing understanding or 

acknowledgement of patient 

cues/concerns  

可以理解您的心情 (I can 

understand your feeling.) 
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Partici-

pants 

Compo-

nents 
Categories 

Examples (from the 

selected OMC texts) 

(2) legitimizing or sharing patients’ 

feelings or views  

您的担心是对的 (You are 

right to be worried.) 

(3) expressing acceptance, such as 

through praising or positive 

appreciation 

孩子生了病，家属尽心了 

(The child got sick and you 

family members have done 

your best.) 

Table 3.2 Selection criteria for an “affective practice” 

As shown in Table 3.2, there are several categories of each component. These 

categories are mainly referred to categories in the appraisal framework of clinical 

empathy proposed by Pounds (2010) (which has been reviewed in Chapter Two), 

and these categories are also supported by findings in three studies, including Del 

Piccolo et al. (2011), Hsu et al. (2012), and Zimmermann et al. (2011), so as to 

strengthen the list for selecting affective-practice-involved data. These three studies 

(Del Piccolo et al. [2011], Hsu et al. [2012], and Zimmermann et al. [2011] were 

selected via a systematic literature review by using the PRISMA (Preferred 

Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flowchart (Moher et 

al., 2009) (see AppendixⅠ). Three widely used databases – Web of Science, 

PubMed, and PsycINFO – were searched for relevant articles published within the 

past 10 years (from 2009 to 2018) by using search terms in relation to patients’ 

emotional/affective expression, clinical empathy, and doctor-patient empathic 

communication. After removing 1,006 duplicated studies from the 4,331 identified 

records, 3,325 articles were screened by their titles one by one. 1,960 studies that 

met the general inclusion criterion – doctor-patient communication that involves 

emotion or empathy – were selected for further review by both the title and abstract. 

After excluding studies that do not meet with the inclusion criteria (i.e., only 

involving one consultation case or non-verbal behaviours, or being conducted in 
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simulated clinical context, or addressing only the functions/roles/effects of empathy 

in doctor-patient communication), 129 articles were selected for eligibility 

assessment. After reviewing the full text of the 129 articles, the three articles were 

narrowed down: Del Piccolo et al. (2011), Hsu et al. (2012), and Zimmermann et 

al. (2011). These studies address categories of patients’ emotional expressions 

and/or doctors’ empathic responses in face-to-face settings. A consensus-reached 

coding approach is adopted in these studies, so the reliability of each proposed 

category is, to a large degree, unbiased. Besides, at least one health professional or 

scholar who has work experience in the medicine field participates in those studies. 

Thus, those studies involve an “insider’s” or emic perspective that is 

complementary to the “outsider’s” view of Pounds (2010). With the aim of 

presenting widely-acknowledged categories for selecting data that involve the 

phenomenon of affective practice, the overlapped categories proposed in the four 

studies – Del Piccolo et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2012; Pounds, 2010; Zimmermann et 

al., 2011 – were adopted (categories of non-verbal cues were excluded). As a result, 

the related categories have been listed in Table 3.2 above, with examples that are 

selected from the collected OMC cases. 

Taking the three data selection criteria into account (i.e., the phenomenon of 

affective practice, interactivity, and recency), the first 100 OMC texts that meet all 

of the criteria were selected from the archived and publicly posted OMC texts on 

each of the three OMC websites, resulting in a total of 300 OMC cases. These 

selected 300 OMCs have made up to 236,077 characters in total (the average 

number of characters of each consultation is about 787). The number of total turns 

and the average turns of each consultation are 4,948 and 16.5, respectively. 

Information on clinical departments of each e-healthcare website and the number 

of female and male doctors involved in the data set are provided in Table 3.3 and 

3.4, respectively. The 300 OMC cases were analysed turn by turn, focusing on the 

examination of the analytical elements identified regarding meaning, interaction, 

social behaviour. 
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 Clinical Departments 
No. of OMC 

Cases 

1 Gynaecology and Obstetrics (妇产科) 71 

2 Oncology (肿瘤科) 49 

3 Internal Medicine (内科) 45 

4 
Traditional Chinese Medicine (中医学

科) 
38 

5 Surgery (外科) 26 

6 Stomatology (口腔科) 22 

7 Dermatovenerology (皮肤性病科) 12 

8 Ophthalmology (眼科) 9 

9 Paediatrics (儿科) 8 

10 Andrology (男科) 5 

11 Psychiatry (精神心理科) 5 

12 Orthopedics (骨科) 4 
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 Clinical Departments 
No. of OMC 

Cases 

13 Infectious Diseases (传染病科) 2 

14 MedSpa (皮肤美容科) 2 

15 Reproductive Centre (生殖中心) 1 

16 Nutriology (营养科) 1 

Total 300 

Table 3.3 Clinical department information   

 

Gender 
No. of 

Doctors 

Female 125 

Male 131 

Unknown 2 

Total 258 

Table 3.4 Gender information of doctors 
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Chapter Four  

Emotional and Empathic Discursive Acts    

 

As discussed in Chapter One, the affective practice in this thesis constitutes e-

patients’ negative emotional expressions together with doctors’ empathic responses. 

Both the emotional act and the empathic act are viewed as discursive acts with a 

pragmatic function of conveying affective-expressive meanings. For example, 

while a question can be understood as a form to seek for unknown information at a 

propositional level, it can be seen as having an affective-expressive function for 

emotional disclosure or empathic manifestation at a discourse-pragmatic level. An 

important aspect of the OMC affective discursive acts is its CMC (computer-

mediated communication) property. That is, the OMC discourse is a highly 

contextualised form of CMC. As discussed in Chapter One, participants in text-

based communication in the online context can achieve more interpersonal affect 

through text messages than do interlocutors in face-to-face communication where 

non-verbal cues are more relied on for expressing affects (Walther et al., 2005). 

Hence, texts alone are particularly important in the OMC affective practice, which 

is the focus in this chapter.    

This chapter targets at examining the implicit or indirect emotional acts, when 

it comes to analysing e-patients’ emotional expressions. It is indicated from the data 

that all 300 OMC cases of affective practice involve implicit emotional expressions. 

By contrast, among the 300 OMC cases, 136 OMC cases involve e-patients’ direct 

emotional expressions. These direct emotional expressions are mainly realized 

through presenting negative emotion words (e.g., 担心 “worry”, 害怕 “fear”) (86% 

out of 136 OMCs), verbalizing negative mental states (e.g., 后悔“remorse”, 遗憾 

“regret”) (12.6% out of 136 OMCs), verbalizing sighing (e.g., 哎 “Alas”) (6% out 
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of 136 OMCs), and using emojis (8% out of 136 OMCs). 11 In fact, the finding that 

the number of OMC cases involving implicit emotional expressions is much larger 

than those involving explicit emotional expressions is in line with the results from 

previous studies. Prior studies have found that patients in face-to-face medical 

encounters tend to express their emotions indirectly or subtly, rather than directly 

or explicitly (see Park et al., 2019; Suchman et al., 1997). In addition to its dominant 

occurrence in the collected data, indirect or implicit emotional acts are presumably 

more complicated and difficult to be identified. In other words, to deal with 

indirectly expressed affects requires doctors to make more efforts. The difficulty of 

identifying patients’ implicit emotional expressions may result from the absence of 

non-verbal cues or paralanguages. Doctors cannot capitalize on those cues to 

identify their e-patients’ affects in the text-based OMC context, as discussed in 

Chapter One. Doctors need to read between the lines when implicit emotional 

expressions are involved in the text-based OMC affective practice so as to provide 

empathic responses. Thus, identifying how indirect emotional expressions are 

carried out through specific discursive acts in the online context is vital in 

facilitating doctors’ understanding of e-patients’ emotions.    

By focusing on the affective-expressive facet of e-patients’ and doctors’ 

messages in OMC interactions, this chapter aims to identify related subsidiary 

discursive acts of e-patients’ indirect negative emotional act and doctors’ empathic 

act. It also discusses how frequently a specific empathic act is used to address 

certain emotional act(s), so as to find out the patterns of the distribution of empathic 

acts among emotional acts.  

 

4.1 E-Patients’ Indirect Emotional Acts (Indirect PEAs)    

An indirect e-patients’ emotional act (PEA) here refers to an e-patient’s message 

that does not contain any explicit emotionally labelled lexical items nor emotion-

 

11 The sum of the percentages (i.e., 86%, 12.6%, 6%, and 8%) is larger than 100%. This is 

because an OMC text can involve different ways of direct expression of negative emotions.  
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related words. That is, the act does not include any lexical items that are used to 

directly describe participants’ emotional or mental states (Zhang, Wu, Meng, & 

Yuan, 2017), like fear, worry and regret, nor emotional words that are adopted to 

describe emotional behaviours (Pavlenko, 2008), such as tears and sighs. Based on 

the collected data, this study finds that the indirect PEAs are mostly realized 

through these subsidiary acts: (1) presenting uncertainty (73% out of the 300 

OMCs), (2) narrating (61% out of 300), (3) repeating (13% out of 300), and (4) 

disagreeing (10% out of 300). In the following subsections, each subsidiary act is 

illustrated with examples taken from the data.  

4.1.1 Presenting uncertainty 

Uncertainty is understood as a reflection of a person’s lack of knowledge, that is, 

“not knowing” about one’s own knowledge, others’ knowledge, the state of 

knowledge existing in the world, or a combination of these (Powell, Dunwoody, 

Griffin, & Neuwirth, 2007). Uncertainty exists when people encounter or 

experience unpredictable or probabilistic situations, or when they feel insecure in 

their state of knowledge (Brashers, 2001). Hence, uncertainty is feared, and 

predictability and control are valued (Mishel, 1990). In daily life, uncertainty is 

disruptive of obtaining required information for controlling events (Staub & 

Keilett,1972; Staub, Tursky & Schwartz, 1971), and this is also true in healthcare 

settings. Medical science functions together with the value of predictability, control, 

and mastery of professional skills (Toeffler, 1984). Hence, patients may expect to 

have control over their health conditions after receiving healthcare advice, or they 

may at least expect that their treatment outcome can be under the doctor’s control.  

It is believed that within the boundaries of illnesses, frequent concerns of 

patients are the uncertainties about the severity of their illness, about the outcome 

of treatment, about the influence of the illness on their life, and about the ability to 

pursue future plans, dreams, or ambitions (Mishel, 1990). Previous studies have 

pointed out that uncertainty prevents people from having normal life and bring 

psychological distress on people (Mishel, Hosteller, King, & Graham, 1984; Mishel, 

1988). It is also noted that uncertainty is associated with one’s emotional states (see 

Bradac, 2001; Brasher, 2001; Johnson, 2003; Powell et al., 2007; Zimmermann et 
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al., 2011). Patients’ expressions of uncertainty can indicate their negative feelings 

or unpleasant emotions (Zimmermann et al., 2011). In fact, uncertainty about 

health-related risks perceived by laypeople is related to emotions including worry, 

anger, stress, and anxiety (Adeola, 2000; Gino, Brooks, & Schweitzer, 2012).  

Building upon the above-mentioned studies, the presentation of uncertainty in 

the OMC context can be understood as indicating e-patients’ lack of knowledge on 

their or their loved ones’ illness or health problems, which links to their indirect 

expressions of negative feelings or emotions. This study demonstrates that 

presenting uncertainty can certainly be considered as an emotional act, which is 

achieved through: (1) seeking confirmation on an issue that is related to the severity 

or on the cause of a new health problem after a treatment (see example 4.1 and 4.2), 

or (2) asking questions that are related to some (potential) negative outcomes (see 

example 4.3 and 4.4). 

4.1.1.1 Seeking confirmation  

E-patients’ negative feelings can be implicitly expressed through seeking 

confirmation on the severity of their illness (see Example 4.1), or on the possible 

cause of a new problem (see Example 4.2).  

Example 4.1  

P: 严重吗医生，我只想知道问题大不大。 

Is it serious, doctor? I only want to know whether or not it is a serious 

problem.  

D: [The doctor repeats the diagnosis]  

不是特别的严重，不要太担心。按时滴眼药水。 

It’s not very serious. Don’t be so worried. Use eye drops regularly. 

In the OMC case from which example 4.1 is extracted, the e-patient has 

already visited a doctor in a hospital for treating an eye-related problem, and s/he 

has got a diagnosis and received the prescription from the doctor. The e-patient’s 
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inquiries indicate that s/he is uncertain about the seriousness of the health issue (see 

the text in bold in the e-patient’s message). Such uncertainty, which is verbalized 

through seeking confirmation about the severity of the illness, is interpreted as an 

implicit expression of the e-patient’s negative emotions, being viewed as an indirect 

PEA here.  In response, the doctor addresses the severity inquiry and identifies the 

e-patient’s emotional state along with reassuring the e-patient (see the text in bold 

in the doctor’s message). The doctor’s identification of the e-patient’s negative 

emotion legitimizes the interpretation that the e-patient’s confirmation-seeking in 

relation to the severity of the illness is an emotional display. Thus, it can be said 

that seeking confirmation about the severity of illness is a specific way to express 

an indirect PEA. 

Example 4.2  

P: [The e-patient uploads a picture, and clarifies that s/he is the patient and presents 

age information]  

因为昨天才开始用药，今天早上解手大便有鲜血，不知道是否有可能有

关联。 

This morning I found there is blood in my stool. Because I began taking the 

medication yesterday, I don’t know whether or not the problem is possibly 

associated with this medication.  

D: [The doctor gives explanation of the association between age and high blood 

pressure, and between the received treatment and the symptoms that the e-patient 

has been experiencing]  

如果您担心药物用量过大，建议您于医院就诊排除继发性高血压以减低

药量。 

If you are worried that the dosage is too high, I suggest that you go to a hospital 

and find out whether or not you have secondary hypertension. If you don’t have 

it, then you can reduce the dosage.    
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In the OMC case from which example 4.2 is extracted, the e-patient has 

already seen the OMC doctor in a hospital in person. The doctor has prescribed the 

e-patient with three different types of medicines, and the e-patient has followed the 

medication treatment. The e-patient initiates the consultation by asking questions 

about the medication treatment and describing an issue s/he has been experiencing 

after s/he took the medicines recommended by the doctor. At the beginning of the 

OMC (which is not shown here), the e-patient also asks about whether s/he should 

only take one type of the prescribed medication instead of three, because the e-

patient thinks that taking three types of medications together can be harmful to the 

condition of his/her liver. The “common ground” (i.e., the shared knowledge used 

for communication) (Clark, 1996; Tomasello, 2008) regarding a treatment 

recommended by health professionals can be that the treatment should be helpful 

or beneficial to patients in terms of getting better. Thus, when the treatment 

outcome does not go towards that direction, patients/caregivers very likely become 

uncertain about the effect of the treatment. This uncertainty is notably expressed, 

as shown in the e-patient’s message in this example. This message shows that the 

e-patient associates a newly occurred problem (i.e., there is blood in his/her stool) 

with the received treatment. This type of uncertainty expression matches with 

Mishel’s (1990) suggestion that when uncertainty appears in one area of illness (e.g., 

in this case it is the uncertainty about taking too many medications), this existence 

of uncertainty can generate further uncertainty in other illness-related issues (e.g., 

in this case it is the blood in the e-patient’s stool), which may make the patient feels 

that the situation is deteriorating. This kind of uncertainty, as presented in this 

example, may convey the e-patient’s negative emotions, such as fear and worry. 

The negative emotional concern is recognized by the doctor, as the doctor identifies 

the e-patient’s emotion in his response (see the text in bold). The doctor’s 

identification of the e-patient’s emotion provides the evidence that seeking 

confirmation about the (potential) cause of a problem by received healthcare can be 

viewed as a specific way to indicate an indirect PEA.   

4.1.1.2 Asking about negative scenarios   

When an e-patient asks about something that is potentially associated with a bad 

health outcome, such inquiry can also be viewed as the e-patients’ indirect 
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emotional expression. This PEA can be achieved through the presentation of an e-

patient’s own hypothesis that is relevant to a specific bad-case scenario (see 

Example 4.3 below), or through an open-ended question inquiring a potential 

negative outcome (see Example 4.4 below). 

Example 4.3  

P: [The e-patient provides information about age, gender, the health problem, and 

medical history. Then, s/he asks about a treatment recommendation]  

常年血尿酸高会导致血脂高吗？ 

Will having a high uric acid level year in year out cause hyperlipidemia? 

D: [The doctor asks about more information after she apologized for the delayed 

response.]  

请放心，高尿酸血症和高脂血症通过系统规范管理和治疗可以达到有效

控制的，不要太担心和紧张。 

Please be rest assured. If hyperuricemia and hyperlipidemia are treated by a 

systematic and standardized approach, they can be effectively controlled. Don’t 

be too worried and anxious.   

In the OMC case from which example 4.3 is extracted, the e-patient consults the 

doctor about his/her hyperuricemia problem. The e-patient’s uncertainty is evident 

in his question which indicates that the e-patient associates his/her current health 

problem with a hypothetical bad-case scenario – getting hyperlipidemia, as 

presented in the e-patient’s message in this example (see the text in bold). The 

question in the e-patient’s message indicates his/her concern that the bad-case 

scenario may arise from the current problem (i.e., hyperuricemia). The negative 

emotion reflected in the expression of uncertainty is recognized by the doctor. That 

is, in the doctor’s response, she names the e-patient’s negative emotions (i.e., worry 

and anxiety) along with reassuring the e-patient (see the text in bold). The doctor’s 

empathic response helps prove that asking about a bad-case scenario can be viewed 

as a specific way of displaying an indirect PEA.  
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Example 4.4  

1 P: [The e-patient presents information about the diagnosis (i.e., peripheral facial 

paralysis) and the medication treatment. Then, s/he asks about the association 

between taking prednisone and the symptom of high blood pressure]  

另外就是强的松吃了 6-7天, 突然停药, 有什么后果吗 

Besides, I have taken prednisone for six or seven days. Then I suddenly stopped 

taking it. What’s the repercussion? 

2 D: [The doctor provides explanation about the high blood pressure symptom, 

explains the pathogenesis of peripheral facial paralysis. After that, he 

recommends a treatment and provides the information about the general 

treatment duration. Finally, he gives advice.] 

3 P: [The e-patient provides information about when the problem starts and when 

s/he goes to a hospital. Then, s/he clarifies the details of prednisone treatment 

and repeats the inquiry which has been asked in turn 1 (i.e., the text in bold). 

S/he also asks about how to deal with any repercussions caused by stopping 

taking prednisone abruptly. Then, s/he describes the current health condition]  

我现在主要是担心激素药连续吃了 7 天突然停药会不会有什么后遗症，

对内分泌有什么影响之类的，这种停药会造成什么严重后果吗，需要在

少量的继续吃这个激素药吗？  

Now my main worry is that, considering I stopped prednisone abruptly after 

taking it continuously for seven days, whether or not it will cause some 

sequelae. How will it affect my internal secretion and what are the serious 

consequences? Do I need to start taking a low dose of prednisone?  

In turn 1 of example 4.4, the e-patient asks about the repercussion of stopping 

taking prednisone abruptly. This inquiry implies a presupposition. That is, the e-

patient knows that a sudden withdrawal of the prednisone medication can cause 

some repercussions, although s/he is unsure about what the exact repercussions will 

be. The e-patient likely has the knowledge that prednisone is a type of hormone 
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therapy drug and when a patient is going to stop taking such type of drug, s/he 

should at first gradually reduce the dosage before s/he completely stops taking it. 

Since, as shown in turn 1, the e-patient does not reduce the dosage of prednisone 

gradually, s/he may worry about having negative side effects. Such negative feeling 

is made explicit in turn 3, in which the e-patient presents the emotion-label word – 

“worry”. The explicit emotional expression supports the view that asking about 

negative scenarios can index an indirect emotional display. Hence, this kind of 

uncertainty presentation can be viewed as a specific way of presenting an indirect 

PEA.  

While indirect PEA can be seen in the expression of uncertainty, it can also be 

reflected in the description of health problems. In the next section, another 

subsidiary act of indirect PEA – narrating – is discussed.   

4.1.2 Narrating   

Narratives play a key role in doctor-patient encounters (Cameron, 2001; Harvey & 

Koteyko, 2013; Heritage & Clayman, 2011). Narrating enables patients to talk 

about their health problems by presenting connections among past, present, and 

future with certain purposes reflected in these connections (Harvey & Koteyko, 

2013). Narrating is particularly helpful when patients are not able to clearly define 

or legitimate their medical conditions that they have never experienced before 

(Heritage & Clayman, 2011). In addition to its importance in problem presentation, 

prior studies have also explored patients’ narratives with the purpose of finding out 

(1) their understanding or interpretation of a specific illness (see Zhang & Ding, 

2014), (2) their perceptions of others’ attitudes or judgments toward them who have 

a stigmatized illness (see Zhou, 2007), and (3) the role of illness narratives in 

identity construction (see Richardson, 2003; Sillence, 2010; Veen et al., 2010; 

Armstronget al., 2012; Thurnherr, von Rohr & Locher 2016).  

While outside the medical context related studies have explored the emotional 

dimension of storytelling (see Prior, 2016; Rowlett, 2018), within the context of 

medical consultation the emotional expressive function of narratives is under 

researched. It is noted that narratives can be a resource for emotional expressions 

(Rowlett, 2018). In line with this insight, this study also finds that patients’ indirect 
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emotional expressions can be realized through their narratives. Before presenting 

how narratives index indirect emotional display, I first present the definition of a 

narrative in this study.    

In the field of discourse analysis, a narrative can be understood as the 

presentation of past (Labov & Waletzky, 1967; Labov, 2013), very recent, 

unfolding, or future or hypothetical events, which does not necessarily follow the 

chronological order (De Fina & Georgakopoulou, 2015). A narrative indicates an 

evaluation identifying what is the point of the narrative (Bamberg & 

Georgakopoulou, 2008; Labov & Waletzky, 1967; Labov, 2013). With reference to 

the view of previous studies on what is a narrative, narratives in this study are 

thought of as the consultation-oriented descriptions of past, very recent, ongoing, 

future, or hypothetical events that are related to illness or health problems. Thus, 

the narrative of an e-patient in this study is understood as being mainly made up of 

three components: (1) an intention, that is, to inform a doctor of what s/he has not 

been told about a health problem, (2) a time frame, and (3) a(n) illness/health 

problem-related event. These three components are utilized to identify whether or 

not a declarative expression is an instance of a narrative in this study.  

This study finds that indirect emotional expressions are seen in narratives that 

involve: (1) a comparison of the changes of e-patients’ health conditions, (2) e-

patients’ negative evaluations about health-related issues, or (3) the self-initiated 

presentation of medical history. In addition, what mainly distinguishes the narrating 

act from the presenting uncertainty act is that the latter is expressed in the form of 

interrogation or questioning, while the narrating act is expressed in the form of 

description. 

4.1.2.1 Comparison   

Comparison is referred to as the description of a better health condition and a worse 

health condition of the same patient. Very often a turning point of the health 

condition is involved in the description; the description then indexes a comparison 

of the health condition before and after the turning point (see Example 4.5). 
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Example 4.5  

1 P: [The e-patient provides age and gender information and talks about her hair-

loss problem.]  

以前是睡觉起来床上会有很多，数过一次大概 180 根左右，但是起床了

不会有特别多，近两个月睡觉脱发增多，白天醒着的时候也非常多，基

本在一个房间呆一个小时地上就会有头发 

In the past, the situation was that: when I woke up, I saw many strands of hair 

on my bed. I once counted the number of the strands on my bed. It’s about 180. 

But back then after I got up, I wouldn’t lose many strands of hair during the 

day. In the past two months, the loss of hair has increasingly occurred during 

my sleep, so does it during the daytime. If I stay in a room for, say, an hour, 

there would be some strands of hairs on the floor.  

[the e-patient continues presenting the hair loss problem. Then, she gives her 

lifestyle information and presents medical history] 

2 D: [the doctor gives a diagnosis together with an explanation. Then, he 

recommends a treatment and gives advice related to lifestyle] 

3 P: 医生我会不会秃啊我真的怕我秃了啊我感觉再这么掉下去我真的要秃了。 

Doctor, will I become bald? I’m really scared of going bald. I think I’ll become 

bald, if I continue losing hair like that.   

[She asks about whether having short hair and a particular diet can be helpful 

to deal with the problem.] 

In example 4.5, turn 1 shows a change of the e-patient’s health condition, as 

indicated by the turning point – “two months ago”. That is, there is a difference in 

terms of the condition of losing hair before and during this time period. The e-

patient starts to lose more hair at night and during daytime hours in this time period. 

By identifying the contrast that the health problem gets worse, the e-patient may 

convey a message that she is worried about this change. This interpretation is 
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supported by the e-patient’s explicit expression of her emotion – “scare”, as shown 

in turn 3. Thus, the comparison of the change of a health problem or issue, which 

indicates the problem/issue goes worse, is viewed as a specific way of displaying 

an indirect PEA.  

4.1.2.2 Negative evaluations  

A negative evaluation in this study is understood as e-patients’ negative appraisal 

of things or people involved in healthcare-related events. They include the negative 

evaluation of their health conditions, the received treatment, or the generally 

unpleasant experiences they had with the health professionals. This type of indirect 

PEA matches with Schwarz-Friesel’s (2007) suggestion that affect is associated 

with an evaluation. See example 4.6 below as an illustration. 

Example 4.6 

P: [The e-patient clarifies that the tonsillitis problem is less serious in comparison 

to previous illness experiences. Then s/he provides answers to questions which 

were asked by the doctor in previous turn exchanges]  

    现在鼻子难受更多。 

Now it is the nose that makes me more miserable.  

D: 您的心情我十分能够理解，若是扁桃体炎已好转，目前鼻塞症状很重，

可以应用些缓解鼻塞的药物，如鼻炎喷剂等药物配合使用的！  

I totally understand your feeling. If the tonsillitis has improved and the nasal 

obstruction symptom becomes serious, you can take more medications for 

treating nasal obstruction, together with nasal spray for rhinitis, for instance!     

[The doctor gives advice and an explanation about other possible treatments for 

dealing with sinusitis] 

In Example 4.6. the e-patient evaluates the current condition of his/her nose. 

This evaluation shows that the e-patient is suffering from a nose-related problem, 

which implies her negative emotions. This indirect emotional display is recognized 
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by the doctor. That is, in response to the e-patient’s message, the doctor provides 

empathic response that he can understand the feeling of the e-patient (see the text 

in bold). The doctor’s manifestation of empathy indicates that the e-patient’s 

negative evaluation of his/her nose condition can be viewed as an emotional display. 

Hence, the negative evaluation of a health problem is viewed as a specific way of 

carrying out an indirect PEA.         

4.1.2.3 Medical history presentation 

Medical history presentation in this study is referred to as the presentation of a 

person’s past illnesses or health problems, or treatment experiences, or family 

medical history, which occurs in an e-patient’s non-initiating message and is 

provided to a doctor spontaneously (i.e., without being solicited by the doctor). By 

“non-initiating message”, it means that the medical history presentation occurs in a 

turn which is not the first turn. This criterion is set due to the situation that OMC 

websites usually suggest e-patients to provide detailed past healthcare experiences 

in their initiating message. E-patients may tend to provide their medical history in 

their first message due to the suggestion of the websites. Thus, the medical history 

presented in the initiating turn is not counted as being related to an indirect PEA.  

Example 4.7  

1 P: 那么(锁骨上的淋巴结)会消失吗？ 

Then will (clavicular lymph nodes) disappear?  

2 D: 不定会消，但可能有时大点点，有时又小点点 

Maybe it won’t. But it’s likely to become bigger sometimes, and sometimes 

smaller. 

3 P: 哦 

Oh 

4 D: 或者理解成周边炎症的晴雨表 
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Or, you could consider those nodes a barometer which measures the 

inflammation around them. 

5 P: 我是乳腺癌患者, 已快两年了手术  

I was a breast cancer patient. It has been almost two years since the operation. 

6 D: 哦，难怪比较担心，能理解 

Oh, no wonder you are sort of worried, I can understand.  

In example 4.7, the e-patient presents her medical history in turn 5 that she 

was a breast cancer patient. This self-initiated presentation of medical history may 

indicate that the e-patient associates her current health problem – having lymph 

nodes – with her breast cancer history. She may be worried about a recurrence of 

breast cancer or breast cancer metastasis. This negative emotional display is 

recognized by the doctor, as in turn 6 the doctor names the e-patient’s emotion and 

shows his understanding (i.e., “no wonder you are sort of worried, I can 

understand”). The doctor’s empathic response helps prove that this medical history 

presentation can be viewed as a way to display an indirect PEA.  

While illness accounts are capitalized on to display emotions, a linguistic 

device – repetition – is also utilized by e-patients when indirectly expressing 

emotions. This indirect PEA is discussed as follows. 

4.1.3 Self-Repetition  

Previous studies on repetition in interactions indicate that self-repetition could 

perform functions such as maintaining a dialogue (Bocéréan, Canut, & Musiol, 

2012; Norrick, 1987; Ochs, Schegloff, & Thompson. 1996), closing sequences of 

talk (Curl, Local & Walker, 2006), and facilitating mutual affirmation and 

endorsement of selected talk (Sidtis & Wolf, 2015). It is also noted that repetition 

has expressive effects on social interactions, such as providing humour and 

establishing rapport or bonding between interlocutors (Norrick, 1994; Sidtis & 

Wolf, 2015). The expressive effect of repetition may also perform the function of 

expressing emotions. In fact, based on the examination of my data, repetition can 
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perform the function of displaying emotions. Before illustrating this finding with 

examples, I first discuss the definition of repetition in this study as follows. 

Repetition has been defined in different ways. Johnstone (1994) describes it as 

“patterning of a previous utterance” (p. 3). Tannen (2007) defines it as “the 

recurrence of words and collocations of words” (p. 9). Duncker (2017) proposes a 

“time-track” dimension of repetition, that is, repetition involves two points in time: 

a then and a now, and “the repeated and the repetition are related in time so that the 

repetition is always performed against the background of the repeated” (p. 32). 

These views on repetition are in line with Harris’ (1996) distinction between “old” 

and “new” information. Without drawing this distinction, we would be unable to 

repeat (Duncker, 2017). Building on Harris’ view, e-patients’ repetition in this 

study is viewed as the self-elicited reoccurrence of new information which is 

presented in the e-patients’ previous turn or part of the previous turn, or a 

combination of two or more different pieces of information that appear separately 

in the e-patients’ previous turns.  

While repetition is understood as repeating information that has been said, 

repeating a question that appears in a previous turn of an e-patient is not counted as 

a “repetition” in this study unless this question has already been answered by the 

doctor in a turn subsequent to the first-time inquiry. This is because the pragmatic 

function of an iterative inquiry may be more about seeking an answer than 

displaying emotions. In addition, normally, e-patients will not repeat a question that 

has already been answered by doctors, in particular in the OMC context in which 

e-patients will be charged to pay for a continuation fee after they have used all quota 

for sending messages for free within one OMC (usually the free quota is 6 or 8 

messages). In this case, it is unlikely that there will be an overlap between the act 

of presenting uncertainty and the repeating act, as the presenting uncertainty act is 

in the form of asking a question as is discussed in Section 4.1.1. Besides, there 

cannot be an overlap between narrating act and repeating act, because if a repeating 

act is an account of an illness experience, it will not be considered as a narrating 

act. This is because if a repetition is made up of an illness-related account, then it 

means this account has already been told to the doctor in the being repeated 

message.  As mentioned earlier, one of the criteria for being identified as a narrating 
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act is that the act serves to inform a doctor of what s/he has not been told (see the 

three components of a narrative mentioned in Section 4.1.2). 

Based on my observation, two types of e-patients’ self-repetition are proposed 

in this study: “regular repetition” and “formulated repetition”. Regular repetition is 

an act of re-presenting a piece of new information given in a previous turn. The 

repetition can be part of the new information, or a combination of two or more 

pieces of new information in different previous turns. In other words, the repetition 

only contains information that was introduced in the previous turns for the first time. 

(see Example 4.8 below).  

Example 4.8 – Regular repetition     

1 P: 8 个月孩子打完疫苗没到 24 小时洗澡了怎么办  

After getting vaccine, my eight-month-old child got a bath before it has 

passed 24 hours since the vaccination. What should be done to deal with 

it? <New Information (NI) 1>,    

2 D: 您好，孩子注射部位有没有红肿 

How are you? Is there inflammation around the injection site? 

3 P: 今天上午 10:00 多打完的，晚上我忘记了，刚想起来，我刚才看了看没

有红肿，有一个小针眼。 

       很担心，也没有发烧，但是还是担心的睡不着 

The vaccination was got at about 10:00 am today. At night I forgot about it. 

Just now I remembered it. <New Information (NI) 2> I just had a look at 

him and found there’s no inflammation, but there’s one small injection hole. 

I’m so worried, although he has no fever. But I’m still too worried to fall asleep. 

4 D: 这个没有什么反应。只要不着凉就可以。一般孩子打完疫苗后都会有轻

微发烧，腹泻，及皮疹 
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If there’s no symptoms, as long as he doesn’t catch cold, it’s would be okay. 

After vaccination children usually have a slight fever, laxation, or rash. 

5 P: 会不会影响疫苗啊，不会影响健康吧。他从来没有过，也没有发热， 

       刚才才想起来不能洗澡  

Will it affect the effect of the vaccine? It won’t affect his health status, will it? 

He never had those symptoms. I just now remembered that I shouldn’t have 

given him a bath. <Old Information – Regular Repetition of NI 1 &2 > 

In example 4.8, the e-patient consults the doctor for the health condition of 

his/her child. The child gets vaccine in the morning of the day on which the 

consultation happens. At the night of the same day, the e-patient gives the child a 

bath. Later, the e-patient realizes that the shower should not be taken, because it 

does not pass 24 hours after the vaccination. In turn 5, the repetition occurs (see the 

text in bold). This repetition contains two pieces of information that basically have 

been mentioned in prior turns: one is that the e-patient knows that s/he should not 

bathe the child; the other information is that the e-patient did not pay attention to 

the matter that the child should not be bathed until just now. The former is the 

repetition of the new information presented in turn 1 (see the text in bold). That is, 

the e-patient has started to realize that the child should have not been bathed. The 

latter information is the repetition of the new information that is given in turn 3 (see 

the text in bold). That is, the e-patient has forgot the convention that the child should 

not be bathed after getting vaccine. In short, the old information in turn 5 is the 

repetition of a combination of the new information in turns 1 and 3. This repetition 

can be understood as an act to express the e-patient’s worry, considering that the e-

patient has repeatedly highlighted the fact that s/he has made a mistake of bathing 

the child, which implies negative emotions related to self-blame, such as regret and 

upset. Hence, such kind of repetition can be viewed as a particular way to present 

an indirect PEA. 

Different from regular repetition which involves no additional information 

other than the being repeated information, formulated repetition here refers to a 

repetition that is enriched by related supplementary information. The 
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supplementary information is a piece of additional information that serves to add 

explanation or details to what has already been said. In other words, the formulated 

repetition involves some new information that has not been mentioned before but 

is closely related to what has been said before. This type of repetition is illustrated 

in example 4.9 below. 

Example 4.9 – Formulated repetition   

1 P: 我被貓抓出血了 当时没打疫苗及时用肥皂清洗了 十日后猫也没死  

I was scratched by a cat and the wounds bled. < New Information> Back 

then I didn’t get a rabies shot. I immediately used soap to clean the wounds. 

The cat didn’t die after ten days.  

[The e-patient continues asking about whether s/he should get a rabies shot and 

describing his/her problems.] 

2 D: [The doctor provides an explanation and a diagnosis, together with advice.] 

3 P: 但是我现在很害怕。一害怕就乱想。一乱想就害怕。那我有感染狂犬病

的几率吗？ 一个月了这只猫也没事。现在失踪了问题大吗？ 

But now I’m very scared. When I’m scared, I’ll overthink about it like crazy. 

When I’m overthinking about it like crazy, I get scared. Is there any chance 

that I’ll get the infection?  It’s been one month, and that cat is still fine. But 

now the cat has gone missing. Are there any serious problems?    

4 D: 既然都已经过去一个月了，这个猫也没有任何的问题，那么，你基本上

可以完全排除狂犬病。真的不需要担心狂犬病的问题。您是过度的焦虑

和担心. 

As it happened one month ago and the cat has been fine, then, the diagnosis of 

rabies can be absolutely ruled out. Really no need to worry about getting rabies 

infection. You are excessively anxious and worried.    

[The doctor then gives advice.]  
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5 P: [The e-patient presents information about a previous incident of being bit by a 

dog and presents suggestions that were given by other doctors whom the e-

patient has consulted online]  

我还是害怕不放心我还想问一句医生猫现在没事但失踪了，我被抓出血

三级暴露。现在还有必要注射疫苗和免疫蛋白吗？ 

I’m still scared and worried. I still want to ask you about it, doctor. Now the 

cat is fine, but it went missing. I was scratched and the wounds bled, and it’s 

Category III. <Formulated Repetition> Now do I need to get rabies 

vaccination and immunoprotein?   

[Then the e-patient thanks the doctor] 

In example 4.9, the formulated repetition occurs in turn 5 (see the italicized 

text). This formulated repetition contains not only information introduced for its 

first time in turn 1 (see the text in bold), but is also enriched by the supplementary 

information which is related to the “bleeding”, more specifically, to the severity of 

the scratch – 三级暴露 “Category III” (i.e., the degree of the severity of the wound). 

With more detailed information being added, this kind of repetition may perform 

the function of highlighting the e-patient’s concern. This interpretation is supported 

by the e-patient’s direct emotional display in turns 3 and 5 through using emotion 

words (i.e., “scared” and “worried”). Thus, the formulated repetition here is also 

considered as a way of carrying out an indirect PEA.   

While the repetition act is identified by looking at e-patients’ turns that are 

produced in a linear process, another indirect PEA – disagreement – is identified by 

examining e-patients’ responses to their doctors’ messages. This indirect PEA is 

discussed in the following section.  

4.1.4 Disagreeing 

Following Langlotz and Locher’s (2012) definition on disagreement, disagreement 

in this study is understood as the discursive practice of different perceptions of ideas 

and actions. The expression of disagreement in online space is endowed with an 
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emotional process (Jones, 2001); it can be linked to negative emotional stance 

(Langlotz & Locher, 2012). In line with the findings of these previous studies, this 

study finds that e-patients’ expression of disagreement with their doctors’ 

statements also implies their negative emotions.  

Before I illustrate the disagreeing act with an example, here I first distinguish 

this act from the narrating act. Disagreeing act is not categorised as narrating act, 

even if a disagreeing act contains an illness-experience account. This is because the 

two acts have different focuses and mechanisms in medical discourse. That is, a 

narrating act mainly serves to present an illness/health issue-related account and its 

occurrence usually perform the function of informing a doctor things or events 

related to illness/health. It is thus not necessarily closely connected to a doctor’s 

turn (i.e., a narrating act can occur not for replying to a doctor’s previous turn, as 

shown in example 4.7). In contrast, a disagreeing act foregrounds the disalignment 

with a doctor and it is closely related to the doctor’s previous turn, since 

disagreement must have a subject to be disagreed with. If a disagreeing act has 

narrative features, its pragmatic function is more about expressing disagreement 

than describing illness experiences. In addition, it is not very possible that a 

disagreeing act will overlap with a repeating act. This is because when a doctor 

addresses an e-patient’s disagreement that occurs for the first time, the doctor would 

often justify his/her statement that has been disagreed with by the e-patient and this 

justification is understood as having different content from the content in the 

statement. Thus, when the e-patient’s disagreement occurs for the second time, this 

disagreement is targeted at the doctor’s justification. Thus, the content of the second 

disagreement is presumably different from the content of the first disagreement. 

Therefore, it is unlikely that the second disagreement is the repetition of the first 

disagreement. The indirect emotional expression via expressing disagreement is 

evident in example 4.10 below.  

Example 4.10     

1 P: 那我看百度说不活动就是恶性的 

淋巴结会肿大之后不下去吗？ 
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But, as I know, Baidu says if it is non-reactive, then it is malignant.  

After the swollen lymph nodes became enlarged, they will not diminish? 

2 D: 对不起让你久等了，百度上说的不正确，增生淋巴结会慢慢消退的，请

放心。 

Sorry to keep you waiting. The information on Baidu is incorrect, because 

the proliferative lymph nodes will gradually regress. So please rest assured. 

3 P: 但是我这个很久了还是没有消退。但是也没有长大。 

But it’s been a long time since I have got those lymph nodes and they still 

haven’t regress. <Disagreement> But they also didn’t get bigger. 

4 D: 有些增生淋巴结可以不消退，但是也不继续发展，属于正常现象，不必

担心。 

Some proliferative lymph nodes wouldn’t regress, yet nor continue developing. 

It’s normal. No need to worry. 

 In example 4.10, the e-patient consults the doctor about his/her swollen 

cervical lymph nodes. As presented in turn 1, the e-patient has acquired certain 

knowledge from the Internet that if swollen lymph nodes are not active, they are 

malignant. However, this knowledge is disproved by the doctor, as is shown in turn 

2 (see the text in bold). In response to turn 2, the e-patient shows his/her 

disagreement, starting turn 3 with a negative conjunction 但是 “but” which sets the 

tone for expressing his/her disagreement. While the e-patient’s expression of 

disagreement presents his/her contradictory statement that disaligns with the 

doctor’s, it also implies the e-patient’s negative emotional states, such as worry. 

This emotion can easily be understood because the disagreement also indicates that 

what the e-patient has been experiencing does not match with the doctor’s expertise, 

which makes the e-patient’s situation not common or unusual. The negative 

emotional state is recognized by the doctor, as shown in turn 4 in which the doctor 

points out the negative feeling of the e-patient along with reassuring the e-patient 
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(see the text in bold). The doctor’s identification of the e-patient’s negative emotion 

supports the view that the expression of disagreement can be viewed as an indirect 

PEA.  

As presented in Section 4.1, e-patients’ emotions can be reflected in their 

implicit or indirect emotional act (PEA). The indirect PEA is carried out through 

different types of subsidiary acts which are realized by different ways, as 

summarised in Figure 4.1 below.  

Figure 4.1 E-patients’ indirect emotional acts 

While previous studies on face-to-face medical consultations have mentioned 

broadly that expressions of uncertainty, descriptions of issues that stand out from 

narratives, and patient-elicited repetition can indirectly indicate patients’ emotional 

states (see Stone et al., 2012; Zimmermann et al., 2011), findings in the current 

study have identified specific ways of expressing emotions implicitly, which are 

not addressed in previous related studies. Moreover, the disagreeing act identified 

in this study was, to my best knowledge, not mentioned as patients’ emotional act 

in prior studies. When it comes to patient resistance or disagreement, previous 

studies mainly focused on how the disagreement is expressed and how it affects 

doctors’ response (see Koenig, 2011; Stivers, 2005; Stivers et al., 2018), rather than 

digging into its meaning at an affective level.  My study shows that disagreeing act 

can perform the function of indicating the concerns of patients or caregivers, which 

provides the implication to doctors that when responding to patients’/caregivers’ 

disagreement, doctors also need to address the emotional facet of such disagreement, 
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rather than just justifying their statements which has been disagreed with by the 

patients/caregivers.  

While e-patients implicitly express their emotions in different ways, 

positioning themselves as the “targets” that can trigger empathic responses (Pfeil & 

Zaphiris, 2007), doctors correspondingly make efforts to address e-patients’ 

emotional displays in the online mode of consultation. Their empathic acts are 

identified in the following section. 

 

4.2 Doctors’ Empathic Acts (DEAs)   

After doing the categorical work regarding patients’ emotional actions, this section 

will look at the classification of doctors’ empathic acts (DEAs). DEAs in this study 

refer to doctors’ manifestation of empathy in response to direct and indirect 

emotional acts by e-patients (PEAs). This study finds that DEAs can be carried out 

through five types of subsidiary acts: (1) understanding (60% of 300 OMCs), (2) 

reassuring (57% of 300), (3) agreeing (5% of 300), (4) praising  (3.3% of 300), and 

(5) self-disclosing (2.3% of 300).  

4.2.1 Understanding act 

Understanding act in this study refers to the expression of recognizing e-patients’ 

emotional states, or concerns. It can be carried out through three ways: (1) 

identifying or naming e-patients’ emotional states in response to their indirect PEAs, 

(2) presenting a single word 理解 (“understand”) in an empathic expression  in 

response to e-patients’ direct or indirect PEAs, and (3) re-presenting e-patients’ 

words that indicates indirect or direct PEAs, which shows doctors’ understanding 

of the e-patients’ concerns.  

4.2.1.1 Identifying/Naming  

Identifying or naming here means doctors point out e-patients’ negative emotional 

states which are not explicitly or directly expressed by the e-patients. This 

identification can demonstrate doctors’ understanding of their e-patients’ emotions.  
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Example 4.11  

P: 之前拍了 ct 增强他们也不确定是不是动脉瘤!  

I had taken contrast-enhanced CT scan. But based on the results, those doctors 

weren’t sure whether or not it’s aneurysm!   

[The e-patient presents the previous healthcare experience and describes his/her 

health problems.]  

所以我都不敢让他们确定了  

So now I don’t dare to trust their diagnosis. <Narrating> 

D: [The doctor presents a diagnosis together with an explanation]  

既然他们怀疑你主动脉有问题，你心里肯定也不放心，所以还是建议到

大医院重新检查一次, 如果复查出来没有问题也就放心了。  

Since they suspect that you have a problem with your aorta, you must be 

worried. So I suggest you go to a hospital to do medical tests again. If the results 

of the tests show there’s no problem, then it’s reassuring.  <Naming Emotional 

State> 

[Then the doctor gives advice.]  

In example 4.11, the doctor identifies the e-patient’s emotion – worry (see the 

text in bold in the doctors’ message), which indicates his understanding of the e-

patient’s indirect emotional expression (see the text in bold in the e-patient’s 

message). Such identifying/naming act matches Moulton’s (2007) finding that 

doctors empathize with their patients by acknowledging or pointing out patients’ 

potential feelings in face-to-face medical encounters.  

4.2.1.2 Use of a single word 理解 (“understand”)  

In the collected data, some doctors only use one word 理解 (“understand”) in their 

empathic expression in response to PEAs, without naming or pointing out what has 
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been understood (see example 4.12 below). Such expression is proposed as an 

independent sub-act of understanding act in this study because it can be associated 

with the “high context” culture of China. The high context culture needs less words 

to make a point (Hall, 1989; Hall & Hall, 1990). Only presenting a single word 理

解 (“understand”) would be acknowledged as having the legitimacy to be treated as 

an empathic expression in this kind of culture. Thus, this kind of expression can 

independently be viewed as a way of presenting understanding act, being 

distinguished from the identifying sub-act (e.g., “I understand your worry”).    

Example 4.12  

P: 好不容易怀孕了，好担心影响孩子 

After a long time of trying, I finally got pregnant. So, I’m very worried that it’ll 

affect the foetus.  <Direct PEA> 

D: 嗯，理解的，这两个药不影响的 

Um, understand. The two medications won’t have any impacts on the foetus. 

<Using a Single Word “Understand”> 

As is shown in example 4.12, the doctor only uses a single word “understand” 

to empathize with the e-patient in response to the e-patient’s explicit emotional state 

that she is worried about the condition of the foetus (see the text in bold in the e-

patient’s message).   

4.2.1.3 Re-presenting e-patients’ words 

Re-presenting e-patients’ words here refers to doctors’ presentation of their own 

understanding of the e-patients’ implicit or explicit emotional expressions through 

interpreting the e-patients’ words (see Example 4.13 below).   

Example 4.13    

P: 前一阵做的胃镜，说是浅表性胃炎和十二指肠球炎，由于工作原因自己不

注意导致胃又难受啦！ 
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I did gastroscope several days ago and was diagnosed with superficial gastritis 

and duodenal inflammation. Because of working, I didn’t take a good care of 

myself. So, my stomach trouble occurs again!  <Narrating> 

[The e-patient describes the health problems and asks about a medication 

treatment recommendation]  

D: [The doctor presents a diagnosis together with an explanation.]  

由于最近工作原因可能饮食睡眠不规律，压力大导致胃部症状加重 

Because of recent workload, you may have irregular diet and sleep. So, the 

high stress aggravated the stomach problems. <Re-presenting E-patients’ 

Words> 

 [The doctor continues explaining and gives advice]   

In example 4.13, the e-patient makes an assumption that the cause of the 

recurrence of his/her stomach problem is that s/he has not taken care of him/herself 

very well due to the workload (see the text in bold in the e-patient’s message). This 

assumption indicates that the e-patient may have been under significant stress 

because of the heavy workload. In response to this implicit emotional display, the 

doctor interprets the e-patient’s assumption through adding his own understanding 

which points out the stressful mental state of the e-patient (see the text in bold in 

the doctor’s message). In this way, the doctor demonstrates that he understands the 

e-patient’s emotional concerns. Thus, this example illustrates that the act of re-

presenting e-patients’ words can be viewed as a strategy to present understanding 

act. 

4.2.2 Reassuring acts 

Reassuring act in this study refers to doctors’ expressions that orient to reducing e-

patients’ negative emotions. It consists of two sub-acts: (1) countering e-patients’ 

emotional states or concerns, and (2) referring e-patients’ concerns to a group of 

people who have the similar problem that the e-patients have, or referring to issues 

in relation to the e-patients’ concerns, with the purpose of reducing the e-patients’ 
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worries. While some prior studies have suggested that giving reassurances by 

doctors can serve to provide emotional support to patients and improve patient 

satisfaction (Duggan & Parrott, 2001; Dutta-Bergman, 2005), some do not consider 

countering patients’ concerns as doctors’ empathic expression. It was argued that 

countering patients’ concerns is likely to be interpreted by patients as being denial 

or dismissal of their concern (see Hsu et al., 2012). However, in this study, 

countering e-patients’ concerns act is viewed as a manifestation of doctors’ 

empathy, because this act indicates a presupposition that doctors have already 

recognized or identified the e-patients’ emotional states or concerns before they 

begin to counter these concerns. Moreover, the countering act indicates that doctors 

pay attention to addressing e-patients’ emotional concerns, rather than neglecting 

these concerns when responding to e-patients’ message. It is noted that targeting 

patients’ emotions is a key issue for doctors to provide reassurances (Giroldi et al., 

2014). The countering e-patients’ concerns sub-act indicates the doctors’ discursive 

efforts that are made to target the e-patients’ emotions. In addition, although 

manifesting empathy via countering e-patients’ concerns can be ineffective in 

certain contexts, its possibility of being ineffective cannot be the criterion of 

excluding it from being a potential empathic expression. Countering e-patients’ 

concerns is thus viewed as one way of manifesting doctors’ empathy in this study.  

4.2.2.1 Countering e-patients’ emotional states/concerns  

Countering e-patients’ emotional states or concerns in this study is realized through 

direct and indirect countering. The direct countering sub-act refers to the 

presentation of reassuring e-patients not to have certain negative emotional states 

or concerns. It involves the identification of e-patients’ negative emotion that is not 

explicitly expressed in the e-patients’ messages along with the doctors’ suggestion 

that the e-patients should get rid of this negative emotion (see example 4.14 below).  

Example 4.14   

P: 会不会是技术落后，没有介入方法治疗。 现在不知道怎么办，有建议的

吗 
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Whether or not it is because of the backwardness of technology that there’s 

no intervention methods for the treatment?  Now I don’t know what to do. 

Any suggestions? <Presenting Uncertainty> 

D: 这个情况不用担心，需要身体恢复以后再进一步检查 治疗不会耽误的。 

Based on the situation you described earlier, no need to worry. The patient needs 

to be examined further after he recovers from that operation. The treatment won’t 

be delayed. <Direct Countering Act> 

In example 4.14, the doctor points out directly the e-patient’s emotional state 

– worry – in his response to the e-patient’s message (see the italicized text). 

Together with this identification, the doctor provides a reassurance, suggesting that 

the e-patient should stop worrying (see the text in bold). The direct countering e-

patients’ concerns sub-act of the reassuring act is closely connected to the 

identifying/naming sub-act of the understanding act. To be specific, the countering 

sub-act often overlaps with the identifying sub-act. For example, 不用担心 (“don’t 

worry”) in example 4.14 shows both the identifying and the countering sub-acts, 

the former is part of the latter. Thus, such empathic act is counted as both an 

understanding act and a reassuring act, when calculating the frequency of DEAs. 

Along a similar line with the direct countering sub-act to reassure e-patients, 

the indirect countering sub-act also aims to provide reassurances, but in a different 

way. The indirect countering is verbalized through affirming what kind of 

emotional or mental state the e-patients should have (see example 4.15 below). 

Example 4.15  

P: 那应该很轻的按是吗？如果是白血病的话，这个按压疼痛很明显是吗？我

前阶段检查血常规正常，上个月查的，应该可以排除白血病吧？  

Then I should press it gently, right? If it’s leukaemia, I will clearly feel the pain, 

if I press my chest, right? The results of blood routine test are within the normal 

ranges. I did the test a month ago. So, it can rule out leukaemia, right? 

<Presenting Uncertainty >   
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D: 白血病不疼痛，血常规正常可以排除，请放心。 

The symptoms of leukaemia don’t include pain. Since the results of the blood 

routine test are within the normal range, leukaemia can be ruled out. So please 

rest assured.  <Indirect Countering Act>  

In example 4.15, the e-patient’s inquiry indicates his/her worry or fear about 

the potential diagnosis of leukaemia. (see the text in bold in the e-patient’s message). 

In response, the doctor reassures the e-patient to feel assured (see the text in bold 

in the doctor’s message), rather than countering the e-patient’s negative emotion by 

saying something likely “no need to worry”.  

4.2.2.2 Referencing  

Referencing act in this study refers to the expressions of referring e-patients’ 

emotional states/concerns or illnesses to a third party who have the same or similar 

(illness) experiences or to issues that are related to illness or health problems. 

Importantly, such expressions are used to reduce e-patients’ negative emotions.  

Example 4.16  

P: 真是一件糟心的事，谢谢你不厌其烦的给我解答，现在心理安慰也许是最

好的良药 

This is really an annoying issue. Thank you for providing explanations 

patiently. Now psychological comfort may be the best medicine. <Direct PEA> 

D: 不客气 

其实很多女性都有这方面的问题   

不要过度紧张  

You are welcome. 

In fact, many females have this problem. <Referencing> 
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Don’t be excessively anxious. <Countering E-patients’ Concerns> 

In the OMC case from which example 4.16 is extracted, the e-patient consults 

the doctor about her HPV disease. As presented in her message, the e-patient is 

upset about this disease (see the text in bold). In response to this emotional display, 

the doctor first refers her illness to females generally who are susceptible to the 

HPV disease (see the italicized text). Such referencing is considered as the doctor’s 

reassuring act, because the doctor constructs a commonality of the illness among 

females, which may help the e-patient feel less bothered by the illness. This 

referencing sub-act conveys a message that the e-patient is not dealing with the 

illness alone. Letting e-patients know that the situation they are experiencing is also 

a common experience by others can help the e-patients get a sense of connectedness 

with others. This connectedness is needed to feel consoled; otherwise, patients may 

feel disconnected because of the isolation of illness (Havens, 1988; Suchman & 

Matthews, 1988). Hence, referencing is viewed as one sub-act of the reassuring act. 

This view matches with the previous finding that doctors’ empathic communication 

can be realized through referring patients’ emotions to a third party who are in the 

patients’ situation (Moulton, 2007).  

4.2.3 Agreeing act 

Agreeing act in this study means that doctors express the same or similar views or 

perspectives with their e-patients, indicating that the doctors understand their e-

patients’ situations (see example 4.17 below).  

Example 4.17  

1 P: 上班有没有影响 

Will working have some impacts on it? 

2 D: 正常工作没有影响的，只要不是过度劳累 

Working during normal business hours is fine; just don’t overwork yourself. 

3 P: 一天十几个小时有问题吗？很辛苦的 <Narrating – negative evaluation> 
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Is it okay that I’m working more than ten hours a day? It’s so hard. 

4 D: 那太辛苦了 

Too hard, indeed.  <Agreeing> 

In the OMC text from which example 4.17 is extracted, the e-patient is 

informed by the doctor that she has the risk of miscarriage. Turn 1 has suggested 

that the e-patient is concerned that working may have some negative effect on her 

current body condition. This concern is due to the heavy workload and long 

working hours, as presented in turn 3. The presentation of the workload is followed 

by the e-patient’s evaluation on it (i.e., “It’s so hard”), which indicates the e-

patient’s negative emotional state. This evaluation is agreed upon by the doctor in 

turn 4 (“Too hard, indeed.”). The doctor’s expression of agreement indicates that 

she shares the same view with the e-patient, which shows the doctor’s 

understanding of the e-patient’s concerns on the heavy workload. This way of 

manifesting empathy is in line with the suggestion of Pounds (2010) that doctors’ 

empathic communication can be reflected in their expressions of agreement with 

the patients’ views and feelings.  

4.2.4 Praising act 

Praising act in this study refers to doctors’ expressions of positive appraisal of their 

e-patients, including their actions and thoughts that are associated with negative 

emotions or concerns (see example 4.18).  

Example 4.18  

1 D: 家里人知道这个病情吗？ 

Did your parents know about the illness? 

2 P: 知道，只知道腿上，我怕他们担心，就没说别的地方  

Yes, they knew, but only about the tumour in my leg. I was afraid they would 

get worried, if they knew about the tumours in other parts of my body. So I 

didn’t tell them. <Direct PEA> 
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3 D: 哦，你很坚强又善解人意，怕父母担心  

有咳嗽吗？ 

Oh, you are strong and considerate in your fear that your parents will get 

worried.  <Praising> 

Do you have a cough? 

In example 4.18, the e-patient explicitly expresses the concern about his/her 

parents in turn 2. In response to this emotional disclosure, the doctor praises the e-

patient for his/her strength and thoughtfulness (see the text in bold in turn 3). This 

praise indicates that the doctor accepts the e-patient’s behaviour and understands 

the concerns and reservations the e-patient has when communicating the illness to 

his/her parents. Such praising act thus can perform the function of demonstrating 

doctors’ empathy. This subsidiary empathic act is in line with the finding of 

previous studies that doctors’ positive appreciation of their patients can be viewed 

as doctors’ empathic expression (see Moulton, 2007; Piasecky, 2003; Silverman et 

al., 2013; Pounds, 2018). 

4.2.5 Self-disclosing act 

Self-disclosing act in this study refers to doctors’ disclosure of their own 

experiences that are similar to the patients’. The disclosed experience needs not be 

medically related; it can also be something else (see example 4.19 below). The 

major aim of this disclosure by doctors is to make e-patients feel that they are 

understood.  

Example 4.19  

P: 那做完治疗牙齿会不适吗 谢谢医生，您真贴心 

我两个宝宝相差一岁半，每天都有操不完的心哪 

Then will I feel uncomfortable after the treatment? Thank you, doctor. You are 

so caring. 
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I have two children. There’s one-and-half year age gap between them. Each day 

I’m always busy with taking care of them. <Narrating> 

D: [The doctor points out that it seems there’s another problem with the e-patient’s 

teeth.] 

     因为我也是爸爸，我爱人平时对孩子的照顾关怀都能看到，天下的母亲

都是一样的，所以说母爱是伟大的。孩子相差一岁半，你这也太辛苦了。

你这是辛苦并快乐着 

Because I’m a father and I see how my wife takes care of our child each day, 

I know mothers’ love to their children is great and mothers all around the 

world have the same love to their children. There’s one-and-half year age gap 

between your children, so it’s a really tough time for you. But you must be 

happy while working hard to take care of them. <Self-Disclosing & Praising> 

In the OMC from which example 4.19 is extracted, the e-patient consults the 

doctor about her teeth problems. One of her concerns is that having her teeth treated 

in the lactation period may not be good to her child who is currently being breast 

fed. In response to the patient’s concern, the doctor demonstrates that he can 

understand the e-patient’s situation. This understanding is conveyed by disclosing 

his father role and his observation about his wife’s dedication to taking care of their 

child (see the text in bold). Moreover, the disclosure act is followed by the doctor’s 

praising act, that is, the doctor praises the mother role of the e-patient and 

acknowledges her hard work as a mother (see the italicized text). It can be said that 

the self-disclosing act can also pave the way for a further display of empathy, 

besides serving as a DEA on its own. This subsidiary empathic act matches with 

the finding of previous studies that health professionals’ expressions of having 

something in common with their patients can be viewed as their empathic responses 

(see Bachelor, 1988; Bylund & Makoul, 2005; Moulton, 2007; Watson & Gallois, 

2007). 
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4.2.6 Implications of DEAs 

Section 4.2 has illustrated that empathic act can be realized through different 

subsidiary acts: understanding, reassuring, agreeing, praising, and self-disclosing. 

The understanding and reassuring acts also contain different ways to carry out the 

acts (see Figure 4.2 below). 

 

Figure 4.2 Doctors’ empathic acts 

While the individual subsidiary DEAs presented above have been discussed in 

previous related studies to a greater or lesser extent (see Hsu et al., 2012; Moulton, 

2007; Pounds, 2010), how an empathic expression is exactly carried out through 

different ways, to my best knowledge, is under-studied. The current study finds that 

an empathic act can be realized through different discursive strategies (e.g. the 

understanding act can be carried out through identifying e-patients’ concerns, 

presenting a single word “understand”, and re-presenting e-patients’ words). This 

finding indicates that OMC doctors adopt different ways to express empathy. This 

may be associated with the e-commerce model for OMC services, or, in other words, 

the e-commercialised OMC platforms. As mentioned in Chapter Three, the e-

healthcare websites from which the data were collected contain an evaluation 

system for doctors’ performance. Thus, in order to “survive” in an e-healthcare 

website e-patients’ satisfaction tends to be prioritized by doctors. Since empathic 

communication can improve patients’ satisfaction with healthcare services (Howick 
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et al., 2018), empathic responses may receive particular attention and be capitalized 

on by doctors to provide satisfying OMC services. That is perhaps why various 

ways of expressing an empathic act are identified in this study.  

One noteworthy phenomenon is that medical knowledge is often used by 

doctors in their DEAs, particular the reassuring act (see example 4.15 above). 

Working together with reassurances, the presentation of medical knowledge is vital 

in reducing e-patients’ negative emotions, thus reinforcing the effect of the 

empathic act. As discussed in Chapter Two, there are knowledge gaps between 

doctors and patients/caregivers. Communication between doctors and 

patients/caregivers often involves little or no medical knowledge sharing by health 

professionals (Heritage & Clayman, 2010). The lack of engagement in terms of 

medical knowledge related to a patient’s health problem may result in further 

concerns of the patient. Giving explanations or clarifications on medical knowledge 

that is related to a patient’s illness is helpful to empower the patient to deal with 

their illness and consequently enable them to have more control of their health 

condition. This may help reassure the e-patient effectively, reducing their concerns.  

Among those identified DEAs, self-disclosing and re-presenting e-patients’ 

words may be relatively more challenging to be used to display empathy. In other 

words, doctors need to make more discursive efforts when utilizing these 

expressions to provide empathic responses. Perhaps it is the reason why those two 

empathic expressions are less frequently used in response to PEAs, which is further 

elaborated in Section 4.3 below. Re-presenting e-patients’ words can require a lot 

of efforts because if a doctor utilizes this way of expressing empathy, s/he takes a 

risk of presenting a misinterpretation, which in turn can reveal that the doctor 

actually does not understand the e-patient’s concern or situation. Thus, it can be 

said that re-presenting e-patients’ words is testable and requires doctors to be more 

tactful when verbalizing the e-patients’ words correctly.  The self-disclosing act 

may also need more efforts to be verbalized, because self-disclosing should be 

reasonably integrated into a doctor’s message which is for addressing or expressing 

the understanding of the e-patient’s concern in the first place, rather than for simply 

sympathizing with the e-patient (recall the difference between sympathy and 

empathy in Chapter Two).  
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In addition, considering that one of the text-based CMC affordances is that 

messages are archived automatically the moment they are posted or sent. If an 

archived OMC case is publicly posted online, the doctor’s messages to the e-patient 

can be seen by other e-patients and cannot be retracted by the doctor. Doctors are 

likely alerted by this feature when manifesting empathy through re-presenting e-

patients’ words or self-disclosing, as doctors’ words in the OMC context are hard 

evidence to demonstrate their (mis)understanding of their e-patients. Thus, 

externalizing empathy by these ways is likely to demand more time and/or efforts, 

making them less frequently used by doctors to express empathy. In fact, the total 

number of re-presenting e-patients’ words sub-act is only 5 and that of self-

disclosing act is only 7, as presented in Table 4.1 in the following section.   

 

4.3 The Distribution of Empathic Acts in Response to Emotional Acts   

To better understand the relationships among different empathic acts and emotional 

acts, this section presents which specific types of empathic acts are used to address 

e-patients’ specific emotional act(s) and how frequent each DEA is used to address 

PEAs. Table 4.1 below shows the sub-acts of doctors’ empathic acts and e-patients’ 

indirect and direct emotional acts, and the distribution of each DEA in response to 

different PEAs. The total number of each PEA (and the sub-acts of related PEAs) 

is listed in the header along with the name of the PEA (and the sub-acts of related 

PEAs); Similarly, the total number of each DEA (and the sub-acts of related DEA) 

for addressing all indirect PEAs is presented in the last third column of this table; 

the total number of each DEA (and the sub-acts of related DEAs) in response to 

direct PEA is listed in the last row of this table (drawing from the total numbers of 

DEAs and PEAs, there are cases of unaddressed PEAs).12 The figures with grey 

background shadow are the number of each DEA (and the sub-acts of related DEAs) 

in response to each indirect PEA (the sub-acts of related PEAs). For example, 

 

12  Direct PEAs, as mentioned earlier, refer to negative emotional expressions that are 

verbalized through emotion words (e.g., “worry”, “fear”), mental states (e.g., “remorse”, 

“regret”), sighing (e.g., “Alas”), and emojis. 
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regarding the indirect PEA “presenting uncertainty”, altogether 54 instances of this 

PEA are found in relation to e-patients’ seeking confirmation about the “severity” 

of an illness or a health problem. Among these 54 instances, a total of 52 have been 

addressed by doctors, using a DEA sub-act of “identifying” (N = 26), “countering” 

(N = 25), and “referencing” (N = 1). Meaning, 2 PEAs of “seeking confirmation 

regarding severity” have not been addressed by any DEAs.  Some notable figures 

in Table 4.1 are discussed in the rest of this section. 
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Table 4.1 The frequency of PEA and DEA distribution

DEA

Total No. of PEA severity
the cause of a 

problem

specific bad-

case 

scenario

open-ended 

question on 

negative 

scenario 

54 5 84 76 101 56 24 38 30 136

26 2 37 29 40 22 6 13 8 183 0

0 0 1 0 4 5 1 2 1 14 5

0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 0

25 1 33 23 32 18 5 9 6 152 58

1 0 4 7 4 5 0 3 1 25 5

0 1 0 1 2 3 0 2 0 9 6

0 0 1 1 2 3 0 0 0 7 3

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 4

52 4 76 62 84 61 12 30 17 398 / 81

Total No. of 

each DEA 

for 

addressing 

indirect 

PEA

/

Total No. of 

each DEA 

for 

addressing 

direct PEA

identifying

Total No. of DEA for addressing each PEA

using a single word “understand”

re-presenting e-patients’ words

countering

referencing

Agreeing

Praising

Self-Disclosing

Narrating

Repeating Disagreeing
Direct PEA

                            PEA
Indirect PEA

Presenting Uncertainty

negative 

evaluation

medical 

history

Understanding

Reassuring

Seeking confirmations
Asking about negative 

outcomes 

comparison
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Firstly, there is a significant pattern in terms of the distribution of DEAs in 

response to direct PEA. That is, the number of the countering e-patients’ concerns 

sub-act is the highest, with a total occurrence of 58, accounting for 72% of the total 

number of DEAs for addressing a direct PEA. It means that the countering act as a 

reassuring strategy is the most preferred and most commonly adopted strategy by 

doctors when they encounter a direct PEA. The possible reason for this is perhaps 

that e-patients’ emotions or concerns have already been presented in the direct PEA, 

which may facilitate the use of the countering e-patients’ concerns sub-act, enabling 

doctors to provide reassurances by targeting directly these emotions/concerns. 

Besides, another possible reason is that a DEA that is carried out through the 

countering sub-act (e.g., “no need to worry”; “don’t worry”) requires the least 

discursive efforts compared to other ways of expressing empathy, such as re-

presenting e-patients’ words and self-disclosing, which require more discursive 

efforts, as discussed in Section 4.2. When utilizing the countering act to verbalize 

empathy, doctors only need to add the countering expressions, such as “no need” 

and “don’t” before the emotion that is presented in a direct PEA. Thus, expressing 

empathy with this strategy tends to be prioritized for addressing direct PEA.     

While the most significant sub-act of DEA of addressing the direct PEA is the 

act of countering e-patients’ concerns sub-act, the most remarkable strategy of DEA 

for addressing the indirect PEA is to identify e-patients’ emotions– totalling 183 

instances – which accounts for about 46% of the total number of DEAs (i.e., 398) 

used to address indirect PEA. It indicates that this sub-act is the most frequently 

used DEA sub-act in response to e-patients’ indirect PEA. The observation here 

might imply that in dealing with indirect PEA doctors tend to externalize their 

awareness of what emotions or concerns are involved in the indirect PEA, thus 

trying to identify the patient’s emotion. The identification of e-patients’ emotions 

may facilitate the use of reassuring act, in particular the countering act as an 

instance of reassurance. As illustrated in Section 4.2, the identifying act is very 

often closely connected with the act of countering e-patients’ concerns within an 

empathic response. In fact, the countering strategy is the second most frequently 

used type of DEA for addressing indirect PEA, with a total number of 152 

(accounting for about 38% out of the 398 instances). In short, doctors prefer using 
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the identifying and countering acts to address indirect PEAs and very often the two 

types of strategies are integrated within one DEA.   

As discussed above, the countering and identifying sub-acts are the most 

frequently used sub-acts by doctors in this study and they are closely connected 

with each other. The phenomenon that identifying and countering sub-acts are 

preferred by doctors when manifesting their empathy perhaps can be linked to the 

background of the usage of OMC services. That is, about 60% of the 300 OMCs 

indicate that the patients under discussion have already received healthcare services 

in hospitals for dealing with their health issues. Hence, it is likely predictable that 

the initiation of an OMC itself may indicate some negative emotional states of an 

e-patient who initiates the OMC, because turning to an OMC platform can indicate 

that the previously received healthcare services have not succeeded in coping with 

the e-patient’s concerns, or at least the e-patient may believe that those healthcare 

services have failed to solve his/her problem. The doctor with whom the e-patient 

consults online may be aware of this, so the doctor might manifest his/her 

understanding by identifying or naming the e-patient’s emotions or concerns which 

are not explicitly or directly presented. Based on the identification of the patient’s 

emotion, an understanding reassuring act could be utilized to further empathize with 

the e-patient. In fact, the countering and identifying sub-acts are more frequently 

seen in OMC cases which are initiated by e-patients who have already received 

suggestions or advice from health professionals offline, than in OMC cases which 

are initiated by e-patients who for the first time consult a doctor to deal with the 

current health problem. Thus, it can be said that the countering and identifying sub-

acts can be produced by doctors based on predictable assumption and with less 

discursive efforts, which makes the two sub-acts preferable for providing empathic 

response.  

The third significant pattern is that the act of re-presenting e-patients’ words 

is only used to deal with PEA that is carried out through negative evaluation, 

accounting for only 5 instances in total. This is perhaps because this presentation of 

an understanding act may enable the doctor to formulate the e-patient’s negative 

evaluation per se with the doctor’s own understanding or evaluation about the being 

evaluated issues or events. This is different from the other sub-acts of PEAs which 
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leave little room to prepare doctors for their use of the act of re-presenting e-patients’ 

words in order to demonstrate empathy. More specifically, re-presenting e-patients’ 

words in relation to their negative evaluation is more likely to indicate the doctor’s 

understanding of the e-patient’s indirect PEA than representing e-patients’ words 

in relation to their presentation of, for example, medical history, as re-presenting 

the e-patient’s presentation of medical history presumably involves no space for the 

doctor’s subjective evaluation, and requires only objective or professional 

description of the medical history. 

Finally, there is also a noteworthy figure about the total number of DEAs 

received by each PEA, as presented in the last row. As is shown here, each total 

number of DEA for addressing each indirect PEA (or sub-act) is smaller than the 

total number of each indirect PEA presented in the header of Table 4.1, except for 

the total number of DEA that are carried out by the negative evaluation sub-act – 

61 – which is larger than the total number of the negative evaluation sub-act (i.e., 

56). This pattern indicates that often there are “missed empathic opportunities” 

(Suchman et al., 1997) (i.e., emotional expressions are not followed by doctors’ 

empathic responses).  

 

4.4 Summary 

This Chapter has presented how emotional expressions and empathic responses are 

carried out through discursive acts and how each sub-act of empathic acts is 

distributed to each sub-act of emotional acts. Particularly, it has identified specific 

sub-acts of e-patients’ indirect emotional acts, which are not particularly addressed 

in prior studies. More importantly, previous studies do not show that patients or e-

patients use disagreeing act to display affect in medical consultations. As discussed 

in the first section, this disagreeing act may be closely related to the affordance of 

CMC communication –anonymity. While affordances of CMC or OMC 

communication can affect the way e-patients display their affect, they also have 

some impacts on doctors’ demonstration of empathy. That is, more diverse sub-acts 

of empathic act have been identified in this study. As discussed earlier, this is 

perhaps owing to the affordance of OMC communication – the online evaluation 
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system – which prioritizes e-patients’ satisfaction about the e-healthcare services 

and may in turn encourage doctors to make more efforts to manifest empathy so as 

to provide satisfactory services (as discussed in Section 4.2, empathic 

communication helps improve e-patients’ satisfaction with healthcare services). 

Finally, remarkable patterns regarding the distribution of each sub-act of empathic 

acts to different sub-acts of emotional acts are described and analysed. In a word, 

while this Chapter has illustrated specific sub-acts of e-patients’ emotional acts and 

doctors’ empathic acts, and their distribution, it has also discussed how the findings 

can be interpreted with the features of CMC and OMC communication. The 

identified emotional acts by e-patients and empathic acts by doctors serve as a base 

for addressing affective interactions between e-patients and doctors in Chapter Five.   
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Chapter Five 

From Affective Discursive Acts to Affective Interaction 

 

In Chapter Four, affective practice has been analysed in terms of e-patients’ 

emotional acts (PEAs) and doctors’ empathic acts (DEAs); the different ways to 

carry out these two types of affective discursive acts have also been examined. The 

present chapter will go further and examine how those acts are structured 

sequentially as affective interactions. This chapter contains three sections. Section 

5.1 presents how affective discursive acts (i.e., PEAs and DEAs) are sequentially 

structured within the affective practice interaction between e-patients and doctors. 

Among the sequences identified in Section 5.1, one sequence is not addressed by 

extant literature. While digging into this newly identified sequence, I find that this 

sequence can be considered as resulting from the ineffectiveness of doctors’ 

empathic responses. Thus, in Section 5.2, I go on to examine the discursive features 

of all the empathic responses that are considered ineffective within the newly 

identified sequence. Finally, Section 5.3 examines the sequencing feature of doctors’ 

empathic response in order to find out how a DEA is positioned in the empathic 

response. The identified sequential position can be linked to certain functions that 

DEA can perform in an OMC, which are also discussed in Section 5.3. Within each 

of the three sections, how the findings are connected with constrains and 

affordances of the OMC communication is also discussed.  

 

5.1 Sequences of Empathic Communication  

The interactional affective practice between doctors and e-patients is referred to as 

empathic communication, contributed by the e-patients’ PEAs and the doctors’ 

DEAs, thus is interactional by nature. In this section, we shall see how doctors’ 

empathic response is organized to address PEAs. That is, this section specifically 

focuses on how doctors’ empathic response is sequentially structured in the 

empathic communication. As Schegloff (2007) has pointed out, social actors 
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depend on the organization of turn-taking practices to make meaning in talk-in-

interaction, and it is important to examine the sequence organization of the 

empathic communication in order to understand how doctors manifest empathy in 

consultation-in-interaction. Sequence analysis of the empathic communication may 

also provide us with implications for the intensity or frequency of e-patients’ 

emotional expressions (i.e., high frequency of the occurrence of PEAs can indicate 

the intensity of e-patients’ emotional expressions) and the timing of doctors’ 

empathic responses (e.g., whether doctors provide DEAs immediately or delayed).  

While the feature of sequence organization is important for understanding 

doctor-patient empathic communication, the sequence analysis of clinical empathic 

communication is very much under researched. This is perhaps because it is noted 

that sequence organization related to empathy is not often seen in doctor-patient 

encounters (Wynn, 2005). As is mentioned in Chapter One, the consultation time 

for out-patient services is too short to involve empathic communication. In addition, 

the lack of related studies may be associated with the pragmatic function of 

sequence analysis. That is, sequence analysis enables us to have implications for 

what action should or might be done in a subsequent move as a response to the 

previous one (Schegloff, 2007). In this way, it may be assumed as being very 

predictable that in an empathic communication the subsequent turn addressing 

emotional display should be an empathic response, which possibly makes it not 

noteworthy to study the sequence organization of empathic communication. It may 

be thus associated with the lack of studies on empathic communication sequences. 

However, based on the examination of my data, the turn-taking sequences of 

empathic communication turn out to be not as simple as that. 

Four sequential patterns of empathic communication are generated by a 

bottom-up analysis of the 300 OMCs (see Figure 5.1 at the end of this section). The 

total number of the identified sequences is 336, which means sometimes there is 

more than one empathic sequence identified within one OMC case. Each sequence 

is discussed in the following subsections. E-patients’ emotional acts (PEAs) in the 

following sections includes both direct and indirect display of negative emotions. 

Each identified sequence is produced within a single topic of discussion. In other 
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words, in each sequence, an e-patient’s emotional expressions are all related to a 

single, specific issue. 

5.1.1 Emotional act → immediate empathic act 

To recall, an emotional act (PEA) refers to the e-patient’s emotional expressions 

(e.g., the use of emotion-related words, expressions of uncertainty, illness-related 

narratives, self-repetition, and expressions of disagreement), as mentioned in 

Chapter Four. In addressing these PEAs, we can see doctors’ manifestation of 

empathic reactions. This study finds that many PEAs receive doctors’ empathic 

responses immediately after these are displayed. That is, e-patients present direct 

or indirect PEA and doctors immediately respond to this PEA by providing DEA 

(i.e., PEA → Immediate DEA). This sequence accounts for 153 (45.5 %) out of the 

336 empathic sequences. It is illustrated with example 5.1 below.   

Example 5.1 (= Example 1.1) 

P: 好的 麻烦你了。我这么啰嗦 主要也是癌症太吓人。我怕我妈妈真得病了。

谢谢医生 太感谢你了    

Ok, sorry for troubling you. I’m so verbose. After all, you know cancer is so 

scary.  I fear that my mother would really get sick. Thank you, doctor. I’m so 

grateful to you. <Direct PEA> 

D: 没事的，能理解的，因为结论很明确，你还是担心，所以从其他方面说

服你   

No problem. I can understand. After all, the results on the gastroscopy report 

clearly indicate it’s not cancer, but you are still worried. So, I tried to reassure 

you by talking about other things.  

[The doctor encourages further contact for medical consultations by giving the 

e-patient’s his contact information] 

<Immediate DEA – Understanding act> 
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P: 好的 

    Okay 

In example 5.1, after the e-patient directly displays his/her emotional state, the 

doctor addresses the e-patient’s negative feelings immediately through presenting 

an understanding act and naming another negative emotion that the e-patient may 

hold (see the text in bold in the doctor’s message). The PEA → Immediate DEA 

sequence is in line with Wynn’s (2005) finding that empathic communication is 

often structured in a very brief sequence, not more than one turn exchange.   

Out of the total instances that involve this sequence PEA → Immediate DEA 

(i.e., 153), the number of instances that start with direct PEA accounts for 17 (11%), 

and that starting with indirect PEA is 136 (89%). This significant difference implies 

that even though most of the display of emotion is implicit, doctors in the OMC 

context can still identify those “empathic opportunity” (Suchman et al., 1997) and 

provide DEAs accordingly. This may indicate that doctors are not notably more 

likely to provide empathic responses to the direct PEA than to the indirect PEA. It 

can be linked to some researchers’ argument that there is no significant difference 

between processing words with explicit emotional expressions and words with 

implicit emotional expressions (Vinson, Ponari, & Vigliocco, 2014; Martin & 

Altarriba, 2017). Doctors’ awareness of e-patients’ implicit emotional display may 

be associated with human being’s “social perception”, that is, normal people can 

understand other people’s intentions and emotions through their actions (Grèzes & 

de Gelder, 2009).  

5.1.2 Emotional act → non-empathic act → re-emotional act → empathic act    

It is observed in my data that sometimes a PEA may be missed or failed to be 

addressed by a doctor in the subsequent turn to the e-patient’s turn that involves the 

PEA. When the PEA is not addressed by the doctor (Non-DEA), the e-patient will 

keep expressing the same kinds of PEA. After the e-patient re-initiates the PEA 

(Re-presented PEA), the doctor then provides a DEA accordingly (i.e., the sequence 

PEA → Non-DEA → Re-presented PEA → DEA). In this sequence, between Non-

DEA and Re-presented PEA there can be several turns as well as no turns. This 
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sequence accounts for 104 (31 %) out of the total 336 empathic sequences. The 

identified sequence is presented as follows (see examples 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 below).  

Example 5.2  

1 P: 这几天这个位置一直隐痛 不是痛得很厉害那种 去医院做胃镜也没做完 

太难受 就怕是胃癌 

       图片因隐私问题无法显示  

These days I’ve been experiencing dull pain in this position. The pain isn’t very 

serious. I went to a hospital for a gastroscopy. But, I didn’t finish it, because it 

is so uncomfortable. I just fear that it’s gastric cancer. <Direct PEA> 

[A picture is uploaded which is only accessible to the doctor]  

2 D: 您好很高兴为您服务我是肿瘤科王医生 

请问有什么可以帮您？ 

How are you? I’m very glad to be of serve to you. I’m Dr Wang at Oncology 

Department. May I ask what I could do for you? <Non-DEA> 

3 P: 您看看我问的和图片 医生 

Please have a look at my first message and the uploaded picture, doctor. 

4 D: 我已经看到了 

请问有什么健康医疗问题可以帮您解答吗 

I’ve already had a look at them. 

May I ask is there any healthcare-related question that I can answer. 

5 P: 您帮我看看有没有可能是胃癌 

这个位置总是隐痛 腹泻 是什么情况？ 
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图片上的 

Please help me have a look at the medical test report. Is there any possibility 

that it is gastric cancer?  

There’s always a dull ache in this position, and I have lax bowels. What’s the 

problem?  

The uploaded picture shows the position. 

6 D: 胃癌可能性很小 

The possibility of getting gastric cancer is very small. 

[several turn exchanges on the cause of the health problem, the medication 

treatment, and an explanation of the stomach position] 

21 P: 我就怕是胃底部癌症  

I just fear that it’s gastric fundus cancer. <Re-presented Direct PEA> 

22 D: 嗯 

您的担心是对的   

确实有很小的可能    

Um  

You are right to be worried.  

Indeed, there is a very small possibility. <DEA – Agreeing act>   

[The e-patient initiates a new topic after turn 22] 

In turn 2 of example 5.2, the doctor ignores the e-patient’s emotional 

expression presented in turn 1 (i.e., “I just fear that it’s gastric cancer”). After 

several turn exchanges the e-patient expresses this emotional concern again in turn 

…
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21. In turn 22, the doctor finally addresses the e-patient’s emotional concern 

through providing the DEA – agreeing act.  

Example 5.3  

1 D: 那里没有什么问题 

There isn’t any problem. 

2 P: 纵隔内淋巴不大这没什么吗 但一直咳嗽  

That mediastinal endolymph is not large is not a big deal? But I’ve been 

coughing all the time.  <Indirect PEA – Disagreeing act> 

3 D: 纵隔淋巴结大才有问题  

It is if the mediastinal endolymph note is large that there will be a problem. 

<Non-DEA> 

4 P:  但它就是有的，以前做 CT 都没写这些  

还有就是乳腺，那淋巴大吗医生，因为有低热，加上咳嗽，好怕淋巴癌  

But it says so. My previous CT reports don’t display this information. 

There’s also a breast problem. Is the lymph node there large, doctor? Because 

I have a low-grade fever and cough, I fear very much that it’s lymph cancer. 

<Re-presented Direct PEA> 

5 D: 现在报告上是没有问题的，不用紧张  

Now based on the results of the report, there’s no problem. No need to be 

anxious. <DEA – Reassuring act>  

[The e-patient initiates a new topic after turn 5] 

In turn 2 of example 5.3, the e-patient expresses his/her disagreement with the 

doctor’s diagnosis (see turn 1), which indicates the e-patient’s indirect emotional 
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act, as discussed in Chapter Four. This indirect PEA is not addressed by the doctor 

in turn 3. It is after the e-patient escalates his/her emotional state in turn 4 (see the 

text in bold) that the doctor provides an empathic response, as is shown in turn 5.  

Example 5.4  

1 P: 那请问医生 ，您接触的这类患者的肝血管瘤“晒网状”结构的继续长大

的是不是比不长的要多呢？有办法控制不长吗？ 

继续增大的话会有什么治疗方法？  

Then, may I ask, doctor, that whether or not the number of your patients 

whose “bask network” structured hepatic haemangioma keeps growing is 

larger than that of your patients whose “bask network” structured hepatic 

haemangioma does not keep growing? Is there any way to control the 

growth?  

If it keeps growing, what are the treatments. <Indirect PEA – Presenting 

uncertainty> 

2 D: 晒网状只是血管瘤的一个超声特征，跟他长不长大没关联 

The bask network structure is just a sonographic feature of haemangioma, 

which is not associated with whether or not it grows. <Non-DEA> 

[Then the doctor explains under which condition the e-patient may need an 

operation.] 

3 P: 我在三年前月经期间乳房刺痛，做过双乳房结节切除手术，各一个 都比

较小，宝宝刚断奶最近做 B 超检查显示双乳正常，没发现有其他结节，

请问是不是彻底康复了？还会不会在长了？ 

I experienced breast pain during my period three years ago. I did double 

breast nodules removal. Back then there was one nodule in each breast, which 

was small. My baby has just been weaned. Recently I have done a B-ultrasonic 

examination and the result shows that the breasts are normal, identifying no 
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extra nodules. May I ask whether or not it is totally recovered. Whether or 

not will it occur again? <Re-presented Indirect PEAs – Narrating and 

Presenting uncertainty> 

4 D: 嗯，良性切除就可以了，一般不会复发， 

       别担心   <DEA – Reassuring act> 

Um, it’s benign, so removal will do. Generally speaking, it won’t relapse.    

Don’t be worried.  <DEA – Reassuring act> 

5 P: 好的 

    Okay 

In turn 1 of example 5.4, the inquires (see the text in bold) imply the e-patient’s 

indirect PEA, which is carried out through the presenting uncertainty act. This 

indirect PEA is not addressed by the doctor empathically in the subsequent turn. 

Then, the e-patient’s indirect emotional display is re-represented in turn 3, and this 

time the emotional expression is intensified, as more PEAs – the narrating and 

presenting uncertainty acts – are employed (see the text in bold in turn 3). This time, 

the doctor provides an empathic response to the e-patient’s concerns through a 

reassuring act, as is shown in turn 4.  

The sequence discussed above may indicate that e-patients would re-present 

their emotional state, if their original emotional display is not addressed by doctors. 

This re-presentation of a PEA or PEAs in an OMC can index the intensified 

frequency of e-patients’ emotional expression. Doctors tend to catch this intensity 

and in turn provide a DEA. This sequence implies that some doctors’ empathic 

responses are facilitated by their e-patients’ re-presentation of emotional expression, 

rather than out of their own motivation in the first place; doctors may be aware of 

e-patients’ emotional states, but they do not choose to address it in the first place 

until the emotional acts are displayed by the e-patients again.   
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The sequence (i.e., PEA → Non-DEA → Re-presented PEA → DEA) 

discussed in this section, broadly construed, matches with an interactional model of 

empathic communication that is proposed by Suchman et al. (1997) based on the 

examination of face-to-face medical encounters, although the empathic 

communication sequence of their model is only initiated by patients’ indirect or 

implicit emotional expression. In the study of Suchman et al, it is noted that when 

a patient’s indirect or implicit emotional expression is not addressed by a doctor, 

the patient will present the emotional expression again, and sometimes the 

expression is displayed with increasing intensity and more than once. In line with 

this phenomenon, the identified sequence in this subsection also demonstrates the 

idea that talking about illnesses or health issues often involves constant expressions 

of emotion.   

5.1.3 Emotional act → delayed empathic act 

This sequence shows that after an e-patient presents a direct or indirect PEA, the 

doctor delays to provide a DEA. That is, this DEA appears in one of the subsequent 

turns that is not immediately adjacent to the PEA (i.e., PEA → Delayed DEA). In 

this sequence, the doctor does not provide empathic responses immediately after 

the e-patient’s display of emotional states; instead, s/he asks clarification questions 

that are related to the e-patient’s illnesses/health issues and/or addresses the e-

patient’s medicine-related problems only. After that, the doctor provides a DEA. 

Besides, between the PEA and the delayed DEA, the e-patient does not re-present 

any direct or indirect PEAs. This sequence is evident in example 5.5 below. Such 

sequence accounts for 54 (16.1%) of the 336 instances.  

Example 5.5  

1 P: [The e-patients presents the results of a gene test.]  

对胎儿有影响吗？这孩子还能要吗？  

Will it affect the foetus? Should I keep the baby? <Indirect PEA – Presenting 

uncertainty> 

2 D: 现在孕几个月了？ 
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How far long are you in your pregnancy? 

3 P: 四个月了 

Four months 

4 D: [The doctor recommends a medication treatment together with an explanation.] 

不用担心  

No need to worry. <Delayed DEA – Reassuring act>   

5 P: 只要没什么事就行了，我一直都挺担心，谢谢你了 

       As long as it’s fine, what a relief it is. I’ve been being worried all the time. 

Thank you. 

In example 5.5, the e-patient indirectly expresses her emotion through 

expressing uncertainty in turn 1. The doctor does not provide empathic response 

immediately. Instead, the doctor asks a question, as is shown in turn 2. It is after the 

patient replies to the question that the doctor starts to address the PEA. This delay 

enables the doctor to provide an evidence-based reassurance. That is, the reassuring 

act is generated from the e-patient’s pregnancy condition, thus, making the 

reassurance appear to be reasonable. The sequence identified in this subsection is 

in line with Del Piccolo et al.’s (2011) suggestion that doctors’ empathic responses 

can be categorized into immediate and delayed responses. The identified sequence 

in this subsection indicates that while doctors have recognized their e-patients’ 

emotional states in the first place (between the PEA and the delayed DEA there’s 

no emotional expressions that can facilitate doctors’ recognition of PEAs), they 

may postpone their empathic responses until they have collected more information 

from the e-patients, so as to avoid providing premature empathic responses. This 

sequence is illustrated with example 5.5 below.  

5.1.4 Emotional act → empathic act → re-emotional act → empathic act 

This study finds that even if e-patients’ negative emotional expressions are 

empathically addressed by doctors, the e-patients might still continue to display the 
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negative emotional acts. In some cases, it is observed that at first, the e-patient’s 

direct or indirect PEA has been addressed by the doctor’s immediate or delayed 

DEA. However, after the doctor’s empathic response, the e-patient displays their 

emotion again directly or indirectly (Re-presented PEA). Then, the doctor provides 

a DEA again (i.e., the sequence PEA → DEA → Re-presented PEA → DEA). This 

sequence accounts for 25 (7.4%) of the 336 empathic sequences. It has the same 

features with the first sequence discussed in Section 5.1.1 (i.e., PEA → Non-DEA 

→ Re-presented PEA → DEA), except for that the first PEA in the sequence 

identified in 5.1.1 is followed by a Non-DEA rather than a DEA. The sequence in 

this section is evident in example 5.6 below. 

Example 5.6  

1 P: [The e-patient gives gender and age information and presents medical history.] 

最近三个星期出现心悸，家人无心脏病史。问寻过丁香医生，建议查甲

功和24小时动态心电图。报告已出，医生只是开了养心口服液，没有太

多诊断。想得到更专业的建议  

In the past three weeks, I’ve been experiencing heart palpitations. There’s 

no family history of heart diseases. I had consulted a doctor on the “Dingxiang 

Doctor” website. The doctor advised me to take thyroid function tests and the 

24 hours dynamic electrocardiogram. Now I’ve got the test reports. The doctor 

in hospital only prescribed me Yangxin oral liquor and didn’t provide a decent 

diagnosis. So, I want to get more professional advice from you. <Indirect PEA 

– Narrating act > 

2 D: [The doctor thanks the e-patient for her trust and provides a diagnosis.]  

不用太担心。 

No need to worry too much.  

[The doctor provides an explanation, gives advice, and recommends a 

treatment.] 
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临床上这样的病人并不少见。最后祝你生活愉快！如有不明白之处，欢

迎继续追问。 

In clinical settings, it’s not uncommon to see patients who have such a 

health problem. Finally, I wish you a happy life! If you don’t understand my 

messages, I welcome further consultation.  <DEA – Reassuring act> 

3 P: 好的，十分感谢，我又拍了后续的图，和之前拍的心电图。因为我也在

医院工作，所以熬夜比较多，对此比较担心。所以我还要多久需要复查

心电图呢  

Okay. Thank you so much. I also took some other electrocardiograms and the 

one I have taken before. Because I work at a hospital, too, I often stay up late. 

I’m worried about this. So, how long should I wait to take the 

electrocardiogram again. <Re-presented Direct PEA> 

4 D: [The doctor presents an explanation about the medical tests that are mentioned 

in the turn 3.]  

现在如果觉得心悸比较明显，我建议您休息一段时间，夜班的威力，医

生和护士都深有体会。我想您休息好了，早搏一定会变少的！希望我的

建议对您有帮助！祝您健康快乐！ 

Now if your heart palpitations symptom is relatively obvious, I suggest that 

you take a rest for a while. Doctors and nurses have a deep understanding 

of the harm of night shift. I think if you have a good rest, the problem will 

occur less frequently! Hope that my advice is helpful to you! Wish you good 

health and happiness! <DEA – Understanding act – re-presenting e-

patient’s words>  

Example 5.6 shows that the e-patient’s emotional display is not a one-off. The 

indirect PEA presented in turn 1 (see the text in bold) is addressed by the doctor 

through the reassuring act, as shown in turn 2 (see the text in bold). After this 

empathic interaction, the e-patient expresses her emotional concern again in turn 3, 

and this time the emotional state is expressed directly (see the text in bold in turn 
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3). In response to this direct PEA, the doctor empathizes with the e-patient through 

understanding act (see the text in bold in turn 4), which specifically addresses the 

italicized text in turn 3.   

The sequence discussed above implies that doctors’ empathic responses may 

not be always a one-off act, when their e-patients’ emotional display occurs more 

than once. On such occasions, doctors perhaps do not mind addressing the 

concerned PEAs for more than one time. In general, within an OMC, e-patients’ 

emotional expression and doctors’ empathic response might not only contribute to 

a single occurrence. Empathic interaction can appear more than once in an OMC, 

producing a constellation or cluster of a PEA → DEA micro-sequence. 

5.1.5 Discussion of empathic communication sequences  

This section has identified four empathic interactional sequences, which are 

summarized in Figure 5.1 below. The sequences (2) and (4) have demonstrated that 

e-patients’ emotions can be repeatedly displayed, and doctors’ empathic responses 

can be facilitated by the intensified frequency of e-patients’ emotional display. 

 

Figure 5.1 Empathic communication sequences 

 

What mainly distinguishes these sequences from previous studies is the fourth 

sequence: PEA → DEA → Re-presented PEA → DEA. This sequence shows that 

after e-patients’ emotional display is addressed by their doctors, they will continue 

to express their emotion. This finding is, to my best knowledge, not discussed in 

any previous related studies. The reason why this sequence is observed in this study 

is perhaps because of the contextual feature of the OMC websites in question. That 

is, these OMC websites are not managed by hospitals or any medical institutions, 
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so technically they are not framed within an institutional context, although doctors 

contributing to the OMC activities are doctors who work at hospitals or medical 

institutions. It can be said that those OMC websites may to some degree have some 

feature(s) of online health forums. Previous studies have found out that online 

health forums do not only provide informational support, but also emotional support 

(Bambina, 2007, Foster & Roffe, 2009, Lundin & Elmerstig, 2015, Park & Park, 

2016; Rubenstein, 2011), and such forums can serve the function of rapport 

building (see Angouri & Sanderson 2016; Landqvist, 2016). Moreover, it is found 

that one of the main motivations for participating in online communities to cope 

with health problems is related to e-patients’ affects, such as for getting emotional 

support (Zhao & Sun, 2016; Zhang, 2010). Hence, the quasi-forum-like OMC 

platforms may cultivate an environment in which e-patients may tend to intensively 

disclose their emotional states, which provides doctors opportunities to empathize 

with e-patients, in turn orienting to establishing rapport.   

Another possible reason for the occurrence of this newly identified sequence 

may be that the first DEA in this sequence (i.e., PEA → DEA → Re-presented PEA 

→ DEA) is ineffective. The first DEA may fail to address the e-patient’s concerns, 

leading to the representation of the emotional concerns that have already been 

displayed. Considering that the empathic response in which the first DEA is 

positioned is presumably ineffective, Section 5.2 thus digs into the discursive 

features of the presumably ineffective empathic response.  

 

5.2 Features of the Ineffective Empathic Response  

In the current study, the ineffectiveness of an empathic response is identified based 

on the e-patient’s responses to the empathic response. That is, if the e-patient’s 

response involves a re-presentation of his/her negative emotions or concerns that 

have already been expressed in a previous turn, it is then assumed that the doctor’s 

empathic response is viewed as ineffective. In this way, all the empathic responses 

that followed by a representation of PEA are considered ineffective, as identified in 

the new sequence discussed in Section 5.1.4. These ineffective empathic responses 

have two linguistic features. Very often they are featured with less words in the 
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empathic act(s) (see example 5.7 below) and more negation, such as “don’t” or “no 

need” (see example 5.9 below). Since, as mentioned in Chapter Three, the structure 

domain of CMDA (computer-mediated discourse analysis) approach is out of the 

scope of my study, I will only focus on discussing the features of those ineffective 

empathic responses at a content level. It is found that these ineffective empathic 

responses have these features: (1) doctors provide reassurances without addressing 

all the questions or concerns that are presented in an e-patient’s turn (50%); (2) they 

provide reassurances based on premature generalization (28%); (3) they provide 

reassurances without giving specific explanations (19 %); and (4) they attempt to 

make use of self-disclosure to delegitimize e-patients’ concerns (3%). 

5.2.1 Not addressing all the presented questions 

This study finds that an e-patient often present more than one question or concern 

in a message. In these OMC cases, the doctor might not accordingly address all 

questions in his/her empathic response, although addressing one of the questions of 

the e-patient can sometimes infer that other questions or concerns are indirectly 

answered, particularly from a medical or the doctor’s perspective (see example 5.7 

below). If the e-patient’s reactions to the doctor’s empathic response indicates that 

s/he is still worried about the unaddressed issue(s), the doctor’s empathic response 

is viewed as ineffective. This is illustrated with example 5.7 below.  

Example 5.7   

1 P: [The e-patient describes the results of a gastroscopy test and the symptoms]  

请问严重吗 是癌症吗   

May I ask is it serious? Is it cancer? <PEA – Presenting uncertainty> 

2 D: 您好，目前的检查看问题不大，炎症改变，淋巴组织增生也是慢性炎症

的一个表现  

治疗炎症就可以的，放心    
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How are you? Based on the current test results, it is not a big problem. The 

inflammation has affected it. Lymphadenosis is also one of the symptoms of 

the chronic inflammation.  

It’s fine to just treat the inflammation. You can rest assured.  

<Ineffective DEA – Countering e-patients’ concern> 

3 P: 不是癌症吧。还是癌症的前兆   

It’s not cancer, is it? Or, is it a precursor of cancer?  

<Re-Presented PEA –Presenting uncertainty again> 

4 D: 当然不是, 也不是说是前兆，炎症治疗好，就清零了，是可逆的, 不用那

么担心，慢性炎症的多的是了，要前兆大家都前兆 放心  

Of course, it’s not, nor a precursor. If the inflammation is cured, it is reversible. 

So, no need to worry so much. There are many patients who have chronical 

inflammation. If inflammation indicates a precursor, then all of them will 

experience a precursor of cancer. Rest assured.  <DEA – Countering patient 

concern> 

[The e-patient initiates a new topic after turn 4] 

In example 5.7, the doctor only addresses the e-patient’s question about the 

severity of the illness (see the italicized text in turn 2) without responding to the 

question “is it cancer”, as is presented in turn 1. Although the doctor does not 

directly address the question “is it cancer”, based on the doctor’s diagnosis and 

explanation in turn 2, this question is presumably indirectly answered, particularly 

from a medical perspective. The doctor in turn 2 identifies that the e-patient is 

worried about the illness and suggests the e-patient rest assured (see the text in bold 

in turn 2), which is the DEA – countering e-patients’ concerns, as is discussed in 

Chapter Four. However, the e-patient is not reassured by the doctor’s empathic 

response, since in turn 3 the e-patient re-presents his/her concern by paraphrasing 

and specifying the question (i.e. “is it cancer”) that has been presented in turn 1. 
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This indicates that from the e-patient’s perspective the inquiry of whether it is 

cancer has not been addressed by the doctor in turn 2, which leads to the further 

expression of the concern by the e-patient in turn 3. Thus, this example 

demonstrates that the ineffectiveness of a DEA can result from doctors’ inadequate 

response to e-patients’ questions.   

5.2.2 Providing premature generalization 

When addressing e-patients’ concerns, some doctors in my data provide 

reassurances on the basis of their medical knowledge, rather than of the specific 

situation of an e-patient. This often leads to a premature generalization of the e-

patients’ problems or concerns. Based on my observation of the data, if an e-

patient’s knowledge about their illness experiences does not align with the doctor’s 

medical knowledge that is utilized to provide reassurances to the e-patient, then the 

e-patient tends to express their disagreement (which is a negative emotional state, 

as discussed in Chapter Four). In a word, if a doctor provides reassurances to an e-

patient based on a premature generalization, the e-patient will re-present their 

concerns, which indicates the doctor’s empathic response is ineffective. It is evident 

in example 5.8 below.      

Example 5.8 (= Example 4.10) 

1 P: 那我看百度说不活动就是恶性的 

淋巴结会肿大之后不下去吗？  

But, as I know, Baidu says if it is non-reactive, then it is malignant.  

After the swollen lymph nodes became enlarged, they will not diminish? 

<PEA – Presenting uncertainty>  

2 D: 对不起让你久等了，百度上说的不正确，增生淋巴结会慢慢消退的，请

放心。  

Sorry to keep you waiting. The information on Baidu is incorrect, because the 

proliferative lymph nodes will gradually regress. So please rest assured.  
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< Ineffective DEA – Countering e-patients’ concern> 

3 P: 但是我这个很久了还是没有消退。但是也没有长大。  

But it’s been a long time since I have got those lymph nodes and they still 

haven’t regress. But they also didn’t get bigger. <Re-Presented PEA – 

Disagreeing> 

4 D: 有些增生淋巴结可以不消退，但是也不继续发展，属于正常现象，不必

担心。  

Some proliferative lymph nodes wouldn’t regress, yet nor continue developing. 

It’s normal. No need to worry.  

[The e-patient initiates a new topic after turn 4] 

In the OMC from which example 5.8 is extracted, the e-patient worries that 

his/her cervical lymph nodes may have turned into tumours. In turn 1, the e-patient 

indirectly expresses his/her concerns that his/her cervical lymph nodes may be 

malignant, inferred from the information received from the Internet and based on 

the fact that his/her lymphadenectasis still has not regressed. In response to the e-

patient’s concerns, the doctor reassures the e-patient that the information received 

on Baidu (the name of a search engine) is incorrect and that the lymphoid 

hyperplasia will gradually regress. In response, the e-patient disproves the doctor’s 

statement by stating “But it’s been a long time since I have got those lymph nodes 

and they still haven’t regress.” (see the text in bold in turn 3). This indicates that 

the doctor’s reassurance is premature and cannot make the e-patient rest assured. If 

the doctor dug into the e-patient’s inquiry presented in turn 1, for example, asking 

why the e-patient sort of assumes that the lymph nodes do not regress, or seeking 

more information about the e-patient’s lymph nodes conditions, he perhaps could 

have avoided providing this kind of ineffective empathic response.         

5.2.3 Giving no specific explanation  

Some doctors in the data provide reassurances without giving any specific 

explanation. This kind of empathic response is also considered as ineffective, if e-
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patients’ response to such reassurances indicates that they do not rest assured (see 

example 5.9 below).  

Example 5.9    

[In previous turn exchanges, the e-patient says two results of a blood test are not 

within the normal range and the doctor asks him/her to upload the test report.] 

1 P: 这是缺碘 还是碘高了 

Is it because of iodine deficiency or oversufficiency? 

2 D: 这个没法确定，甲状腺激素各项都正常就行 

I can’t say for sure. As long as the results of the thyroid hormone test are within 

the normal range, it’s fine. 

3 P: 有二项不正常呢  

Two of the results are not within the normal range. <PEA – Disagreeing>  

4 D: 轻度异常, 不用担心   

It’s mildly abnormal, so no need to worry. <Ineffective DEA – Countering 

e-patients’ concern>  

5 P: 这二项偏高很多  

These two results are much higher than the normal value. <Re-Presented 

PEA – Disagreeing> 

6 D: 不算很高 放心   

It doesn’t count as being very high. Rest assured < DEA – countering patient 

concern>  

7 P: 好的 

Okay  
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In the OMC from which example 5.9 is extracted, the e-patient consults the 

doctor about her thyroid nodule issue. At the beginning of the OMC, the doctor gets 

the e-patient’s medical test report that has been uploaded to the consultation 

window by the e-patient. As is inferred from turn 2, the doctor interprets the results 

of the medical test report as being normal. In response to turn 2, the e-patient 

expresses his/her disagreement in turn 3, which indicates the e-patient’s negative 

emotional display, as discussed in Section 4.1.4. The disagreement occurs, because 

the e-patient presumably infers this abnormality from the “normal ranges” 

illustrated on the medical text report. In turn 4, the doctor clarifies his interpretation 

of the results very briefly (see the italicized text in turn 4) and provides a 

reassurance (see the text in bold in turn 4). However, the doctor offers no specific 

explanation of why he thinks the results are minimally abnormal. Consequently, 

this empathic response fails to reassure the e-patient, as inferred from turn 5 in 

which the e-patient indirectly displays her concern through expressing 

disagreement again. Thus, this example demonstrates that providing reassurances 

without any specific justification or explanation tends to be not reassuring.      

5.2.4 Using self-disclosure to delegitimize e-patients’ concerns     

In the collected data, some doctors make use of their personal health or illness-

related experiences to provide reassurances to their e-patients, trying to persuade 

the e-patients to stop worrying about their situation. This kind of disclosure is often 

used to reassure e-patients that they will be or become fine as are the doctors who 

have experienced the same or similar situation of the e-patients. This kind of 

reassurances can delegitimize e-patients’ concerns, rather than demonstrating the 

doctors’ empathic understanding of the e-patients’ situation. Such disclosing act is 

thus viewed as ineffective, if the e-patients re-present their emotional states again 

in response to the doctors’ reassurances (see example 5.10 below).   

Example 5.10 

1 P: 不用太过于担心？可是有些吃了会出现副作用呕吐啊头晕  

我中午担心到饭吃不下  
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No need to worry too much? But after taking contraceptive drugs some people 

experience side effects, such as vomit and dizziness.  

I was too worried that I didn’t have lunch this noon. <Direct PEA> 

2 D: 大多数人吃完都没啥反应 

我本人吃过几次，啥反应都没有   

你太紧张了，现在的紧急避孕药副作用都很小，绝大多数没事的 

可能越紧张，越有反应，所以建议放松心态，不要紧张 

Most people don’t experience any side effects after taking the pills. 

I had taken the pills several times, I experienced no side effect. 

You are too anxious about it. Nowadays the emergency contraception pills 

have minimal side effects and most of them are safe. 

Perhaps the side effects are caused by nervousness, so I suggest you relax and 

stop being anxious.  

 <Ineffective DEAs – Self-disclosing and Countering e-patients’ concern> 

3 P: 就是很害怕吃了之后会没月经来斋乱什么情况都出现，因为之前刚来广

州水土不服病了一个月  

The thing is, I fear so much that after taking the pills I may experience irregular 

menstruation. After all, back then after I came to Guangzhou, I had been sick 

for one month because of the climate which did not agree with me.   

<Re-Presented PEA – Direct PEA>  

4 D: 实际上，绝大多数人服药后都没啥反应，你要实在担心身体可能不适应，

就不吃，安全期同房怀孕几率不大。  
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       Actually, most people don’t have any side effects after taking the pills. Since 

you are so worried that you may not be well suited to the drugs, don’t take it 

then. After all, the chance of getting pregnant is not high, since you were in the 

safe period. <DEA – Reassuring act > 

In example 5.10, the e-patient in turn 1 explicitly expresses her emotional state. 

In response to turn 1, the doctor discloses a similar experience regarding taking the 

contraceptive pills, which serves to counter the e-patients’ concerns. However, this 

self-disclosing DEA fails to reassure the e-patient, since the e-patient displays her 

negative emotions again, as is shown in turn 3. It thus indicates that when doctors’ 

self-disclosure is utilized to delegitimize their e-patients’ concerns, rather than to 

demonstrate the empathic understanding of e-patients’ concerns, this kind of self-

disclosure can be ineffective.    

5.2.5 Discussion of ineffective empathic response features 

As those examples above demonstrate, most of the ineffective empathic responses 

are due to the unsatisfactory quality of DEAs that are carried out through countering 

e-patients’ concerns. Manifesting empathy is not something that can be achieved at 

a superficial level, nor with little efforts. Responses, like “no need to worry” and 

“rest assured”, which can serve to reassure e-patients, may lose its reassuring effect 

and may even become annoying, if such responses just show a delegitimization or 

denial of e-patients’ concerns. Doctors need to put more efforts on their reassuring 

act, particularly on the countering e-patients’ concern act. More specifically, 

doctors should avoid providing reassurances to manifest their empathy, if they have 

not addressed all the questions or concerns of their e-patients or have not got a 

thorough medical history information from e-patients. Besides, giving reassurances 

should work in close conjunction with detailed explanations, in order to justify the 

rationale of the reassurances.   

A possible account of why ineffective empathic responses can be captured in 

the online context is that in the online environment e-patients are able to keep 

expressing their concerns without any interruptions, unlike in face-to-face medical 

encounters where patients/caregivers would usually be interrupted by the doctors, 

which constrains their display of emotions. From another perspective, it can be said 
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that e-patients are empowered to inform their doctors that they are not reassured by 

the doctors’ responses. This can be associated with the patient-active feature of the 

online mode of medical consultation (see Lu & Zhang, 2019). That is, in OMC 

interaction, it tends to be an e-patient-ask and doctor-answer mode, in a sense of 

controlling consultation topics by e-patients, as mentioned in Chapter One. OMC 

websites are designed in ways that e-patients can ask doctors questions online 

concerning what is ailing them, which enables the e-patients to control over the 

information-seeking agenda. In this way, OMC communication prioritizes e-

patients’ presentation of their questions or concerns. Thus, e-patients’ intensive 

presentation of concerns may be expected. In other words, e-patients are legitimized 

to continue to express their concerns until they are satisfied or feel reassured, and 

to delegitimize their doctors’ reassurances if they do not feel reassured.  

In addition, the affordance of OMC – flexible consulting time – also empowers 

e-patients to control the length of a consultation. That is, they can keep asking 

questions and expressing concerns until they have their problems solved. The 

communicative context of OMC privileges e-patients in the sense of continuing a 

consultation as they want. E-patients are not constrained by the tight schedule of 

doctors, as are they in face-to-face medical encounters (as mentioned in Chapter 

One, it is noted that the average consultation length of face-to-face consultations is 

about 2 mins, while that of the OMCs in general is much longer). Hence, an e-

patient is able to extend an OMC by keeping sending messages to indicate that s/he 

is not reassured. Even though the OMC is eventually closed by the OMC website 

system 24 hours later after it was initiated according to the regulation of the OMC 

website, the e-patient can still initiate another OMC  with the same doctor to 

continue with the consultation. Thus, owing to the flexible consulting time, e-

patients are able to initiate the denial or delegitimization of doctors’ reassurances. 

While the OMC context empowers e-patients to produce messages that 

delegitimize doctors’ reassurances, it at the same time has some constrains that lead 

to the ineffectiveness of doctors’ empathic responses. The OMC setting does not 

require doctors to write medical records, nor enable them to do physical 

examinations. Hence, doctors do not need to follow the traditional medical 

consultation phases (i.e., problem presentation, history taking, examination, 
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diagnosis, and treatment recommendation). In addition, doctors do not have or 

cannot get access to e-patients’ previous medical records in an OMC platform, if 

the consultation is not a follow-up consultation. Thus, a doctor has no access to an 

e-patient’s medical history unless s/he asks about the e-patient’s medical history in 

an on-going OMC, or the e-patient presents the medical history in the initiating 

message of the OMC (i.e., the first message in an OMC). More importantly, as 

mentioned in Chapters Three and Four, e-patients are suggested by OMC websites 

to provide medical history or illness-related information in the initiating message. 

In this way, e-patients take more responsibility for dealing with their health 

problems in an OMC activity than they do in a face-to-face encounter where they 

tend to follow doctors’ lead, or, follow a doctor-ask and patient-answer mode of 

consultation. In turn, doctors may take less responsibility in the OMC activity. 

Doctors may rely more on information that is given by e-patients in their initiating 

message to cope with the e-patients’ health problems. Doctors may thus sometimes 

skip the phases of problem-description inquiry and history taking. This may lead to 

a lack of thorough knowledge about their e-patients’ (previous) health conditions. 

Then, providing reassurances to e-patients under this circumstance can result in 

ineffective empathic responses.  

While the occurrence of ineffective empathic responses can be associated with 

those constrains of the online mode of medical consultation, it can be also linked to 

the doctor-centred approach to medical consultations. This approach focuses on 

doctors’ interpretation and interests of problem-related evidence (Sweeney, 

MacAuley & Gray, 1998). For instance, in example 5.9, the doctor only focuses on 

the clinical meaning of the medical test results from his expert perspective and does 

not pay attention to the e-patient’s non-expert interpretation of the results. It is thus 

highly likely that doctors’ reassurances will fail to reassure their e-patients, if these 

reassurances are based on the doctor-centred approach to healthcare. In addition, 

reassuring act can also be ineffective, if the reassurances are based on a doctor’s 

condescension, assuming that they know a health problem of an e-patient better 

than the e-patient (see, for instance, example 5.8). Actually, e-patients have the 

unique knowledge about their illness because of the being-ill experience. It is noted 

that in online consultations e-patients position themselves as semi-experts and 
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being able to educate health professionals about their health problems (Fage-Butler 

& Anesa 2016). This is likely because before e-patients initiate a consultation they 

may have already acquired some medical knowledge about their health problems 

from healthcare services that they have received offline or from the Internet. Thus, 

doctors contributing to OMCs should have it in mind that their e-patients may, to a 

greater or lesser extent, have as much expertise relevant to their illness as the 

doctors do. When demonstrating empathy, doctors should thus keep this in mind in 

order to avoid providing ineffective empathic responses.  

The ineffectiveness of doctors’ empathic responses can also be associated with 

doctors’ and e-patients’ different epistemic repertoires or different understanding 

of certain biomedicine-related phenomenon. Again, as example 5.9 shows, the e-

patient and the doctor have different understandings of the two results of the thyroid 

hormone test. The doctor’s response in turn 2 indicates that he treats the lab values 

of the test results as being normal presumably because he thinks that the values 

index no significant medical effects on a person’s health. This understanding is 

based on his medical knowledge and professional experience. In contrast, the e-

patient thinks that the values are abnormal presumably based on his/her 

understanding of the normal ranges presented on the medical test report. If the 

doctor made efforts to offer specific explanations, the e-patient perhaps might have 

not presented her disagreement in turn 5. The same is true for example 5.7. In 

example 5.7, the doctor does not directly answer the e-patient’s question (i.e. “is it 

cancer?”). He may think that his reply in turn 2 has obviously indicated that it is not 

cancer, which can be inferred from turn 4 in which the doctor says “Of course, it’s 

not (cancer)”. However, the e-patient does not view the doctor’s response in turn 2 

as indicating that it is not cancer. The different understandings thus make the 

doctor’s empathic response lose its empathic effect.  

 

5.3 Sequential positions of DEA within Empathic Response 

Section 5.1 examines the turn-taking sequence organization of empathic 

communication between doctors and e-patients and has identified a new empathic 

communication sequence; Section 5.2 further explores the discursive features of 
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ineffective empathic responses within the newly identified sequence. Finally, this 

section looks at the sequencing of DEA within doctors’ empathic response. More 

specifically, Section 5.3 examines how doctors place or position an empathic act in 

their response to e-patients’ messages that involve emotional expression.  

5.3.1 Positioning empathic act after medical agendas 

In the collected data, when addressing an emotional concern of an e-patient, a 

doctor usually integrates empathic act into medical agendas through organizing the 

DEA in two main ways: (1) positioning DEA after medical agendas (e.g., 

diagnosing, advice giving, treatment recommendation, explanation, or medical 

inquiries), and (2) positioning DEAs before medical agendas. The former is seen in 

210 (70%) out of the 300 OMCs, while the latter is seen in 76 (25.3%) of the 300 

OMCs. Regarding the rest of the OMC cases (i.e., 14 OMCs), in most of these cases 

a DEA is the only content in the empathic response of a doctor; in other words, no 

medical agenda is involved in the doctor’s response. Those two ways of organizing 

empathic responses can perform different functions, which is discussed with 

examples as follows. 

This first organization – medical agenda + DEA –  includes two sub-type 

structures: (1) a medical agenda is followed by a DEA and this DEA is followed by 

no statements of the doctor (89% out of 210 OMCs; see example 5.11 below); (2) 

a medical agenda is followed by a DEA; and the medical agenda and the DEA 

address the same concern of an e-patient. Following them, another medical agenda 

is presented within the same turn, but it is for dealing with a different concern of 

the e-patient (11% out of 210 OMCs; see example 5.12 below).   

Example 5.11  

1 P: 那现在白带这样，会不会有什么影响 

或者会不会发生严重的什么问题？  

为什么都是同一个时间流出白带，我都观察了一天了！昨天也是这个时

间 
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Now the leukorrhea is like this, so whether or not will it affect the pregnancy?  

Or, whether or not will it lead to serious problems?  

Why the leukorrhea always occurred at the same particular time? I’ve been 

observing it for a whole day! Yesterday it occurred at the same time as today.  

<PEA – Presenting uncertainty> 

2 D: 怀孕后，经常会有白带增多的现象，不需要太紧张的。  

In the pregnancy period, it’s common that leukorrhea will increase, so no need 

to be so anxious. <Explanation + DEA> 

3 P: 好的，谢谢你，这下放心了！只要不属于是流产症状就好了 

Okay, thank you. Now I rest assured! Since it’s not the symptom of a 

miscarriage, it’s reassuring. 

Drawing from turn exchanges at the beginning of the OMC from which 

example 5.11 is extracted, the e-patient has consulted the doctor more than once on 

the OMC website. The e-patient displays her concerns in turn 1 via the presenting 

uncertainty act. In response to turn 1, the doctor at first provides an explanation, 

and following this explanation she identifies the e-patient’s emotional state and 

reassures the e-patient. By ending her turn with the reassuring act, the doctor may 

intend to close the consultation, because the reassurance may indirectly 

delegitimize further expressions of concerns that the e-patient would present. This 

intention of the doctor is presumably recognized by the e-patient, because in 

response to the doctor’s message in turn 2 the e-patient initiates a closure of the 

consultation (see the italicized text), as is shown in turn 3 which is the last turn of 

the consultation. This example thus indicates that positioning a DEA after medical 

agenda(s) can possibly facilitate a closure of an OMC. 

Example 5.12  

1 P: 牙龈上颚还有两个肿块不知道是什么，摸起来硬硬的。是不是牙周炎，

听朋友说我的症状跟牙周炎很像 
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There are two lumps in my palate. I don’t know what they are, but when I 

touched them, I felt the lumps are hard. Whether or not is it periodontitis? 

My friend said that based on my symptoms, it may be periodontitis. <PEA – 

Presenting uncertainty> 

[Turns 2 and 3 is a turn exchange in which the doctor asks for a clarification 

about an uploaded photo, which shows the condition of the two lumps; and the 

e-patient then provides the clarification.]  

4 D: 这两个鼓出来的部位是上颌尖牙牙根所在的部位，尖牙的牙根特别的粗

壮而且比较长，会在牙槽骨上形成比较明显的骨质隆起，就是您看到的

这个部位。这个是正常的组织生理结构，所以不用担心。 

至于牙周炎的问题，牙周炎除了包含有牙龈炎外，还有牙周组织的破坏。  

The two lumps are in the area where there is the root of maxillary canine tooth. 

The root of canine tooth is very robust and long. It will lift the gum off the bone, 

which is easy to observe. It’s in the area as shown in the uploaded picture. This 

is a normal organic structure, so no need to worry about it. 

As to the question of periodontitis, periodontitis includes the problem of both 

gingivitis and the damage of periodontium. 

[providing medical knowledge about periodontitis; recommending treatment] 

<Explanation + DEA + Explanation/Treatment recommendation for 

addressing another health issue> 

In turn 4 of example 5.12, by providing a reassurance (see the text in bold), 

the doctor concludes the agenda that addresses the lumps problem of the e-patient. 

After providing this reassurance, the doctor starts to address another problem that 

concerns the e-patient. The empathic response in turn 4 is only associated with the 

medical agenda positioned before it (i.e., addressing the lump problem), not 

relevant to the problem-solving agenda positioned after it (i.e., addressing the 

periodontitis problem). This example thus indicates that a DEA positioned after a 

…
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medical agenda can serve to conclude addressing the medical agenda and shift to 

another medical agenda that deals with a different issue.  

5.3.2 Positioning empathic act before medical agenda   

DEAs can also be positioned before medical agendas, such as a treatment 

recommendation (see example 5.13 below) and a medical inquiry (see example 5.14 

below). This organization of DEAs can also contribute to the institutional task of 

problem solving through performing certain functions.  

Example 5.13   

P: 现在就是每天去医院清洗伤口，然后喷上贝复济，清洗伤口超级痛，我想

知道怎样才能更快恢复还不用受这么多苦。 

Now I go to hospital each day to clean up the wound and use bFGF spray. It’s 

extremely painful when having the wound cleaned up. I want to know how 

to recover faster and avoid such suffering. <PEA – Narrating act – negative 

evaluation> 

D: 嗯嗯，理解你的心情。建议用美宝烧伤湿润膏浸透纱布敷伤口。这个药

膏保湿、镇痛，还能促进生肌，促进伤口愈合。祝安好。   

Um um, I understand your feeling. I suggest you wrap the wound with gauze that 

has been soaked with MEBO burn healing ointment. This ointment is for 

moisturizing and easing pain; it also promotes tissue regeneration and wound 

healing. Wishing you well. <DEA + Treatment Recommendation> 

In example 5.13, in response to the e-patient’s message that implies his/her 

negative emotions, the doctor at first presents understanding act; then he 

recommends a treatment. In this way, the DEA may contribute to informing the e-

patient that the treatment recommendation is customized for the patient, because 

this DEA implies that the treatment is recommended on the basis of the doctor’s 

understanding of the e-patient’s concern. Hence, positioning the DEA before a 

treatment recommendation may help to increase the chance of having the treatment 

accepted by the e-patient. This example thus indicates that positioning DEA before 
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a treatment recommendation may perform the function of preparing the e-patient to 

accept the ensuing treatment recommendation.    

Example 5.14 (= Example 4.19) 

1 D: 家里人知道这个病情吗？ 

Did your parents know about the illness? 

2 P: 知道，只知道腿上，我怕他们担心，就没说别的地方。 

Yes, they know, but they only know about the tumour in my leg. I was afraid 

they would get worried, if they knew about the tumours in other parts of my 

body. So, I didn’t tell them. 

3 D: 哦，你很坚强又善解人意，怕父母担心，   

Oh, you are strong and considerate in your fear that your parents will get 

worried,      

有咳嗽吗？ 

Do you have a cough?   <DEA + Medical Inquiry> 

In example 5.14, the doctor addresses the e-patient’s emotional concern at first 

by praising the e-patient for her strength and considerateness, as presented in turn 

3. This empathic response is then followed by a medical inquiry that is not related 

to the e-patient’s emotional concern, nor the previous topic that has been 

addressedin turns 1 and 2. With the praising act positioned before the medical 

inquiry (i.e., “Do you have cough?”), the inquiry may seem less abrupt. This is 

because before the doctor turns back to the medical agenda by initiating the inquiry, 

he highlights his understanding of the e-patient’s concern by providing DEA at first. 

In a word, the example indicates that DEA can be adopted to not only address e-

patients’ emotional states but also mitigate the abruptness of a medical inquiry that 

is not closely connected with what is being talked about. In other words, positioning 

DEA before initiating a new medical inquiry can soften the abruptness of the 
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inquiry, particularly under the circumstance that this inquiry is not related to the 

previous turn topic. 

 

5.4 Summary 

This chapter has examined the empathic communication between doctors and e-

patients from three aspects: (1) the sequence organization of the empathic 

communication; (2) the discursive features of the ineffective empathic response in 

relation to the newly identified sequence; and, (3) the sequential positions of DEA 

in doctors’ empathic response. In this chapter, some of the findings have been 

linked to the affordances and constrains of OMC communication. For instance, the 

newly identified empathic communication sequence can be linked to the contextual 

feature of the OMC communication (i.e., outside the institutional context and 

flexible consultation time) and the consultation feature of OMC interaction (i.e., e-

patients-asking-questions oriented). The ineffectiveness of empathic responses is 

seen as caused by the constrains of the online mode of consultation – the absence 

of creating medical records and physical examination. Together with Chapter Four, 

this chapter has examined the OMC affective practice from a textual dimension. 

The following chapters (i.e., Chapter Six and Chapter Seven) will examine OMC 

affective practice from a social practice dimension, specifically examining doctors’ 

and e-patients’ identity positions and power relations that emerge through the 

positionings. 
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Chapter Six  

Discursive Positionings: Bucking the Traditional Roles 

 

This chapter addresses discursive positions that emerge in the context of OMC 

affective practice, in particular the non-stereotypical positions of doctor identity 

and patient identity. In this study, the online mode of medical consultations is 

featured with an e-commerce model for healthcare services as well as with CMC 

characteristics, as already mentioned in Chapters One and Four. Those features 

diminish the essential institutional role or function of medical facilities where 

medical consultations traditionally occur – the role of problem solving. Such 

diminishment may raise positions that are not related to the traditional or 

stereotypical roles (i.e., fixed characters) of doctor and patient identities: health 

expert role and the sick role, respectively. In other words, the health expert role of 

doctor and the sick role of patient may be disrupted in the OMC context. In this 

connection, this chapter focuses on identifying positions beyond the fixed identities 

or the stereotypical roles, with which the doctor and patient identities are usually 

endowed. In particular, it examines positions that are not in line with the expert role 

of doctor and the sick role patient, understood respectively as only focusing on 

solving health problems and only expecting to have a health problem solved.   

In my study, the concept of “position”: is understood in relation to identity 

construction. The major difference between “position” and “identity” is that the 

concept identity is larger than the concept of positions. Meaning, identity is at a 

level higher than that of position in a hierarchy. In particular, positions (i.e. as 

subordinates) help construct a certain kind of identity. For example, a friend 

position and a peer position as a doctor can construct a friendly and approachable 

professional or doctor identity. The concept position here is in reference to 

positioning theory (Davies & Harré, 1990). As discussed in Davies and Harré’s 

(1990) work, a position can be thought of as a known character of a social actor and 

this character is reflected in discourse in a certain communicative context. A 

position may occur in a specific short-time scale, while the positioning of social 
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actors in a discourse is interactive by nature and can involve (blocking of) access 

to “certain features of claimed or desired identity” of the participants (Davies & 

Harré, 1990, p. 9). In line with Davies and Harré’s (1990) view on position, the 

term – position – in this study is understood as the possible characters of a doctor 

and an e-patient, which are reflected and shifting in interactions between the doctor 

and the e-patient in the context of a medical consultation. Different positions can 

contribute to the overall construction and negotiation of identities of doctors and e-

patients. That is, different positions can help construct and negotiate a particular 

identity (e.g., a kind/cold doctor identity; a reasonable/demanding patient identity). 

In addition, I also used the word “positioning” in my study, and positioning is more 

of a process of position construction or negotiation and thus more dynamic. 

While OMC discourse has a great potential to be explored in terms of the 

positions of doctors and e-patients, very few studies have examined the positioning 

work of both e-patients and doctors in the OMC interaction. Fage-Butler and Anesa 

(2016) have explored the construction of e-patients’ positions in online 

communication with health experts. They find that e-patients are positioned as 

semi-experts and learners by both the e-patients themselves and their doctors via 

discourse in interaction. Their study addresses the issue that there is a shift from 

being lay to the growing expertise in e-patients’ epistemic knowledge (i.e., having 

or not having certain knowledge on their health condition) in online doctor-patient 

communication. Their finding supports the idea that the empowerment of e-patients 

can affect their positions, particularly in the online context. In addition, doctors’ 

identity construction in OMC communication has also been explored. Mao and 

Zhao (2018) have examined doctors’ discursive construction of identities in an e-

healthcare website. They present how doctors adopt linguistic resources to construct 

their identities as a doctor, including a professional identity (i.e. by using medical 

jargon, independent vocatives, like “Madam” or “Sir”, and diagnostic questioning), 

an authoritative identity (i.e., by using collective vocatives and high modality), as 

well as ordinary personal identity (i.e., by using self-reference I, intimate vocatives 

and markers of politeness). Their findings indicate that while doctors construct in 

different ways their identity as “doctor”, they also project the ordinary personal 

position. This ordinary personal position provides an implication that positions for 
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doctors in online medical services can be not related to the traditional doctor 

identity (i.e., health expert).   

Research on identity positionings of doctors and e-patients in OMC discourse 

is still in its infancy, particularly when it comes to examining positions that emerge 

from affective practice. In fact, affects play an important and integral role in 

discursive positionings (e.g., a person can position him/herself as a victim through 

expressing anger) (Baraitser & Frosh, 2007; Parrott, 2003). More specifically, 

positioning oneself or others can be achieved through expressions of affects which 

are characteristic of one’s position (Parrott, 2003) (e.g., an emotional support seeker 

position is characterized with the expression of negative emotions that attract 

support). In a word, positions can be relevant to affective expression (Rew & 

Campbell, 1999), besides being produced affectively (Prior, 2016).  

Some studies have demonstrated that health professionals’ e-mail messages to 

patients can be used to provide emotional support (e.g., comforting patients and 

acknowledging their emotions), as well as giving information (see Grimsbø et al. 

2012; Roter, Larson, Sands, Ford, & Houston 2008). These studies clearly inform 

an emotional support giver position for health professionals in CMC 

communication with their patients. It is also noted that health experts make 

discursive efforts (i.e., hedging and indirectness) to avoid threatening e-patients’ 

face when they are giving advice to them on health-related websites (see Locher, 

2010). The finding here may shed light on health experts’ rapport 

builder/maintainer position. Drawing from these prior studies, it can be suggested 

that in the online context, doctors can take up different positions other than the 

health expert role in the traditional or the institutional medical model of care. 

Building upon the findings of those studies, the OMC affective practice can 

presumably cultivate intriguing positions which are not related to the stereotypical 

role of doctor (i.e., health expert which only focuses on problem solving).    

While the health expert facet of doctor identity is likely not the only position 

doctors take up or are assigned in the online mode of medical consultations, the sick 

role is also likely not the only position e-patients take up or are assigned. E-patients’ 

positions can be affected by their doctors’ positions, because positioning is dynamic 
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and intersubjective. What is more, online positions of doctors may be affected by 

online positions of e-patients in the first place. It is suggested that Internet 

technology may support the adoption of new discursive identities (Dorrestijn, 2012). 

The disembodied web users can interact with each other asynchronously and 

anonymously, which leads to the possibilities for online participants to assert their 

chosen identities (Fage-Butler & Anesa, 2016). Due to the features of online 

interaction, e-patients are privileged to take up different positions. These positions 

of e-patients may in turn assign related positions for doctors. In a word, in OMC 

affective practice doctors and e-patients may take up and/or assign each other 

positions that are different from those related to the stereotypical roles of doctor 

and patient identities (i.e., health expert; sick role).   

In this study, the identified positions of doctors and e-patients can be 

understood as bucking or disrupting the stereotypical roles of doctor and patient. 

This disruption is achieved in ways of co-constructing, negotiating, and uni-

constructing (those terms are used given to the phenomena seen in the collected 

data) the positions which are not in line with the stereotypical doctor and patient 

identities. These terms (“co-constructing”, “negotiating”, and “uni-constructing”) 

are defined in detail in related sections below. Here, I first clarify the difference 

between “co-construction” and “negotiation” in this study. “Co-construction” 

emphasizes that positions of doctors and e-patients are constructed in the same 

direction by both doctors and e-patients (e.g., the position of an e-patient index a 

position of a doctor and the doctor legitimizes or accepts the position assigned to 

him/her by the e-patient) (see Section 6.2) By contrast, “negotiation” involves 

disalignment in which different positions of an e-patient and a doctor are 

constructed and only certain positions “survive” in the negotiation (e.g., the position 

of an e-patient index a position of a doctor, but the doctor illegitimizes or does not 

take up the position assigned to him/her by the e-patient; and the doctor takes up a 

different position) (see Section 6.3). Regarding the term “uni-construction” here, it 

means that positions are initiated by doctors only (see Section 6.4).   

By adopting the positioning theory from a poststructuralist perspective, the 

non-stereotypical positions for doctors and e-patients are identified, including 

emotional support seeker position of e-patients, emotional support giver position of 
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doctors, compromiser position of doctors, and peer and “family member” and 

kinship positions of doctors and e-patients. Before discussing the co-construction, 

negotiation, and uni-construction of these positions revealed from my database, I 

first briefly talk about the poststructuralist view on identity and the analytical 

approach – positioning theory – in the following section.   

 

6.1 Poststructuralist Approach to Identity  

6.1.1 A poststructuralist view on identity  

There are two well-accepted observations when it comes to studying identity; the 

first observation is the multiplicity of identity (see Davies & Harré, 1990; Pavlenko 

& Blackledge 2004), and the second is the constructed nature of identity (see 

Androutsopoulos & Georgakopoulou, 2003; Kroskrity, 1999). Those observations 

are in line with the view of poststructuralist approaches to identity. That is, identity 

is a process accomplished through specific interactions in discourse, rather than 

fixed in the essence of a character (Baxter, 2016; Bamberg, De Fina, & Schiffrin, 

2006). It can be activated by different positions. It is not possible to insist on an 

“authentic” self that is coherent and unified (Foucault, 1977, 1980, 1983a, b). This 

is because, identity is fractured, multiple, contradictory, contextual, and constrained 

by social norms (Zembylas, 2005). In line with the poststructuralist view, identity 

in this study is considered being flexible and dynamic, and enacted in social 

practices (Coulmas, 2005; De Fina, 2010). This view on identity enables this study 

to explore how the stereotypical roles of doctor and patient (i.e., health expert; sick 

role) can be disrupted in the process of construction and negotiation of positions. In 

other words, this perspective enables the present study to treat identity as being 

shaped or affected by positions emerged in the OMC affective practice. 

Social actors’ identities are controlled by their positions through the formation 

of a particular discourse within a social setting (Baxter, 2016). More specifically, 

discourse indexes the positions of social actors in certain ways, positioning both 

those who produce the discourse and those to whom the discourse is addressed 

(Williams, 1999). Identities could thus be partly taken up and partly assigned 
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(Coulmas, 2005) in social practice, interacting between self-positioning and the 

positioning of the self by others (Czarniawska, 2013; Davies & Harré, 1990). This 

matches with the view of positioning theory, which is discussed in detail in the 

following subsection. 

6.1.2 Positioning theory 

Positioning theory suggests that a discursive act of a person always indexes a 

position of both the person and the one whom the person addresses. That is to say, 

when a person positions him/herself, s/he always implies a position of the hearer or 

reader too, and when this person positions the addressee, a specific position of 

him/herself is also implied (Harré & Van Langenhove, 1999). This theory views 

positioning as a dynamic, discursive process in which discourses construct 

participants’ identities, and participants make their own and others’ actions socially 

distinct (Baxter, 2016). In a word, it focuses on the socially constructed and 

dynamic aspects of positioning, a discursive process whereby the multiplicity of 

self lies in interactions (Davies & Harré, 1990).   

Positioning theory is chosen to explore the positions of OMC participants in 

the present study. The theory is suitable for my study because it enables researchers 

to go beyond the static role of doctor and e-patient. That is to say, it allows the 

flexibility of not assuming that doctors only play the health expert role and e-

patients the sick role which expects that a health problem is going to be solved. This 

approach has been applied to exploring the positions of e-patients by e-patients 

themselves and their doctors in an “Ask a Doctor” online forum (see Fage-Butler 

& Anesa, 2016). Fage-Butler and Anesa’s (2016) study proves that by utilizing 

positioning theory researchers can reveal a complex picture of online participants’ 

positions and the impact of those positions on the construction of their identities. 

Thus, positioning theory is considered suitable to investigate the discursive 

positions of OMC participants in this study.     

Positioning theory contains two types of positioning: “reflexive positioning” 

and “interactive positioning” (Davies & Harré, 1990). Reflexive positioning refers 

to positions that are self-imposed or accepted by social actors through discursive 

practice. Interactive positioning means that social actors impose or construct certain 
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positions for other actors. These two positionings are adopted as analytical 

categories in this study, given that these categories enable the analysis to involve 

both positions that are self-imposed and positions that are assigned to each other by 

doctors and e-patients. Specifically, the reflexive positioning here refers to doctors’ 

and e-patients’ self-positioning, and the interactive positioning here refers to 

doctors’ and e-patients’ positions that are being positioned by each other. This 

being-positioned position can particularly reflect the intersubjective nature of 

positioning in interactions, as the positioning process is based on a mutual 

understanding of a particular social interaction. Applying those two analytical 

categories to the analysis, the following sections present the findings on the 

positions of e-patients and doctors within the affective practice, and the ways these 

positions are realized. 

 

6.2 The Co-Construction of Positions – Emotional Support Seeker 

(ESS)/Giver (ESG) 

Based on the collected data, some e-patients’ turn contains only their emotional 

disclosure (i.e. either their direct or indirect emotional acts). This kind of turn is 

viewed as indexing an emotional support seeker (ESS) position. This view is 

supported by the finding of previous studies that online participants’ emotional 

support seeking behaviour can be reflected in the disclosure of their emotional 

states (see Bambina, 2007; Wang, Zuo & Zhao, 2015). To reiterate, in this study, 

an important criterion for treating an e-patient’s turn as indexing the ESS position 

is that the PEA is the only content of the e-patient’s message. In addition, the ESS 

position taken up by the e-patients assigns their doctors an emotional support giver 

(ESG) position, which is in turn accepted or legitimized by the doctors through 

addressing the e-patients’ emotional acts. The acceptance of ESG position by the 

doctors indicates that the e-patients’ ESS position is legitimized or accepted by the 

doctors. In this way, the ESS and ESG positions are being co-constructed in 

interaction between the doctors and the e-patients. As clarified in the introduction 

section, co-construction in this study means that positions for doctors and e-patients 

are constructed in the same orientation by both doctors and e-patients. That is, a 
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position (i.e., position A) self-constructed by an e-patient (or else a doctor) can 

index another position (i.e., position B) which is assigned to a doctor (or else an e-

patient). Then, position B for the doctor (or else the e-patient) is taken up by the 

doctor (or else the e-patient) through legitimizing the position A of the e-patient (or 

else the doctor). This is evident in example 6.1 below. 

Example 6.1  

1 D:  孩子的生命有限 

The child’s life expectancy is limited. 

2 P: 家人每天都哭成泪人 

We family members weep everyday like we are made of tears. 

3 D: 孩子生了病 家属尽心了。 

The child got sick and you family members have done your best. 

主要是这个病治不了啊 

Above all, this disease can’t be cured. 

Example 6.1 is extracted from an OMC in which the e-patient is a mother of 

the sick child in question. In turn 2, the e-patient discloses the emotional state of 

the family members, including herself, who remain very sad about the child’s 

severe illness. Since the whole piece of information presented in the e-patient’s 

message (i.e., turn 2) is the display of emotional states, a possible interpretation on 

this turn is that it has the illocutionary force of emotional support seeking. Thus, 

the e-patient’s ESS position is reflected in the expression of emotion through 

narrating. This ESS position has an effect of inviting an empathic response from 

the doctor, which indexes an ESG position for the doctor. As is shown in turn 3, the 

doctor acknowledges the sick child’s families as being very responsible (i.e., DEA 

– praising act), which indicates that the doctor has taken up the ESG position that 

is assigned to her by the e-patient. In turn, by taking up the ESG position, the doctor 

legitimizes the e-patient’s ESS position. This example demonstrates that the ESS 
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position of the e-patient is constructed by the e-patient herself in the first place and 

then this position is legitimized by the doctor. The ESG position of the doctor start 

to emerge from turn 2. That is, the ESS position of the e-patient reflected in turn 2 

assigns the doctor a potential position – ESG. Then, the ESG position of the doctor 

appears in turn 3 through presenting understanding act by the doctor. Thus, this 

example illustrates that the ESS position of the e-patient and the ESG position of 

the doctor are co-constructed in the same direction by the e-patient and the doctor; 

that is, the ESS and ESG positions are constructed and accepted by each other.   

The ESS and ESG positions disrupt the stereotypical role of patients/their 

caregivers (i.e., only expecting having a medical problem solved) and of doctors 

(i.e., only focuses on solving a health problem). In this case, it is the e-patient’s 

emotion that is being taken care of. The occurrence of these positions is likely due 

to the features of OMC activities. As mentioned in this thesis, the OMC websites 

are not managed by medical institutions. Hence, the OMC discourse is not as 

institutionalized as the medical discourse produced in face-to-face settings. In this 

way, the priority of the institutional task of problem solving in medical consultation 

may be backgrounded or moderated in the OMC context. Without being constrained 

by the medical institutional context, the OMC websites can be to some degree 

viewed as quasi-online-support forums, as discussed in Chapter Five, although it is 

a one-to-one interaction in OMC communications while it is one to many in online 

support communications for dealing with health problems. In this way, the OMC 

communication may presumably have the feature of the online support 

communication – performing the function of giving emotional support (Bambina, 

2007; Foster & Roffe, 2009; Lundin & Elmerstig, 2015; Park & Park, 2016; 

Rubenstein, 2011). In fact, previous studies have suggested that online 

communication between health professionals and patients can serve as a channel 

for emotional support to patients (Grimsbø et al., 2012; Pounds & Pablos-Ortega, 

2015; Roter et al., 2008).  

While non-stereotypical positions, such as ESS and ESG, can be co-

constructed in the affective practice, these positions can also be resulted from the 

negotiation of certain positions, in which some positions are not accepted or 

legitimized by doctors or e-patients. This is discussed in the following section.   
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6.3 The Negotiation of Positions 

This study finds that on some occasions e-patients and doctors negotiate positions 

derived from or related to the stereotypical roles of doctor and patient identities (i.e., 

expert; sick role); then certain positions that are legitimized by both the e-patients 

and the doctors are settled down and these positions are related to the non-

stereotypical roles of doctor and patient. The negotiation of positions here means 

the change of positions from one to another, rather than the continuous shaping of 

a single position. More specifically, in the negotiation of positions, one party 

illegitimizes positions that are imposed or assigned to them by the other party and 

these positions are finally disrupted, with positions that are not featured with the 

stereotypical roles emerging at the end of the negotiation.  

6.3.1 From accuser/defender to ESS/ESG      

Accuser and defender are positions that I assigned to e-patients and doctors, 

respectively, based on the observation of the data collected. The accuser position of 

an e-patient is seen in the e-patient’s complaint about a doctor’s lack of expertise 

in copying with his/her health problem(s). This kind of complaint is entitled by the 

sick role of patient identity, as the sick role entitles patients to complain, which has 

been discussed in Chapter Two. The defender position is often seen in a doctor’s 

denying of the lack of expertise, and this kind of denying is presumably associated 

with the health expert role of doctor. The accuser and defender positions can be 

understood as being derived from the stereotypical role of patient identity (i.e., 

being sick), on the one hand, and of doctor identity (i.e., health expert), on the other 

hand. This kind of stereotypical positions can be finally disrupted, as a positioning 

negotiation goes on and non-stereotypical positions emerge (see example 6.2 

below). 

Example 6.2   

1 P: 照这样下去，我他妈的我是不是每个月都要去医院长期吃药？如果月经

病你们当医生的都治不好，那你们还有什么资格当医生！请问？ 
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If it goes on like this, damn it, is it that I have to go to hospital each month and 

take medication on a long-term basis? If you doctors can’t even cure 

menstruation problems, then are you qualified to be doctors! May I ask? 

2 D: 是你吃的药不对症 医生不是所有的疾病都能治好 你吃的不是止血就是

补气血的根本就没有条理月经的 你怎么要求它能好 

It is the medication you took that is not right. Not all diseases can be 

treated by doctors. The medications you took are for treating either 

haemostasis or invigorating energy and blood. Those medications are not for 

treating menstruation. How could you expect it to get well? 

3 P: 首先这些药不是我自己买的！而是在正经医院医生开的！第二我不是医

生，我不会给自己看病，你们医生说怎么着就怎么着，我们患者哪里懂

这些！ 

First of all, those medicines were not bought by me myself! Instead, they were 

prescribed by doctors in decent hospitals! Secondly, I’m not a doctor. I’m not 

able to treat myself. You doctors give advice and we follow the advice. How 

could we patient know about this!  

     4 D: 那你可以去找给你看的医生、我只是告诉你你用的这些药所起的作用、

再说这些药也不是我给你开的 

Then you shall go to see the doctors whom you’ve seen before. What I said is 

just about the effects of those medicines that you took. Besides, those 

medicines were not prescribed by me.  

     5 P: 嗯嗯！知道啦！不好意思！我情绪不好 

Um um! Got it! Sorry! I was out of temper. 

     6 D: 嗯… 

Um… 
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7 P: 别生气啊！我只是气不过，因为我现在是上班族，每次都要请假去医院，

每次都被上机领导骂个半死 

Don’t be angry with me! It’s just I’m upset and frustrated, because I’m an 

employee and I must take a leave when I need to go to a hospital. Each time 

when I ask for a sick leave, I’m always scolded by the on-duty boss, which 

makes me feel like I’m almost going to die.   

     8 D: 不生气 

I’m not angry. 

     9 P: 实在是太烦人了！感觉生不如死的感觉 

It’s so annoying! I feel like life is worse than death. 

     10 D: 理解 

       你这个需要查个 B超和内分泌看看 

Understand 

Considering your conditions, you need to do a B-mode ultrasonography and an 

endocrine test. 

     11 P: 嗯嗯！好的！谢谢 

Um um! Okay! Thanks. 

     12 D: 不客气  

You’re welcome. 

In example 6.2 above, the complaint in turn 1 indexes the e-patient’s accuser 

position and in turn assigns the doctor an accusee or offender position. In response, 

the doctor illegitimizes the accusee position through positioning herself as a 

defender (see turn 2). Then, as the tension becomes higher (see the exchange of 

turns 3 and 4), these positions are negotiated towards a different positioning 
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direction. That is, the e-patient initiates an apologizer position (see turn 5) and the 

doctor in turn takes up a forgiver position (see turn 8). However, this positioning 

process does not stop here and it continues to be negotiated. The negotiation at last 

leads to an ESS position of the e-patient and an ESG position of the doctor (see the 

exchange of turns 9 and 10).  

At the beginning of the OMC case where example 6.2 is extracted, the e-

patient complains that the healthcare services she received have constantly failed to 

solve her menstruation problem. Then, this disappointment turns into anger, which 

continues to be seen in turn 1 in which profanity (i.e., “damn it”) is used by the e-

patient. The italicized text in turn 1  implies that the e-patient presumably believes 

that taking medicine on a long-term basis is not good for a person’s health, and if 

she took medicine on a long-term basis, then she would be a victim as a result of 

the doctors’ failure to treat her health problem. The complaint in turn 1 indexes the 

accuser position of the e-patient. This accuser position puts the doctor in an offender 

position. However, this offender position is countered by the doctor. The doctor in 

turn 2 dis-aligns with the e-patient about the blame for the ineffective treatment. In 

fact, the doctor defends her peers and herself against the e-patient by blaming the 

e-patient for taking medicine that is not suitable for dealing with her problem, and 

by giving an assertion that “not all diseases can be treated by doctors” (医生不是

所有的疾病都能治好). This argument indexes the defender position of the doctor, 

which in turn positions the e-patient as an unreasonable accuser. In turn 3, the e-

patient continues the construction of her accuser position. The negotiation of 

accuser and defender positions ends with the doctor being the “winner”, as the e-

patient apologies for her bad mood in turn 5, and in turn 7 the e-patient does a 

“damage control” by justifying why she gets upset about her health problem and 

this justification may help the e-patient excuse her expression of anger. In response, 

the doctor seems to accept the e-patient’s apology, as shown in turn 8. Hence, while 

the doctor succeeds in getting rid of the offender position and holding onto the 

defender position, the negotiation process projects the apologizer position for the 

e-patient and the forgiver position for the doctor. After this new positionings (i.e., 

apologizer/forgiver positionings) are achieved, the e-patient initiates an ESS 

position in turn 9, which assigns an ESG position to the doctor. This ESG position 
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is taken up by the doctor through providing the understanding act, as is shown in 

turn 10. In this way, the positioning negotiation finally settles down with the ESS 

and ESG positions, transformed from a “win-loss” to a “win-win” positioning. In a 

word, this example illustrates the dynamic negotiation of positions through 

affective practices by the e-patient and the doctor, which ends with the emergence 

of non-stereotypical positions of the patient and the doctor.   

6.3.2 From dissenter/justifier to ESS/compromiser    

In addition to positions as accusers and defenders, another set of positions observed 

to be disrupted in the data is the dissenter-justifier positions, being taken up by the 

e-patients and doctors respectively. The dissenter position is reflected in an e-

patient’s disagreement or dis-alignment with a doctor’s statement. The justifier 

position is reflected in the doctor’s explanation with the purpose of persuading the 

e-patient to follow his/her advice. Those two positions – dissenter and justifier – 

are viewed as different aspects of the sick role of patient and the health expert role 

of doctor, respectively. That is, the dissenter position here performs the function of 

addressing a health/illness-related issue, which aims at solving the health problem 

in question; the justifier position is associated with the justifying-expertise act by a 

doctor, which is derived from the health expert role. This study finds that the 

dissenter and justifier positionings are finally disrupted in the negotiation of 

positions, which facilitates the emergence of an ESS position for the e-patient and 

a compromiser position for the doctor. This is evident in example 6.3 below. 

Example 6.3 (= Example 5.10) 

1 P: 第一次吃避孕药避孕之后多久才来月经，还有会月经斋乱，会什么时候

才能像之前那样来月经那样那么准时 

When will the period come back after one stops taking the contraceptive pills, 

if it’s the first time to take the pills? By the way, menstrual disorder will 

occur, so when will the menstrual cycle get back to normal. 

2 D: 大多数都是正常来月经，个别人出现月经不规则，建议吃完药后，顺其

自然就好 
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Most women’s period will return as usual, and few experiences irregular period. 

My suggestion is that after taking the pills let nature take its cause.   

3 P: 不用太过于担心？可是有些吃了会出现副作用呕吐啊头晕  

我中午担心到饭吃不下  

No need to worry too much? But after taking contraceptive drugs some 

people experience side effects, such as vomit and dizziness.  

I was too worried that I didn’t have lunch this noon.  

4 D: 大多数人吃完都没啥反应 

我本人吃过几次，啥反应都没有   

你太紧张了，现在的紧急避孕药副作用都很小，绝大多数没事的 

可能越紧张，越有反应，所以建议放松心态，不要紧张 

Most people don’t experience any side effects after taking the pills. 

I had taken the pills several times, I experienced no side effect. 

You are too anxious about it. Nowadays the emergency contraception pills 

have minimal side effects and most of them are safe. 

Perhaps the side effects are caused by nervousness, so I suggest you relax and 

stop being anxious. 

5 P: 就是很害怕吃了之后会没月经来斋乱什么情况都出现，因为之前刚来广

州水土不服病了一个月  

The thing is, I fear so much that after taking the pills I may experience irregular 

menstruation. After all, back then after I came to Guangzhou, I had been sick 

for one month because of the climate which did not agree with me.  
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6 D: 实际上，绝大多数人服药后都没啥反应，你要实在担心身体可能不适应，

就不吃，安全期同房怀孕几率不大。  

Actually, most people don’t have any side effects after taking the pills. Since 

you are so worried that you may not be well suited to the drugs, don’t take 

it then. After all, the chance of getting pregnant is not high, since you were 

in the safe period.   

Example 6.3 is extracted from an OMC case in which the e-patient consults 

the doctor regarding whether she needs to take emergency contraceptive pills. In 

turn 1, the e-patient asserts that “menstrual disorder will occur” after taking the 

contraceptive pills. This indicates that the e-patient has the knowledge that 

contraceptive pills can have negative side effects on her menstruation. This 

assertion contributes to setting a semi-expert tone. This tone paves the way to the 

e-patient’s self-positioning as a dissenter. In turn 3, the e-patient dissents the 

doctor’s suggestion that is given in turn 2. In this way, a dissenter position is 

reflected in the disagreeing act. This dissenter position puts the doctor in a position 

as either a justifier or an assenter. As is shown in turn 4, the doctor takes up the 

justifier position. The doctor justifies her suggestion through marginalizing the e-

patient’s assertion. That is, the doctor points out that most female would not 

experience any side effects after taking the pills. Besides, the justifier position is 

also realized through these DEAs – self-disclosing, understanding, and reassuring 

(see the text in bold in turn 4). The justifier position indicates that the doctor has 

made efforts to strengthen her health expert role. To address the doctor’s 

justification, although the e-patient seems to still stand by her opinion on the side-

effect concern, she does not express the dissent directly. Instead, the dissent is 

mitigated into an emotion-laden narrating act in which the e-patient displays her 

emotion – fear, as is shown in turn 5. In this way, an ESS position is reflected in 

this direct PEA. The ESS position in turn provides the doctor an opportunity to take 

up an ESG position. In response, the doctor does not take up this ESG position, as 

is shown in turn 6. Instead, the doctor positions herself as a compromiser through 

giving up the previous advice (see the text in bold in turn 6), after she reiterates her 

view that the e-patient will be fine after taking the pills. In a word, this example 
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illustrates that the negotiation of the dissenter-justifier positions finally leads to an 

ESS position for the e-patient and a compromiser position for the doctor, which 

contributes to the disruption of the traditional roles of patient and doctor. 

Examples 6.2 and 6.3 have demonstrated that the stereotypical roles of doctor 

and patient can be disrupted in the process of positioning negotiation between e-

patients and doctors. The negotiation of positions implies that certain positions 

would not be accepted by doctors or/and e-patients. As demonstrated in examples 

6.2 and 6.3, the accuser and dissenter positions of the e-patients put the doctors in 

passive and unfavourable positions which are not accepted by the doctors and are 

illegitimized. The dynamic negotiation of positions is in line with Wetherell’s (1998) 

view that the flow of interaction can trouble and un-trouble the positions of 

participants. That is, one position can lead to a different or disaligning position 

which may eventually be resisted or accepted in interaction. In addition, the 

examples illustrated in this section implies that when the negotiation of positions 

(will) become tense in an OMC, this negotiation process usually ends with the 

production of non-stereotypical positions that can have a rapport-building or 

maintaining effect on the on-going interaction. This positioning process from tense 

to harmonious may be linked to the forum-like feature of OMC platforms, which 

has been mentioned in Section 6.2. That is, OMC platforms can have the rapport-

building oriented interaction feature which is similar to that of online support 

forums (see Angouri & Sanderson, 2016; Landqvist, 2016).  

While both doctors and e-patients make equivalent efforts to participate in the 

construction and negotiation of their and each other’s positions, some discursive 

positions for doctors and e-patients are only initiated and constructed by doctors. 

This is discussed further in the following section.    

 

6.4 Doctor Initiated Construction of Positions  

Due to the online evaluation system of the OMC websites, e-patients can post 

comments on the online performance of their doctors. The feedback will appear on 

each doctor’s webpage, which can be seen by all web users. Hence, the feedback 
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information may affect other e-patients’ decision on which doctor to consult and it 

can also influence doctors’ reputation in both the online and offline contexts (as 

mentioned in Chapter One, most doctors contributing to the OMC activities are 

those who also work in hospitals offline). Doctors thus would very likely make 

efforts to earn positive feedback from their e-patients, or at least try to establish a 

good reputation or image under the surveillance of the feedback system.  

In fact, this study finds that some doctors directly promote themselves by 

soliciting positive comments/evaluations and displaying the desire for establishing 

a long-term partnership with their e-patients (see examples 6.4 and 6.5 below). 

Although some doctors do not directly promote themselves, they communicate with 

their e-patients in ways that may help them get positive evaluations/comments, such 

as self-disclosing for establishing peership (see example 6.6) and using kinship 

terms to address their e-patients (see example 6.7). These discursive efforts index 

positions that disrupt the traditional health expert role of doctor identity, which 

projects non-stereotypical positions for themselves and their e-patients. The 

identified positions related to self-promotion within the affective practice context 

are illustrated in the following sub-sections.  

6.4.1 Online seller  

As mentioned earlier, the evaluation system in OMC platforms plays a very 

important role in facilitating doctors to promote themselves. In fact, doctors very 

often promote themselves by eliciting positive comments from their e-patients in 

an on-going OMC, as what online sellers commonly do for promoting their products 

in the communication with the online buyers. This elicitation indexes an online 

seller position. Based on the data obtained in this study, the online seller position 

can be specified into two types of positioning: an elicitor of positive feedback and 

a seeker of a long-term consulting partnership with an e-patient. These two types of 

positionings are illustrated in examples 6.4 and 6.5 below. 

Example 6.4  

P: 清楚了 
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   Got it. 

D: 感谢您的提问，如果有没和您解释清楚的请及时和我沟通（了解宝宝情

况）；您可选图文咨询与电话沟通与我联系，这样您可长时间的、随时

的咨询，咱们可给宝宝一个及时、全面、适合宝宝的答案！宝宝的茁壮

成长，是我与您共同的目标，请仔细观察宝宝自身状况的变化，发现异

常情况随时与我联系！或找我咨询一些不懂的问题！让我们共同努力，

给宝宝一个健康成长的环境 。如果您满意我的回答，可以给我好的

评价，每一个评价都是我积极向上的动力和您对我的认可，及工作的成

绩和骄傲(很重要哦⊙∀⊙)，谢谢 或加上您要表达的 谢谢合作。     

Thank you for your question. If there is anything I didn’t explain clearly, please 

communicate with me in time so that I know the baby’s condition. You can 

choose the text-based consultation or teleconsultation to contact me. You can 

consult me at any time and over the long term; that way, we can give the baby a 

timely, comprehensive, and proper answer! Our common goal is for the baby to 

grow up healthy and strong. Please carefully observe any changes in the baby’s 

condition, and feel free to contact me if you find anything abnormal! Or, you can 

contact me to ask questions about anything you don’t understand! Let’s work 

hard to provide an environment suitable for the baby’s healthy growth . If 

you are satisfied with my answer, you can give me good comments. Each 

comment motivates me to make progress. It shows your approval of me, and 

it also shows my job performance. It is something I can be proud of. It is 

very important. Thank you . Or, you could add a to my profile 

webpage. Thank you for your cooperation.  

In example 6.4, as highlighted in the text in bold, the doctor starts to elicit 

positive comments from the e-patient after displaying her empathic understanding 

that the e-patient experts his/her child can grow up healthy and strong without being 

affected by the current situation (see the underlined text). This move positions the 

doctor as an online seller, who cares about the feedback of her “customer” and 

believes that the feedback can affect her “business”. The online seller position 
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assigns an online buyer position to the e-patient, indicating that the doctor expects 

the e-patient to exert the right of evaluating her performance. In addition, within the 

DEA (see the underlined text), an encouragement of building a long-term 

consulting partnership with the e-patient (see the italicized text) is expressed by the 

doctor. In this way, the doctor also positions herself as a long-term partnership 

seeker. In general, the doctor’s message has a business-like tone. More specifically, 

the doctor’s message is like a business slogan or promotion, aiming at satisfying 

the customer (i.e., the e-patient) and maintaining a good business partnership with 

the e-patient, so as to make the e-patient become a regular customer. In a word, this 

example illustrates that doctors’ self-promotion via eliciting positive comments and 

seeking a long-term relationship can index an online-seller position for themselves 

and an online-buyer position for their e-patients, which disrupt the health expert 

role of doctor and the sick role of patient.  

While seeking a long-term partnership with an e-patient can work together 

with the elicitation of positive feedback, as shown in example 6.4, it can also stand 

alone as the only move to position the doctor as an online seller (see example 6.5 

below).   

Example 6.5 (= Example 1.1 and 5.1)  

1P: 好的 麻烦你了。我这么啰嗦 主要也是癌症太吓人。我怕我妈妈真得病了。

谢谢医生 太感谢你了 

Ok, sorry for troubling you. I’m so verbose. After all, you know cancer is so 

scary.  I fear that my mother would really get sick. Thank you, doctor. I’m so 

grateful to you.  

2 D: 没事的，能理解的，因为结论很明确，你还是担心，所以从其他方面说

服你 

No problem. I can understand. After all, the results on the gastroscopy report 

clearly indicate it’s not cancer, but you are still worried. So, I tried to reassure 

you by talking about other things.  
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[A picture was posted by the doctor which is only accessible to the e-

patient.] 

有健康方面咨询可以通过上面方式随时联系。 

Feel free to contact me for further consultation. You can use the contact 

information that is posted above. 

3 P: 好的 

Okay 

Example 6.5 is extracted from an OMC in which the e-patient consults the 

doctor about his/her mother’s illness. After presenting the understanding act (i.e., 

“I can understand. After all, the results on the gastroscopy report clearly indicate 

it’s not cancer, but you are still worried”), the doctor gives the e-patient his contact 

information and encourages the e-patient to contact him when necessary (see the 

text in bold). In this way, the doctor indicates a desire for establishing a long-term 

partnership with the e-patient, which indexes a long-term partnership seeker 

position of the doctor and a potential regular online buyer position for the e-patient.  

While the online seller and buyer positions are typically linked to the doctor’s 

self-promotion, there are other non-stereotypical positions identified in the data, 

which can help doctors promote themselves implicitly through establishing a 

friendly and caring image. This observation is illustrated below.  

6.4.2 Peer   

This study finds that doctors’ self-disclosure can index a peer position which 

associates doctors with the same social group that their patients belong to. Through 

positioning themselves as a peer of their e-patients, doctors can demonstrate that 

they understand the e-patients’ situation or concerns because they belong to the 

same social groups with shared background and experience. The peer position is 

evident in example 6.6 below.    

Example 6.6 (= Example 4.20) 
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P: 那做完治疗牙齿会不适吗 谢谢医生，您真贴心  

我两个宝宝相差一岁半，每天都有操不完的心哪 

Then will I feel uncomfortable after the treatment? Thank you, doctor. You are 

so caring. 

I have two children. There’s one-and-half year age gap between them. Each 

day I’m always busy with taking care of them.  

D: 这个我知道，不过单从你给我的照片来看，你左下 的第二恒磨牙的颜色

也有点不对，可能是光影的原因 

因为我也是爸爸，我爱人平时对孩子的照顾关怀都能看到，天下的母亲

都是一样的，所以说母爱是伟大的。孩子相差一岁半，你这也太辛苦了。

你这是辛苦并快乐着 

I know that. But, based on the picture you sent to me, the color of the mandibular 

second molars of permanent teeth is also sort of weird. Perhaps it’s because of 

the light shadow.  

Because I’m a father and I see how my wife takes care of our child each day, 

I know mothers’ love to their children is great and mothers all around the 

world have the same love to their children. There’s one-and-half year age gap 

between your children, so it’s a really tough time for you. But you must be 

happy while working hard to take care of them.  

In example 6.6, through the self-disclosing act (i.e., “Because I’m a father and 

I see how my wife takes care of our child each day”), the doctor positions himself 

as a parent, which is exactly the same position that the e-patient holds (see the text 

in bold in the e-patient’s message). The peer position serves as a pathway to 

demonstrate the doctor’s understanding of the e-patient’s current situation that she 

works hard to take care of her children. It facilitates the further expression of the 

doctor’s empathy, which is carried out through the praising act and the identifying 

sub-act of understanding act (see the italicized text). In short, this example 
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demonstrates that the health expert role of doctor identity can be proactively 

disrupted by doctors.       

While the peer position disrupts the health expert role through projecting 

affiliative affect, such affiliation is also seen in a kinship position that is constructed 

by doctors. See discussion below in Section 6.4.3. 

6.4.3 Family member  

The employment of kinship terms to address non-kins or strangers or acquaintances 

is one typical characteristic of the Chinese language (Wu, 1990). It is noted that the 

purpose of using kinship terms is to establish friendship or to please someone (Wu, 

1990). This linguistic phenomenon is seen in the collected data. Some doctors 

utilize kinship terms to address e-patients in their empathic response, which 

positions themselves as a “family member” of their e-patients and assigns a family 

member position to the e-patients. The use of kinship terms may construct a sense 

of affiliative affect between doctors and e-patients, since kinship address forms can 

generate closeness and a sense of intimacy (Barbalet, 2019). It may in turn help 

doctors get positive comments/evaluations from e-patients. The family member 

position is illustrated with example 6.7 below. 

Example 6.7  

1 P: [The e-patient provides personal information, such as age and gender.] 

班主任对我进行无数次人格侮辱体罚，家里父亲不理解不和我沟通用殴

打的手段让我听他的 

The teacher in charge of my class humiliated me and physically punished me 

many times. At home, my father didn’t understand me and didn’t communicate 

with me. He asked me to be obedient by beating me.  

[The e-patient continues describing her physical and mental problems. Then, 

she asks about whether she has depression.] 

2 D: 妹妹，非常能理解你的心情  
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Little sister, I understand your feelings very well. 

[The doctor gives an explanation on the current problems of the e-patient. Then, 

he provides a diagnosis, gives advice, and recommends a treatment.] 

3 P: 谢谢医生理解，尤其我现在不敢回班级，老师同学不太理解心理状况上

的问题，他们认为我是神经病  

Thank you, doctor, for your understanding. Above all, I’m afraid to go back to 

my class. My teachers and classmates don’t quite understand the mental 

problems I have. They think I’m mad.  

[The e-patient continues disclosing unpleasant experiences] 

我就是怎么样也得不到大家理解 

I can’t be understood by them no matter what I do. 

4 D: 妹妹，并非你的错，怕就大声说出来，需要积极就医，你能来平台找医

生，我就觉得你很棒 

Little sister, it’s not your fault. If you are afraid, speak it out load. You need 

to be active in seeking medical advice. I think you are great, as you came to 

see a doctor via this platform. 

[Then the doctor gives advice and provides an explanation that it is safe to take 

some medicines following doctors’ advice.] 

Example 6.7 shows that the doctor positions the e-patient as his “younger sister” 

and positions himself as a senior family member – “older brother”. The doctor’s 

kinship positioning may be associated with what the e-patient has disclosed in turn 

1. That is, positioning the e-patient as his younger sister enables the doctor to 

highlight his care and understanding which the e-patient does not get from her father 

and the teacher (i.e., the seniors), as is inferred from turn 1. This emphasis is evident 

in the understanding act (i.e., “I understand your feelings very well”) in turn 2, 

which follows the kinship term. In this way, the kinship position may make the e-
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patient feel cared for. While the e-patient is assigned a family member position by 

the doctor, she does not discursively accept the younger sister position by calling 

the doctor “brother” or “doctor brother”; instead, the e-patient still addresses the 

doctor as “doctor”, as is shown in turn 3. However, it seems that the psychological 

distance between the e-patient and the doctor becomes closer, because in turn 3 the 

e-patient discloses more personal information, which displays a contrast between 

not being understood by others in her life and being understood by the doctor (see 

the italicized text in turn 3). It may thus indicate that the doctor’s kinship position 

has strengthened the effect of his empathic response (i.e., the understanding act in 

turn 2), which in turn helps the doctor build a caring and approachable image, 

facilitating the promotion of the doctor. In a word, this example illustrates that the 

health expert role can be disrupted by a kinship position initiated by the doctor.  

In general, the examples illustrated in this section demonstrate that doctors 

initiate the construction of certain positions for themselves and their e-patients 

within their affective practice, which are not in line with the stereotypical roles of 

doctor and patient. These positions can explicitly or implicitly serve to help doctors 

achieve self-promotion. 

 

6.5 Discussion and Summary  

This chapter has illustrated that patient’s sick role and doctor’s health expert role 

are disrupted in the construction and negotiation of positions within the OMC 

affective practice context. Those non-stereotypical positions (i.e., ESS/ESG, 

compromiser, online seller, peer, and kinship positions) are intersubjectively as well 

as interactionally produced, which can be associated with rapport building. The 

construction and negotiation of the identified positions are realized through 

affective expressions. More specifically, the dynamics of positioning can be 

activated by e-patients’ emotional disclosure (see example 6.1), the change of focus 

of emotional display (see example 6.2; i.e., from being angry at doctors to being 

upset about her health problem), and the emotional intensification (see example 6.3; 

from worry to fear). Besides, some positions can also be triggered by doctors’ 
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empathic expressions that perform the function of self-promotion (see example 6.4 

to 6.7).  

Positions emerge continuously in the discourse and are shaped from moment 

to moment in the interaction, playing temporary roles in shaping identities 

(Bucholtz & Hall, 2005). In fact, the findings in this chapter has a very important 

implication about the doctor identity. The non-stereotypical positions identified in 

this chapter together have indicated a disruption of the stereotypical role of doctor 

identity (i.e., health expert). In the OMC affective practice, the identified non-

stereotypical positions for doctors portray a positive image for the doctors – an 

image that is understanding, approachable, and caring. This kind of doctor image 

contrasts with the typical image constructed in face-to-face clinical encounters, 

where doctors are usually portrayed as being cold and inhuman (Feng & Xiang, 

2008; Ye & Wang, 2015). The negative image constructed in face-to-face settings 

may result from the lack of empathic communication by doctors, as discussed in 

Chapter One. In fact, this contrast between the “warm doctor” image in the OMC 

context and the “cold doctor” image in the face-to-face setting is resulted from the 

disruption of the stereotypical roles of doctor and patient in the OMC affective 

practice, where the positive positionings are often emphasized. In addition, this 

disruption of the traditional roles of doctor and patient has led to a positive outcome 

that conflicts between doctors and e-patients can be avoided, as inferred from the 

examples in this chapter. Thus, the disruption of the stereotypical roles may actually 

have a positive impact on the construction of doctor-patient relationships in the 

online communication, such as a rapport-building oriented relationship. In other 

words, the non-stereotypical positions identified in this chapter are beneficial to the 

establishment of a harmonious relationship between doctors and patients/caregivers.  

In summary, this chapter has traced OMC participants’ positionings that are 

constructed and negotiated within the affective practice context. It illustrates the 

dynamics of positionings, which produces positions that buck the traditional roles 

of doctor and patient identities. In line with Mouffe’s (1992) statement that a social 

actor is constituted by an ensemble of positions, this chapter presents that the 

identities of doctors and e-patients are composed of diverse positions; some 

positions are not related to the traditional roles of doctor and patient identities and 
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some are. The identified positions are only part of the ensemble, since the types of 

positions can never be totally fixed within a closed context that is constructed by 

different discourses (Wetherell, 1998). The construction and negotiation of 

positions may index the intersubjective relations of empowerment and 

disempowerment (Bucholtz & Hall, 2005). In fact, power and identity are related 

to each other, particularly in institutional discourse (Holmes, 2005). Power relations 

within the affective practice context are thus discussed in detail in Chapter Seven.  
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Chapter Seven  

Dynamic Power Relations Informed by Discursive Positionings   

 

In Chapter Six, the non-stereotypical positions of doctors and e-patients in the OMC 

affective practice have been discussed at length. The present chapter goes further 

to link these atypical positions to power relations between doctors and e-patients. It 

focuses on examining the power relations that emerge from the positionings already 

detailed in Chapter Six. Previous studies exploring power asymmetry between 

doctors and patients have been discussed in Chapter Two. As found, such 

unbalanced power distribution is largely associated with the medical knowledge 

gap between health experts and lay people. In other words, medical knowledge or 

expertise privileges doctors to construct their “expert power” (French & Raven, 

1959) that laypeople lack. However, nowadays, it is noted that e-patients are also 

empowered owing to online health communication activities (see Petrič et al., 2017), 

as discussed in Chapter One. The empowerment is mainly resulted from the 

increase of e-patients’ medical knowledge or experiential information on illnesses 

or health problems (see Antelmi, 2011; Fage-Butler & Jensen, 2013; Fox, Ward & 

O’Rourke, 2005). It is noticed that a semi-expert position is constructed by e-

patients and assigned to e-patients by their doctors in the online communication for 

dealing with health problems (Fage-Butler & Anesa, 2016). This semi-expert 

position may foreground or highlight a different power relationship between 

doctors and e-patients in the online environment, as identity positioning can affect 

the distribution of power (Davies & Harré, 1999; Munro, 2010). More specifically, 

the change of individuals’ positions is related to a shift of power, making them at 

times powerful and at other times powerless (Baxter, 2016). While the shift in 

power can be evident in the online mode of medical consultation, to the best of my 

knowledge, doctor-patient online power relations have not been examined in detail 

in existing literature.  

Discourse produced in the online space can promote greater egalitarianism and 

participation, because each web user is equally entitled to participate in online 
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activities regardless of their race, gender, social status, and physical condition 

(Dahlberg, 2001). Because of this, the traditional powerful and powerless 

dichotomy is disrupted in the online space, particularly on networking sites, such 

as online health communities (KhosraviNik & Unger, 2016). In this way, the OMC 

site may presumably have great potential to be explored in terms of power relations 

between doctors and e-patients. It is important to understand such online power 

relations, because the way we come to know social practice is bound up with issues 

of power relations (Baxter, 2016). Identifying the online doctor-patient power 

relations can add our knowledge about healthcare practice between doctors and 

patient/caregivers in the online space. This Chapter thus aims to reveal power 

relations that are realized through the discursive positionings in the OMC affective 

practice context.  

By examining the positions which have been discussed in Chapter Six, the 

present chapter has identified four types of power relations involved in the affective 

practice by doctors and e-patients. They are: (1) highlighting e-patients’ 

reward/coercive power; (2) softening doctors’ expert power; (3) negotiating expert 

power; and (4) giving up doctors’ and e-patients’ legitimate power. Each of these 

power relations is illustrated with examples which have already been presented in 

Chapter Six. Before discussing these power relations, this chapter first elaborates 

how power is understood from a poststructuralist perspective.  

 

7.1 A Poststructuralist View on Power   

From a poststructuralist perspective, specifically from Foucault’s perspective, 

power is viewed as being dispersed and manifested through discursive practices, 

which is unstable and localized (Foucault, 1980, 1983b cited in Zembylas, 2005). 

It is produced by discourses, and in turn continuously associated with the 

positioning of self (Foucault, 1977, 1983a). According to Foucault, power exists as 

act, inscribed in discourse, and the practice of power is always associated with a 

discursive feature (Foucault, 1980 cited in Williams, 1999). Discursive features can 

be understood as ranging from the smallest unit of language to a larger discursive 
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practice such as positionings. In this thesis, the discursive feature is referred to as 

the discursive positionings.  

In the view of Foucault, power is exerted or operated in a circular rather than 

a top-down manner. Discursive practices or actions have the potential to present the 

change of power relationships. Internet can be one possible site for such actions 

(see Harris, 2000; Lyons, 2000). It is suggested that power distribution tends to be 

more balanced in online space (Suler, 2004; Yellowlees et al., 2015), as mentioned 

in Chapter One. When it comes to OMC activities, the institutional power of (or 

behind) discourse may be eroding, because the medical consultations occur on the 

Internet-company-managed websites, rather than in the traditional medical facilities. 

Hence, power construction and distribution in the interactions between e-patients 

and doctors in the OMC context is especially worthy of investigation and discussion. 

Although the notion of power has been widely applied to studying doctor-

patient communication, previous studies mainly focus on doctor-patient power 

relationships that emerge in face-to-face settings and state that there is significant 

power asymmetry, with doctors being the more powerful party. However, the online 

power relationships between doctors and e-patients is extremely under researched, 

not to mention such relationship within OMC affective discursive practice. To fill 

the research gap, in the following section, the power relations between doctors and 

e-patients are discussed.  

 

7.2 The Dynamic Power Relations 

The term “dynamic” for describing power relations in this study means that power 

is exerted, constructed, or negotiated both by doctors and e-patients in a flexible 

way, (dis)privileging either the doctors or the e-patients, or both.  

7.2.1 Highlighting e-patients’ reward/coercive power 

Building upon French and Raven’s (1959) definitions of “reward” and “coercive” 

power, reward power in this study means that there is the reward power of e-patients 

over doctors. More specifically, e-patients have the ability to manage positive 
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valences or outcomes and to remove or decrease negative outcomes that doctors 

desire. This power can be constructed by either e-patients or doctors, or both (the 

construction of the e-patients’ reward power by the doctors can be realized through 

displaying their desire to get the e-patients “reward”). Coercive power can be 

understood as the opposite of reward power. It means that e-patients have the 

control over the negative valences or outcomes that doctors do not want to be 

imposed; the doctors can predict or perceive that they will get the negative outcome 

if they fail to conform to the e-patients’ expectation. This power can be constructed 

by e-patients or doctors, or both (the construction of e-patients’ coercive power by 

doctors can be realized through displaying the doctors’ desire to not get the e-

patients’ “coercion”).  

As mentioned in this thesis, each of the OMC websites from which the data 

were collected has an evaluation system for e-patients to evaluate their doctors’ 

performance after each consultation is closed, and such feedback is posted on each 

doctor’s profile webpage which can be viewed by any web users. The giving-

feedback process is anonymous, although e-patients can choose to give feedback 

unanonymously by providing personal information in their comments. This 

feedback system enables e-patients to have control over positive and negative 

evaluations on doctors’ performance. In other words, e-patients have an important 

influence over doctors’ reputation online. Besides, the evaluations can also affect 

doctors’ reputation offline. Before registering for a medical visit to the doctor in the 

hospital, people may search on the Internet for information which may help them 

select a doctor to consult; they may tend to consult a doctor with more positive 

comments or evaluations. This is similar to the case in which an online buyer tends 

to buy things from online sellers who have a good reputation for their products and 

services. In a word, e-patients participating in online medical services are endowed 

with the right of giving positive or negative feedback on doctors’ performance, 

which can affect a doctor’s professional reputation; and doctors are legitimated to 

expect to get or desire for positive comments and evaluations, which in turn 

highlights the reward/coercive power of e-patients (see example 7.1 below).   

Example 7.1 (= Example 6.4) 
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P: 清楚了 

   Got it. 

D: 感谢您的提问，如果有没和您解释清楚的请及时和我沟通（了解宝宝情

况）；您可选图文咨询与电话沟通与我联系，这样您可长时间的、随时

的咨询，咱们可给宝宝一个及时、全面、适合宝宝的答案！宝宝的茁壮

成长，是我与您共同的目标，请仔细观察宝宝自身状况的变化，发现异

常情况随时与我联系！或找我咨询一些不懂的问题！让我们共同努力，

给宝宝一个健康成长的环境 。如果您满意我的回答，可以给我好的

评价，每一个评价都是我积极向上的动力和您对我的认可，及工作的成

绩和骄傲(很重要哦⊙∀⊙)，谢谢 或加上您要表达的 谢谢合作。     

Thank you for your question. If there is anything I didn’t explain clearly, please 

communicate with me in time so that I know the baby’s condition. You can 

choose the text-based consultation or teleconsultation to contact me. You can 

consult me at any time and over the long term; that way, we can give the baby 

a timely, comprehensive, and proper answer! Our common goal is for the baby 

to grow up healthy and strong. Please carefully observe any changes in the 

baby’s condition, and feel free to contact me if you find anything abnormal! Or, 

you can contact me to ask questions about anything you don’t understand! 

Let’s work hard to provide an environment suitable for the baby’s healthy 

growth . If you are satisfied with my answer, you can give me good 

comments. Each comment motivates me to make progress. It shows your 

approval of me, and it also shows my job performance. It is something I can 

be proud of. It is very important. Thank you . Or, you could add a 

to my profile webpage. Thank you for your cooperation.  

The text in example 7.1 has been analysed in Chapter Six in terms of the 

discursive positioning. As is shown in Chapter Six, the doctor’s online seller 

position is constructed by the doctor herself through seeking a long-term 

consultation relationship and soliciting positive comments (see the text in bold), 
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and at the same time the online buyer position is assigned to the e-patient by the 

doctor. In this way, the e-patient’s right of evaluating and commenting on the 

doctor’s performance is foregrounded. In other words, the e-patient’s 

reward/coercive power is highlighted by the doctor through expressing her desire 

for positive comments and evaluations. The foregrounding of the reward/coercive 

power is mediated within the empathic expression which indicates that the doctor 

shares the same perspective with the e-patient (see the italicized text; for more 

detailed discussion of the DEAs, see Chapter Four). This empathic talk helps the 

doctor construct an understanding and responsible image which may contribute to 

the solicitation of positive feedback. It indicates that the doctor has a strong desire 

to be benefited from the e-patient’s exertion of reward power. In short, this example 

illustrates that the online seller/buyer positions mediated through the doctor’s 

empathic expression can highlight and reinforce the reward/coercive power of e-

patients. This actually further indicates that there is likely a shift of power from 

doctors to e-patients, which privileges e-patients to exert the right of providing 

positive or negative comments on doctors’ performance.  

Example 7.1 also indicates that, to some degree, doctors have no or have less 

control over the benefit or privilege they will get from e-patients’ evaluations on 

their performance, since they cannot control their e-patients’ assessing behaviours 

directly under the surveillance of the feedback system. The solicitation of positive 

feedback or the highlight of e-patients’ reward/coercive power thus presumably 

indexes the disempowerment of doctors. This disempowerment may in turn 

motivate doctors to make efforts to solicit positive comments so as to proactively 

pave the way to getting positive feedback, as is shown in example 7.1. While the 

expert power of doctors can be understood as being backgrounded in the 

empowerment of e-patients as online buyers and the disempowerment of doctors as 

online sellers, this study finds that there is another power relation orienting to 

softening or gentilizing doctors’ expert power. This is discussed below in 7.2.2.     

7.2.2 Softening doctors’ expert power 

As already explained in Chapter Six, ESG (emotional support giver), peer, and 

family member positions for doctors are identified within the OMC affective 
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practice. These positions are not endowed with the stereotypical doctor identity (i.e., 

health expert) that only focuses on utilizing their expertise to cope with health 

problems, nor do they highlight doctors’ possession of medical knowledge which 

endows doctors with expert power that links to power asymmetry between doctors 

and patients (also mentioned in Chapter Six). In other words, those non-

stereotypical positions for OMC doctors do not typically highlight their role as an 

expert which enables them to exert their expert power. Doctors’ expert role is thus 

backgrounded, and the expert power can be softened. This is illustrated with 

examples 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 below. 

Example 7.2 (= Example 6.1) 

1 D:  孩子的生命有限 

The child’s life expectancy is limited. 

2 P: 家人每天都哭成泪人 

We family members weep everyday like we are made of tears. 

3 D: 孩子生了病 家属尽心了。 

The child got sick and you family members have done your best. 

主要是这个病治不了啊 

Above all, this disease can’t be cured. 

In example 7.2, the e-patient’s ESS (emotional support seeker) position and 

the doctor’s ESG (emotional support giver) position are constructed by themselves 

and assigned to each other, as discussed in Chapter Six. The ESG position for the 

doctor is both assigned by the e-patient through her self-positioning as an ESS (see 

turn 2) and constructed by the doctor herself through providing DEA (see the text 

in bold in turn 3). When positioning herself as an ESG, the doctor breaks the 

problem-solving agenda and engages in the affective interaction initiated by the e-

patient. This ESG positioning lead to the softening of doctors’ expert power, as the 

ESG position is more about empathizing with the e-patient than solving a health 
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problem for fulfilling the expert role. This DEA-mediated softening of doctors’ 

expert power is also seen in the two examples below (see example 7.3 and 7.4).   

Example 7.3 (= Example 4.20 and 6.6) 

P: 那做完治疗牙齿会不适吗 谢谢医生，您真贴心  

我两个宝宝相差一岁半，每天都有操不完的心哪 

Then, will I feel uncomfortable after the treatment? Thank you, doctor. You are 

so caring. 

I have two children. There’s one-and-half year age gap between them. Each day 

I’m always busy with taking care of them.  

D: 这个我知道，不过单从你给我的照片来看，你左下 的第二恒磨牙的颜色

也有点不对，可能是光影的原因 

因为我也是爸爸，我爱人平时对孩子的照顾关怀都能看到，天下的母亲

都是一样的，所以说母爱是伟大的。孩子相差一岁半，你这也太辛苦了。

你这是辛苦并快乐着 

I know that. But, based on the picture you sent to me, the colour of the 

mandibular second molars of permanent teeth is also sort of weird. Perhaps it’s 

because of the light shadow.  

Because I’m a father and I see how my wife takes care of our child each day, I 

know mothers’ love to their children is great and mothers all around the world 

have the same love to their children. There’s one-and-half year age gap between 

your children, so it’s a really tough time for you. But you must be happy while 

working hard to take care of them. 

In example 7.3, the doctor positions himself as a peer of the e-patient, as 

already discussed in Chapter Six. He highlights the common part with the e-patient; 

that is, both the doctor and the e-patient are parents. The construction of the same 

role as a parent has consequently obscured the doctor’s role as an expert. Thus, the 
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establishment of the peer position can be understood as gentilizing the expert power 

of the doctor.      

Example 7.4 (= Example 6.7) 

P: [The e-patient provides personal information, such as age and gender.] 

班主任对我进行无数次人格侮辱体罚，家里父亲不理解不和我沟通用殴

打的手段让我听他的 

The teacher in charge of my class humiliated me and physically punished me 

many times. At home, my father didn’t understand me and didn’t communicate 

with me. He asked me to be obedient by the way of beating me  

[describing physical and mental problems; asking whether it is depression] 

D: 妹妹，非常能理解你的心情  

Little sister, I understand your feelings very well. 

[The doctor gives an explanation on the current problems of the e-patient. Then, 

he provides a diagnosis, gives advice, and recommends a treatment.] 

Example 7.4 demonstrates the family member position, as discussed in 

Chapter Six. By positioning the e-patient as a “little sister”, the doctor positions 

himself as an “older brother”. This kind of positioning constructs a kinship tie that 

connects the doctor and the e-patient in an intimate way, which makes the doctor 

seems more approachable and can generate closeness between the e-patient and the 

doctor. In particular, the kinship term, which is followed by the doctor’s 

understanding act (i.e., “I understand your feelings very well”), may strengthen the 

effect of the empathic act, as it paves the way for further expressing the doctor’s 

care and understanding. The kinship address form and the DEA work together to 

generate an affective affiliation or closeness, which may dim the doctor’s expert 

power.   

The softening of doctors’ expert power may in turn empower e-patients to 

challenge doctors’ expertise or to speak up for themselves, when they have different 
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opinions about their doctors’ statements or responses. In other words, this type of 

power relation may facilitate the exertion of patient power through taking a more 

proactive role in dealing with their problems in a medical consultation. Besides, as 

mentioned in this thesis, previous studies have found that online health 

communication activities help increase e-patients’ medical knowledge and health 

literacy, which empowers e-patients in terms of coping with their health problems. 

Such empowerment can be seen in the negotiation of health expertise, which is 

discussed in the following section.     

7.2.3 Negotiating expert power 

As is illustrated by Fage-Butler and Anesa (2016), when it comes to deal with their 

health problems in online communication with health professionals, e-patients are 

positioned as semi-experts by themselves and their doctors. This semi-expert 

position may trigger the negotiation of expert power. In fact, based on the analysis 

of the identified positionings, this study finds that there is a negotiation of expert 

power between doctors and e-patients, as illustrated with example 7.5 below.     

Example 7.5 (= Example 5.10 and 6.3) 

1 D: 大多数都是正常来月经，个别人出现月经不规则，建议吃完药后，顺其

自然就好 

Most women’s period will return as usual, and few experiences irregular period. 

My suggestion is that after taking the pills let nature take its cause.   

2 P: 不用太过于担心？可是有些吃了会出现副作用呕吐啊头晕  

我中午担心到饭吃不下  

No need to worry too much? But after taking contraceptive drugs some 

people experience side effects, such as vomit and dizziness.  

I was too worried that I didn’t have lunch this noon.  

3 D: 大多数人吃完都没啥反应 
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我本人吃过几次，啥反应都没有   

你太紧张了，现在的紧急避孕药副作用都很小，绝大多数没事的 

可能越紧张，越有反应，所以建议放松心态，不要紧张 

Most people don’t experience any side effects after taking the pills. 

I had taken the pills several times, I experienced no side effect. 

You are too anxious about it. Nowadays the emergency contraception pills 

have minimal side effects and most of them are safe. 

Perhaps the side effects are caused by nervousness, so I suggest you relax 

and stop being anxious. 

4 P: 就是很害怕吃了之后会没月经来斋乱什么情况都出现，因为之前刚来广

州水土不服病了一个月  

The thing is, I fear so much that after taking the pills I may experience irregular 

menstruation. After all, back then after I came to Guangzhou, I had been sick 

for one month because of the climate which did not agree with me.  

5 D: 实际上，绝大多数人服药后都没啥反应，你要实在担心身体可能不适应，

就不吃，安全期同房怀孕几率不大。  

Actually, most people don’t have any side effects after taking the pills. Since 

you are so worried that you may not be well suited to the drugs, don’t take 

it then. After all, the chance of getting pregnant is not high, since you were 

in the safe period. 

6 P: 几率不大可是也有百分之几的会 

       来完月经一周是属于安全期吗 

       Although the chance of getting pregnant is not high, there’s still a chance. 

       Is the first week after the period has finished a safe period? 
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In example 7.5, as discussed in Chapter Six, the exchange involved in turns 1 

through 3 shows that the e-patient positions herself as a dissenter (see turn 2) and 

the doctors in turn positions herself as a justifier (see turn 3). The e-patient’s dissent 

in turn 2 (i.e., “But after taking contraceptive drugs some people experience side 

effects, such as vomit and dizziness”) indicates that the e-patient to some degree 

illegitimizes the doctor’s expertise, which initiates the negotiation process of the 

doctor’s expert power. In turn 3, the doctor makes an effort to retain her expert 

position through justifying her statements by referring to the majority and her own 

experience (i.e., “Most people don’t experience any side effects after taking the pills” 

and “I had taken the pills several times, I experienced no side effect.”). This 

justification facilitates the negotiation of expert power. Then, from turns 4 to 5, the 

expert power is negotiated in an implicit way. That is, in turn 4, the e-patient stops 

dissenting and starts to justify her concern through narrating her previous health 

problem. That said, she does not explicitly express that she accepts the doctor’s 

advice given in turn 1(i.e., “My suggestion is that after taking the pills let nature 

take its cause.”). This shift from dissension to justification shows that the e-patient 

does not directly challenge the doctor’s statements presented in turn 3. In response 

to the e-patient’s justification, the doctor makes a compromise in turn 5 by giving 

up giving the previous advice (see the text in bold). This compromise indicates that 

the e-patient’s justification is, to a larger or lesser extent, legitimized by the doctor, 

since the doctor adapts to the e-patient’s concern and gives up her previous 

recommendation of taking emergency contraceptive pills. However, legitimizing 

the e-patient’s justification does not mean that the doctor gives up retaining her 

expert power. This is because in turn 5 before the doctor takes up the compromiser 

position, she positions herself as a justifier again by reiterating her statement that 

“most people don’t have any side effects after taking the pills”, which has been 

presented in turn 3 (see the italicized text in turn 3). In response to turn 5, although 

the e-patient does not express disagreement to the reiteration, as she has done in 

turn 2 (see the italicized text), the e-patient starts to challenge the doctor’s statement 

– “the chance of getting pregnant is not high” (see the text in bold in turn 6), which 

makes the negotiation of expert power explicit again. In short, this example 

illustrates that the negotiation of expert power emerges in the dissenter and justifier 

positionings of the e-patients and doctors, respectively.   
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7.2.4 Giving up legitimate power  

Due to the “customer” evaluation system of the OMC websites, OMC services are 

e-commercialised. Thus, an e-patient can be viewed as an e-healthcare customer 

and a doctor as an e-healthcare seller in an on-going consultation. As customers, e-

patients have the right of expecting that they get good or satisfactory service from 

doctors and they should complain if unsatisfactory service is received. As online 

sellers, doctors have the right to make certain demands, set their own rules, or have 

their own consultation styles. For example, they can decide on how long it takes to 

reply to an e-patient’s inquiry, when to stop a consultation, and what information 

they require e-patients to provide in order to continue a consultation.13 Thus, in 

general, both e-patients and doctors have certain rights that are legitimized in the e-

commercialised medical consultation services. The exertion of their rights can lead 

to the negotiation of their legitimate power.  

Building on French and Raven’s (1959) definition of legitimate power, 

legitimate power in this study means that e-patients (or else doctors) as e-healthcare 

consumers or buyers (or else as the e-healthcare seller) have the legitimate right to 

influence their doctors (or else their e-patients) and require the doctors (or else the 

e-patients) to have an obligation to legitimate this influence based on their 

understanding of online shopping values. The legitimate power may lead to conflict 

when two parties both exert their legitimate power within a social practice. The 

conflict can trigger negotiation and may end up with a compromise of one party, or 

both, as is shown in example 7.6 below. 

Example 7.6 (= Example 6.2) 

1 P: 照这样下去，我他妈的我是不是每个月都要去医院长期吃药？如果月经

病你们当医生的都治不好，那你们还有什么资格当医生！请问？ 

 

13 E-healthcare websites usually have the regulation that if a doctor does not reply within 

24 hours, the consultation will be automatically closed, and the money paid for the 

consultation will be returned to the e-patient.  
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If it goes on like this, damn it, is it that I have to go to hospital each month and 

take medication on a long-term basis? If you doctors can’t even cure 

menstruation problems, then are you qualified to be doctors! May I ask? 

2 D: 是你吃的药不对症 医生不是所有的疾病都能治好 你吃的不是止血就是

补气血的 根本就没有条理月经的 你怎么要求它能好 

It is the medication you took that is not right. Not all diseases can be 

treated by doctors. The medications you took are for treating either 

haemostasis or invigorating energy and blood. Those medications are not for 

treating menstruation. How could you expect it to get well? 

3 P: 首先这些药不是我自己买的！而是在正经医院医生开的！第二我不是医

生，我不会给自己看病，你们医生说怎么着就怎么着，我们患者哪里懂

这些！ 

First of all, those medicines were not bought by me myself! Instead, they were 

prescribed by doctors in decent hospitals! Secondly, I’m not a doctor. I’m not 

able to treat myself. You doctors give advice and we follow the advice. How 

could we patient know about this!  

     4 D: 那你可以去找给你看的医生、我只是告诉你你用的这些药所起的作用、

再说这些药也不是我给你开的 

Then you shall go to see the doctors whom you’ve seen before. What I said is 

just about the effects of those medicines that you took. Besides, those 

medicines were not prescribed by me.  

     5 P: 嗯嗯！知道啦！不好意思！我情绪不好 

Um um! Got it! Sorry! I was out of temper. 

     6 D: 嗯… 

Um… 
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7 P: 别生气啊！我只是气不过，因为我现在是上班族，每次都要请假去医院，

每次都被上机领导骂个半死 

Don’t be angry with me! It’s just I’m upset and frustrated, because I’m an 

employee and I must take a leave when I need to go to a hospital. Each time 

when I ask for a sick leave, I’m always scolded by the on-duty boss, which 

makes me feel like I’m almost going to die.   

     8 D: 不生气 

I’m not angry. 

     9 P: 实在是太烦人了！感觉生不如死的感觉 

It’s so annoying! I feel like life is worse than death. 

     10 D: 理解 

       你这个需要查个 B超和内分泌看看 

Understand 

Considering your conditions, you need to do a B-mode ultrasonography and an 

endocrine test. 

     11 P: 嗯嗯！好的！谢谢 

Um um! Okay! Thanks.  

     12 D: 不客气   

You’re welcome.  

In example 7.6, as discussed in Chapter Six, turns 1 to 4 indicate that the e-

patient positions herself as an accuser and the doctor positions herself as a defender. 

The e-patient has accused that doctors in the hospital cannot fully cure her problem 

with menstruation. The doctor in this OMC case then illegitimizes the e-patient’s 

accuser position through defending herself and her peers by specifying that not all 
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diseases can be cured by the doctors and she is not the doctor who prescribed the 

medication (see turns 2 and 4). In consideration of the doctor’s response, the e-

patient started to “denaturalize” her accuser position and position herself as a victim 

(see Bucholtz & Hall, 2004), and this denaturalization is reflected in turn 7. In turn 

7, the e-patient makes efforts to explain that she is not really angry at the doctor in 

question. The e-patient explains that, rather than being upset at the doctor, she is 

just out of temper because of the negative impact of her frequent hospital visits on 

her work (see the italicized text in turn 7). This indicates that she presumably 

intends to clarify that the accuser position is falsely taken up. In a word, the e-

patient authenticates her position as a victim of being ill and denaturalizes her 

position as an accuser against the doctor. In this way, the e-patient gives up her right 

to complain about the unsatisfactory healthcare services that have been received 

offline in hospitals. While the e-patient gives up her accuser position, she 

legitimizes the doctor’s defender position through apologizing for accusing the 

doctor. Meanwhile, the doctor does not actually exert the right of terminating a 

consultation after being accused by the e-patient, although turn 4 indicates that the 

doctor would stop the on-going consultation as she suggests the e-patient to consult 

the doctors that the e-patient has consulted in hospitals offline. Instead, the doctor 

accepts the patient’s apology (see turns 6 and 8), which legitimizes the e-patient’s 

apologizer position. The legitimate right for the e-patient to complain about 

healthcare services and the legitimate right for the doctor to stop an on-going 

consultation are eventually given up, as the exchange of turns 9 and 10 occur. In 

turn 9, the e-patient escalates her emotional display through presenting a direct PEA 

that her medical situation is really annoying, after she has indirectly expressed her 

negative emotion in turn 7 through the narrating act of how her body condition has 

affected her work. Besides, the direct emotional expression is the only content of 

turn 9. Thus, turn 9 indexes an ESS position of the e-patient. In response, the doctor 

legitimizes the e-patient’s ESS position through empathizing with the e-patient by 

using the word “understand” (see the text in bold in turn 10), which positions herself 

as an ESG. The ESS and ESG positionings lead to the relinquishment of e-patients’ 

and doctor’s legitimate power which tends to pose negative effects on each other.  

In a word, example 7.6 illustrates that there can be a negotiation of legitimate power 

between e-patients as an online buyer and doctors as an online seller in the OMC 
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affective practice context, and such negotiation can be ended by the emergence of 

the ESS and ESG positionings. 

 

7.3 Discussion and Summary 

The findings in this chapter indicate that the power relations between doctors and 

e-patients are dynamic, being constructed and negotiated, rather than fixed within 

the idea that doctors are always the more powerful participants in medical 

consultations. E-patients can be empowered, and doctors can be disempowered by 

the e-commerce model involved in OMC service. The e-commercialised OMC 

service privileges e-patients to exercise reward/coercive and legitimate power as 

healthcare consumers. Meanwhile, it constrains doctors to adapt to the feedback-

surveillance-featured healthcare. In addition, the online environment also 

empowers e-patients to challenge their doctors’ expertise, which leads to the 

negotiation of expert power. Owing to the features of online space that e-patients 

are privileged by anonymity, flexible time, and flexible management between 

online and offline spaces, e-patients may feel more empowered to initiate the 

negotiation of expert power in the OMC context. By contrast, in face-to-face 

medical encounters, although most patients want to have some control over medical 

agendas during a medical consultation, they tend to feel less in control and few 

would behaviourally or verbally demand this kind of power (Beisecker, 1990; 

Yellowlees et al., 2015). Besides, it is the doctors who have the psychological 

advantage of being in their own office or environment where they have more control 

over an on-going face-to-face medical consultation (Yellowlees et al., 2015). 

Another important factor that contributes to the dynamic power relations is the 

affective practice itself. In line with Wetherell’s (2012) statement that “power 

works through affect, and affect emerges in power” (p. 16). The mechanism of 

power construction and negotiation identified in this study is closely related to 

doctors’ and e-patients’ affective practice. That is, those identified power relations 

are mediated and facilitated by e-patients’ emotional expressions and doctors’ 

empathic responses; these power relations can also affect the affective practice in 
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terms of strengthening doctors’ empathic expressions and facilitating e-patients’ 

emotional displays, as are illustrated in examples in this chapter.  

Power relations reflected in the OMC affective practice indicate doctors’ 

accommodation to consumerism – providing satisfying services for consumers and 

prioritizing the interests of consumers (see Boix & Lizarza, 2012). OMC services 

are treated like a commodity which is sold by doctors to earn good reputation from 

their health consumers or, in other words, to promote themselves. While the 

phenomenon of commodification of health, medicine or healthcare has been 

explored before in face-to-face clinical context (see Henderson and Petersen 2002; 

Tonkens et al. 2013), this study shows that consumerism is reinforced and 

foregrounded due to the online evaluating system which affects doctors 

professional reputation in both online and offline contexts as discussed earlier in 

this chapter. In the e-commercialized medical consultation, the asymmetric power 

structure that has been traditionally acknowledged in clinical communication is 

challenged. Power construction and negotiation in OMC context are affected by the 

value put on consumerism, rather than just being influenced by expertise or medical 

knowledge. This indicates that when it comes to study online power relationship 

between doctors and patients/caregivers, power relations can be extended beyond 

institutional power, linking to the power of consumerism. The traditional power 

relationship proposed based on studies that are situated in face-to-face medical 

encounters needs to be deconstructed. In short, when it comes to power relation in 

online healthcare communication, factors such as the value of consumerism needs 

to be considered, rather than just focusing on the impact of medical knowledge 

differences and the institutional role of doctors and patients in a medical 

consultation.      

In summary, this chapter has traced the power relations between doctors and 

e-patients through the discursive positionings that have been identified in Chapter 

Six. Four types of power relations have been identified: foregrounding e-patients’ 

reward/coercive power by doctors, softening expert power by doctors, negotiating 

expert power by e-patients and doctors, and compromising on legitimate power by 

doctors and e-patients. These findings indicate that the power relationship between 

doctors and e-patients in the OMC affective practice context is dynamic, being 
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progressive and fluid. Those power relations can be linked to the feature of the e-

commerce model for the online medical consultation and the characteristics of 

online space, which may make the findings distinctive from power relations that 

can be identified in face-to-face medical encounters. In a word, this chapter has 

demonstrated that doctors are not always the more powerful party and that e-

patients can be empowered in the OMC affective practice context.  
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Chapter Eight 

Conclusion 

 

By adopting a discourse analytical perspective, this thesis has firstly presented 

indirect emotional acts and empathic acts that are identified from the OMC affective 

practice which constitutes negative emotional expressions by e-patients and 

empathic responses by doctors. Then, the thesis has examined the interactional 

features of the affective practice, aiming at the sequence organization, the 

discursive features of ineffective empathic responses, and the sequential positions 

of an empathic act within an empathic response. In addition to the textual analysis 

of the OMC affective practice, the thesis has also explored the OMC affective 

discourse from a social practice perspective. It has identified non-stereotypical 

positions of doctors and e-patients and these positionings contribute to a dynamics 

of power relations between doctors and e-patients within the affective practice 

context. This final chapter summarizes the key findings uncovered in the previous 

chapters (Section 8.1). Then, it proposes the theoretical, empirical, and social 

implications of this thesis, as well as its contributions (Section 8.2). Finally, the 

chapter discusses limitations of this study, along with suggestions for future 

research (Section 8.3). 

 

8.1 Summary of Thesis 

Chapter One has presented the background information of the Internet use for 

dealing with illnesses or health problems and the OMC features in the China context, 

together with an explanation of the rationale and motivations for this study. The 

chapter has also explained how the key term – affective practice – is utilized in this 

thesis. After that, the scope of this study is also presented, along with a brief 

discussion on the theoretical foundation of poststructuralist discourse analysis, 

which the analysis of OMC affective practice is based on in the thesis.  Chapter 

Two has provided a review of studies on discourse in face-to-face medical 
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encounters and online health communication, followed by an overview of related 

studies on affective communications in the medical context. This literature review 

chapter has indicated a lack of studies on the affective aspect of medical discourse 

in the field of linguistics. It has also suggested that participants tend to lean towards 

affective expression and engagement when it comes to online communication about 

health problems. In addition, the review of related studies on clinical empathic 

communication has prepared the discussion of data selection criteria in Chapter 

Three. Chapter Three has discussed how the approach of computer-mediated 

discourse analysis is applied to the analysis of the collected 300 OMC cases. This 

chapter has also delivered a detailed description of the data sampling process and 

the OMC sites from which the OMC cases were collected.    

Chapters Four to Seven have formed the core of the thesis, focusing on the 

analysis of OMC affective practice from the textual to the social practice 

dimensions, addressing each of the four research questions raised in Chapter One. 

Chapter Four has proposed specific discursive acts which are related to the indirect 

negative emotional facet of e-patients’ messages and the empathic aspect of doctors’ 

messages, together with the presentation of the distribution of doctors’ empathic 

acts in response to e-patients’ emotional acts. Four subsidiary acts of the indirect 

negative emotional act have been illustrated: (1) presenting uncertainty, (2) 

narrating, (3) self-repeating, and (4) disagreeing. Previous studies have looked into 

how patients’ emotions are displayed in a medical consultation with their doctor in 

a face-to-face setting, in particular in the fields of Social Sciences and Medicine. 

However, their analyses are mostly based on a coding approach with a small data 

sample or involving a few participants. By contrast, the present study has specified 

how a subsidiary emotional act is realized by a discursive analytic approach. The 

presenting uncertainty act can be realized through two sub-acts: (1) seeking 

confirmation about the severity or the causes of a health problem, and (2) asking 

about negative scenarios related to a current health problem. The narrating act can 

be carried out through three sub-acts: (1) comparing current or recent health 

conditions with previous conditions, which indicates a health condition goes worse, 

(2) presenting negative evaluations on health/illness-related events or relevant 

parties, and (3) presenting medical history which is self-initiated by the e-patients 
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in a non-initiating message. The self-repeating act can be achieved by two sub-acts: 

(1) regular repetition (i.e., the repetition is a re-presentation of a previous turn of an 

e-patient) and (2) formulated repetition (i.e., the repetition is a re-presentation of a 

previous turn of an e-patient, which involves supplementary information for the 

purpose of explaining or detailing the being repeated). Regarding the disagreeing 

act, no specific sub-acts were proposed in this study. What is noteworthy about 

disagreeing act is that it is not mentioned in any of previous findings in relation to 

the categorization of patients’ implicit or indirect emotional expressions in medical 

encounters.  

Chapter Four has also illustrated subsidiary acts of the empathic act performed 

by doctors: (1) understanding, (2) reassuring, (3) agreeing, (4) praising, and (5) self-

disclosing. The former two subsidiary acts can be verbalized through different ways. 

The understanding act can be carried out by: (1) identifying or naming e-patients’ 

emotional states or concerns, (2) using a single word “understand” without stating 

what is being understood, and (3) re-presenting or interpreting e-patients’ words. 

The reassuring act can be verbalized through: (1) countering e-patients’ emotional 

states which are not explicitly displayed by the e-patients, and (2) referencing e-

patients’ concerns to a third party or related issues. Among these discursive 

strategies, to my best knowledge, two had not been mentioned in the literature: 

presenting a single word “understand” and re-presenting e-patients’ words. This 

wider range of empathic sub-acts discovered in the OMC context can be explained 

in terms of the e-commerce model which facilitates the prioritization of e-patients’ 

satisfaction. Finally, Chapter Four has presented the distribution of doctors’ 

empathic acts in response to e-patients’ implicit and explicit emotional acts. The 

most salient pattern is seen in the frequent use of the sub-acts – identifying e-

patient’s emotional states and countering e-patients’ concerns. This pattern has been 

explained in relation to the features of OMC communication. 

In Chapter Five, four empathic communication sequences have been identified: 

(1) e-patients’ emotional act is immediately addressed by doctors’ empathic 

response; (2) e-patients’ emotional act is not empathically addressed by doctors 

until the e-patients present the emotional act again; (3) doctors delay their empathic 

response to e-patients’ emotional act; (4) e-patients will continue to present the 
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emotional act, even if doctors have already provided empathic response in a 

previous turn. The fourth sequence, to my best knowledge, had not been mentioned 

in any previous studies. The possible reasons have been discussed in relation to the 

contextual feature of OMC websites. In addition, it is noted that this newly 

identified sequence can be associated with the ineffectiveness of doctors’ empathic 

responses. That is, an e-patient’s re-presentation of a previous emotional act in 

his/her response to a doctor’s empathic act can indicate that the doctor’s empathic 

response given previously is ineffective in dealing with the e-patient’s emotional 

concern. To further explore this issue, in the second section of Chapter Five, the 

discursive features of ineffective empathic responses are discussed. Four features 

of ineffective empathic responses have been identified. These features are: (1) 

providing reassurances which do not address all the questions or concerns presented 

in an e-patient’ message; (2) providing reassurances which are based on premature 

generalization of medical knowledge or professional experience; (3) providing 

reassurances without justifying the reassurances; and (4) utilizing self-disclosure to 

delegitimize e-patients’ concerns. The occurrence of ineffective empathic 

responses has been explained in relation to three factors, including (1) the constrains 

of OMC services, (2) the extension of the “old-fashioned” medical practice (i.e., 

doctor-centred care) to the OMC services, and (3) the different epistemic territories 

between doctors and e-patients. Towards the end of the discussion, Chapter Five 

has illustrated two sequences of empathic acts within an empathic response (i.e., 

positioning an empathic act either after or before medical agendas), and the 

pragmatic functions of each positioning. Positioning an empathic act after medical 

agenda(s) can perform the functions of facilitating or initiating the closure of an 

OMC and concluding dealing with one health problem and shifting to addressing 

another. Positioning an empathic act before medical agenda(s) can serve to prepare 

the e-patient to accept the ensuing treatment recommendation and mitigating the 

abruptness of a medical inquiry. These functions indicate that empathic responses 

can be a relevant and integral aspect of the problem-solving process and the 

empathic talk can influence the ensuing course of a medical consultation. 

Chapter Six have identified the non-stereotypical positions of e-patients and 

doctors within the OMC affective practice context by the approach of positioning 
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theory. These positions include: (1) an emotional support seeker (ESS) position for 

e-patients and an emotional support giver (ESG) position for doctors, (2) an online 

buyer position for e-patients and an online seller position for doctors, (3) a peer 

position for e-patients and doctors, and (4) a kinship position for e-patients and 

doctors. In addition to illustrating these positions, how different positions of e-

patients and doctors are constructed and negotiated in the affective practice context 

has also been presented. The construction and negotiation of these positions have 

disrupted the health expert role of doctor identity and the sick role of patient identity, 

which led to the non-stereotypical positions for e-patients and doctors. The 

identified non-stereotypical positions have also been discussed in relation to the 

constructed identity of doctors in the OMC context and its influence on doctor-

patient relationships.  

Moving to Chapter Seven, it takes the analysis of the OMC affective practice 

further by exploring the construction and negotiation of power relations which are 

realized through the positionings discussed in Chapter Six. Four types of power 

relations have been identified: (1) highlighting e-patients’ reward and coercive 

power; (2) softening doctors’ expert power; (3) negotiating expert power; and (4) 

abandoning legitimate power. Along with the illustration of the identified power 

relations, the definitions of reward/coercive power, expert power, and legitimate 

power have been presented, building upon the insights of French and Raven’s (1959) 

definitions of these types of power. Finally, the dynamic power relations have been 

discussed in relation to the e-commerce feature of OMC websites, the online 

context, and the affective discursive practice.     

 

8.2 Implications of Study 

8.2.1 Theoretical and empirical implications 

While the affective facet of medical consultation discourse is extremely under-

researched in the field of linguistics, in particular discourse analysis, this thesis has 

proved the important role of affective practice in the exploration of online medical 

consultation discourse. As already illustrated in this thesis, the examination of 
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affective practice can allow researchers to find out the disruption of stereotypical 

roles of doctor and patient in the online context and the dynamic power relations 

between doctors and e-patients. In addition to calling attention to looking at the 

affective aspect of medical consultation from a discourse analytical perspective, 

this study has contributed to the field of discourse analysis by providing an 

analytical framework for examining OMC affective practice. This framework has 

proposed the important components for analysing affective practice at a discursive 

level in OMC context. These components include: (1) negative emotional acts by 

e-patients and empathic acts by doctors (as proposed in Chapter Four), (2) empathic 

communication sequences (as discussed in Chapter Five), (3) non-stereotypical 

positions for doctors and e-patients (as elaborated in Chapter Six), and (4) the 

emerging power relations between doctors and e-patients (as presented in Chapter 

Seven). These components together form the analytical framework which can be 

utilized to examine OMC discourses. This framework is not a closed and rigid 

framework; it only serves as a starting point for examining the affective dimension 

of OMC discourses, because the generalizability of this framework has not been 

tested in other cultural contexts, and the size of my data is limited for providing a 

more thorough generalization in the age of “big data”.  

Based on the key findings that have been summarized in Section 8.1, some 

practical suggestions are proposed as follows, which hopefully can be useful for 

health professionals, medical educators, and scholars dedicating to improving 

doctor-patient relationships. Health professionals and medical educators working 

in the healthcare communication field should keep in mind that empathic 

opportunities are very often reflected in patients’/caregivers’ indirect emotional acts 

as illustrated in Chapter Four. Health professionals and medical students need to be 

trained to learn about “reading between the lines” in order to provide humanistic or 

relationship-centred care. This does not mean to burn doctors and medical students 

out while they have already been under stress of solving patients’ problems and 

strengthening their medical expertise. Being sensitive to patients’/caregivers’ 

implicit emotional display can benefit not only patients/caregivers, but also doctors 

themselves. As discussed in Chapter Two, clinical empathic communication 

benefits doctors in terms of improving patients’ satisfaction with the healthcare 
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service, increasing doctors’ own professional satisfaction, and enabling doctors to 

get more detailed background or history of the patients, which in the end would 

lead to a more satisfactory outcome with respect to patients’ overall treatment. Thus, 

it is important for health professionals and medical students to be equipped with the 

knowledge about how patients/caregivers display their negative emotions in an 

implicit way, so as to prepare themselves to cultivate the capacity to catch potential 

opportunities to provide empathic responses.  

Another empirical implication is related to the importance of empathic 

communication skills in the OMC context. In face-to-face settings, a doctor is the 

only doctor in an on-going consultation. That is, no other doctors are involved to 

compete with this doctor. However, in the OMC context, an e-patient can consult 

different doctors at the same time by initiating more than one OMC on an e-

healthcare website, or even on different websites. If so, an OMC doctor would have 

competitors when providing healthcare service to an e-patient. Then, what makes 

the doctor competitive is not only just his/her medical expertise but also their 

communication skills or empathic communication skills, because under the same 

condition regarding medical expertise, e-patients presumably prefer doctors who 

are able to empathize with them. In this way, empathic communication is 

particularly important for doctors to “survive” in the online working environment, 

since e-patients can easily shift from one OMC doctor to another in order to get 

more satisfactory healthcare services in the online context (by contrast, it is not 

always easy for patients to do so in face-to-face settings [Frederiksen, Kragstrup & 

Dehlholm-Lambertsen, 2010]). The empathic acts in Chapter Four and the 

discursive features in Chapter Five can help health professionals and medical 

students adopt different ways to manifest their empathy to patients and caregivers, 

which knowledge is useful in both online medical services and in-person healthcare 

services. That said, the empathic acts, empathic communication sequences, and 

strategies presented in this study should not confine the way that doctors express 

empathy. They can serve as a starting point for doctors and medical students to 

practice their empathic communication skills and cultivate a discursive mind of 

empathy, so that when they encounter patients’ or caregivers’ emotional displays, 
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they can reflectively and maturely respond to the empathic opportunity, proficiently 

jumping out of the treating-illness box.  

The third implication is relevant to the effectiveness of empathic expressions. 

As presented in Chapter Five, the empathic acts – reassuring and self-disclosing – 

can turn out to be ineffective. When providing reassurances, doctors should address 

all the questions and concerns of an e-patient/caregiver along with the reassurances 

and avoid making a medical generalization for the purpose of justifying the 

reassuring act. Doctors should also avoid capitalizing on a self-disclosure for 

diminishing the legitimacy of patients’/caregivers’ worry about a health issue. 

Moreover, doctors contributing to the OMC services should not assume that e-

patients take more responsibilities in OMC activities, although OMC is endowed 

with the patient-active feature, as mentioned in this thesis. OMC doctors should 

collect adequate information from e-patients before providing reassurances so as to 

avoid inappropriate empathic responses. In addition, reassuring act should work 

together with sharing medical knowledge by doctors, as is discussed in Chapter 

Four. Empowering e-patients with medical knowledge that concerns their health 

condition can make full use of empathic act by strengthening the force or effect of 

empathic manifestation.  

The implications discussed above are not only relevant in the China context, 

but are also very useful to related parties worldwide. This is because when it comes 

to humanistic care there is no national or cultural boundaries. All human beings 

share the common sense of expecting to be treated kindly and to have the capacity 

of empathizing with each other in a medical world where, to quote Hippocrates – 

the Father of Medicine, “whenever the art of medicine is loved, there is also a love 

of humanity”. In this medical world, certain ideas can be shared by different 

cultures or peoples. For example, people in general do share the belief that being 

sick or experiencing illness is laden with negative emotions or affects, and 

manifesting understanding of the concerns of the sick is desirable. Although 

different cultures have different definitions for terms such as empathy, emotion, 

and affect and also different ways of externalizing those concepts by languages or 

behaviours, the key value of those concepts are the same, that is, the value of 

intersubjective understanding.   
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8.2.2 Social Implications   

As China has entered into an e-healthcare era, the e-healthcare development 

reinforces the dominated value of the nation – the development of economy. That 

is, the development of digital technologies serves to optimise social resources and 

produce more economic benefit for the Chinese society. The development of a 

digital-healthcare culture in China facilitates the commercialization of medical 

discourse. Central to the e-commercialised medical discourse is the 

commercialization of healthcare mediated through OMC websites that are featured 

with evaluating and commenting system for e-patients to assess doctors’ services. 

The new media for medical consultation – OMC websites – strengthens the 

traditional values of commercial practice, that is, competition and consumption. 

This is in line with the idea that new media often performs the same function as 

“old media” in terms of reflecting and reinforcing preferences and ideological 

assumptions (Jones et al., 2015). These values reinforce a key value in the process 

of commercialization of healthcare: consumerism. Consumerism has a potential to 

challenge power structures (Fox et al., 2005). While treating healthcare as a 

commodity being consumed by the public is not new, this phenomenon is 

foregrounded in the OMC context because of the online evaluating system which is 

closely related to doctors’ professional reputation in both online and offline 

contexts as is discussed in Chapter Seven. The online evaluating system leads to 

the importance of providing satisfying healthcare services in OMC context, which 

may facilitate the shift of power from doctors (i.e., online sellers) to e-patients (i.e., 

online buyers). The shake of power asymmetry between doctors and patients seen 

in the digitalised consultations, as discussed in Chapter Seven, may eventually 

extend to the face-to-face healthcare activities. This is because, the empowerment 

of e-patients in online space might affect the doctor-patient dynamics in face-to-

face interactions and prepares patients and caregivers to exert their power in face-

to-face settings as they are already given the opportunity to practise their power 

exertion in OMC activities.   
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8.3 Limitations and Future Research 

While this thesis contributes to providing a general picture of the significantly 

under-researched OMC affective practice, the scope of this study is bound by a few 

methodological limitations. The discourse analysis approach relies on individual 

scholars’ interpretations of texts, which has been a feature of disciplines such as 

history, anthropology and literary (Lupton, 1992). The interpretations “may not be 

any more true in some objective sense, but may indeed be more preferable” (Powers, 

2007, p. 20). To validate assertions in discourse analysis, one important way is to 

present the actual texts used in the analysis (Lupton, 1992), which has been adopted 

in this study. Another way to cover this limitation, I believe, is to involve different 

methods if possible, such as interviews, questionnaire survey, and experiments. 

Thus, for future research on online doctor-patient communication, if researchers 

can access the identity of anonymous e-patients and get e-patients’ and their OMC 

doctors’ informed consent about participating in the research, some ethnographic 

methods, such as interviews, can be adopted, so as to present a different 

dimensional analysis of the OMC text by adding the interpretations that are 

generated from e-patients’ and doctors’ accounts about their understandings and 

perceptions of an OMC text they have produced.  

Another limitation relevant to methodology is that it is difficult to test the 

degree of sincerity of doctors’ empathic expressions in study like this. Only the 

doctors themselves know whether or not their empathic display was sincere. It is 

very tricky to prove the truth about the sincerity of an empathic expression, spoken 

or written, because people are often reluctant to reveal that their empathic 

expressions are insincere. Even though doctors are asked to complete a 

questionnaire or an interview, they may not be willing to disclose that their 

empathic expressions were in fact insincere in a medical consultation. Furthermore, 

it is also difficult to investigate the sincerity issue from the perspective of patients 

and caregivers. This is because the so-called sincere empathic manifestation can be 

perceived as insincere, and even insincere empathic expressions can possibly be 

perceived as sincere by patients and caregivers, particularly in the text-based type 

of communication. Actually, it is suggested that “reflective listening” (i.e., a way 

of expressing empathy) in face-to-face consultations can be perceived as insincere, 
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because the health professionals’ inner process which supports the practice of 

reflective listening does not necessarily match with the patients’ concerns (Arnold, 

2014). Perhaps the degree of sincerity of empathic expressions can only be tested 

by neuroscience methods for future studies. In addition, in the commercialized 

OMC activities, the “commercialization” of empathy in doctors’ affective practice 

might also emerge. As is shown in this thesis, empathic expressions can be 

capitalized on by doctors for eliciting positive comments and evaluations from e-

patients. That said, it is not appropriate to say that empathy that functions in the 

interests of soliciting positive feedback is insincere or fake. After all, doctors can 

promote themselves anyway without needing to present any empathic expressions. 

One cannot judge the degree of sincerity of empathic expressions based on the 

potential or possible pragmatic functions that the empathic expressions can perform. 

Empathic expressions can be sincere and at the same time serve certain social-

pragmatic functions. Although it is very hard to test the degree of sincerity of an 

empathic expression in medical consultations, empathic communication still 

matters in medical practices. If such expressions can facilitate a medical 

consultation in a good sense, then perhaps the sincerity of the empathic expressions 

is not a key issue. Thus, this study might lay the foundation for a future study that 

is devoted to topics such as e-patients’ perceptions of text-based empathic 

expressions by doctors in OMC contexts. 

Besides the methodology-related limitations, the thesis has limitations that are 

related to the research data. While the author was able to access all OMC texts that 

are posted publicly, there is a possibility that the texts were selectively posted. Thus, 

it can be biased, for instance, in a way that only OMC cases in which doctors have 

succeeded in solving their e-patients’ health problems are publicly posted for 

viewing. This study also has a limited volume of research data. This is because the 

time scope of conducting this research is restrained, which leads to a limited time 

period for data collection. Considering the time scope of conducting my research, 

only 300 OMC texts are selected among the numerous OMC texts publicly posted 

within the data collection time period. Hence, some interesting phenomenon may 

have been missed.  
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In addition, this research is constrained by the digital technologies applied to 

the communication via e-healthcare websites. While the traditional symbols – 

emoticons – can be successfully conveyed in the OMC text messages, the more 

advanced digital images – emojis and GIFs (i.e., moving images) – cannot appear 

in the messages as they are in the original messages. That is because, as different 

web users use different personal computers or tablet computers, the system of those 

digital devices is different, which often causes the unrecognition of some emojis or 

images. When such unrecognition occurs in the OMC texts, those symbols are 

presented as unreadable code. In fact, the unreadable code is sporadically seen in 

my data. Thus, this research only focuses on one communicative mode – text, not 

involving multimodal analysis of the use of emojis/emoticons. Future studies can 

focus on the use of emoticons/emojis that are available in the OMC discourse, in 

order to find out how those symbols facilitate or restrain the OMC affective practice.  

While this research is constrained by those limitations discussed above, it may 

serve as one of the possible starting points for researchers who work on doctor-

patient communication in online space to conduct studies in relation to the affective 

aspect of medical consultation discourse. Besides analysing the negative emotional 

expressions by e-patients and the empathic responses by doctors, future research 

can examine positive emotional expressions by e-patients, and doctors’ empathic 

responses to these expressions; or even doctors’ negative emotional expressions and 

e-patients’ empathic responses to these expressions. Such studies may provide 

insights into doctor-patient relationships, particularly in times when pressures of 

medical violence and disputes are intense.  

What is also noteworthy for future research is e-patients’ comments and 

evaluations on their doctors’ healthcare services, which are publicly posted on 

OMC websites. This feedback discourse can be linked to the study on medical 

consultation discourse for a more thorough examination of the OMC activities. 

When conducting such studies, researchers should be aware that an OMC website 

might selectively make some comments and evaluations publicly available for 

viewing. In other words, an OMC website might hide negative feedback from the 

public in order to create a good image of their OMC doctors so as to compete with 

other OMC websites. Thus, in order to get relatively unbiased data, researchers are 
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suggested to build a research partnership with OMC websites in order to get the 

first-hand OMC data and related feedback information, rather than only relying on 

data available on the OMC websites. 

 Another topic for future research is related to the surveillance function of the 

evaluating and commenting system on OMC websites. While OMC activities can 

be beneficial in different ways to e-patients and doctors, the OMC websites may 

(have) become a tool for surveilling e-patients and doctors by such as 

pharmaceutical companies, insurance companies, the management personnel of 

medical institutions, and governments. This issue leads to some questions for future 

studies to think about: (1) how to improve the privacy of OMC users, including 

both e-patients and doctors; (2) whether or not doctors’ personal identity (such as, 

name, gender, and professional information) should be publicly presented online 

(which is currently posted on OMC websites); and (3) how to make best use of the 

automatically archived OMC records with the purpose of benefiting the public in 

terms of improving people’s health literacy and enabling them to access to similar 

health issues for dealing with their own or loved ones’ health problems, on the one 

hand, and educating health professionals and medical students, on the other hand.  

Currently, most OMC activities in China are mediated through e-healthcare 

websites that are managed by Internet companies. In future, more and more public 

medical institutions will expand their medical consultation services to the online 

space, owing to the “Internet Plus Healthcare” policy. Then, two main different 

types of medical consultation discourse will occur: the e-commercialised OMC 

discourse mediated via company-owned e-healthcare websites and the 

institutionalized OMC discourse mediated via the public medical institutions. Some 

research questions can accordingly be addressed for future research: (1) what are 

the differences and commonalities between the two types of discourse; (2) which 

of them is more attractive to the public in terms of the communicative quality of 

doctor-patient interaction; (3) what are the perceived identities by doctors 

contributing to the different modes of online healthcare services and how the 

perceived identities influence the way doctors interact with their e-patients ?  
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Finally, further work needs to be done to find out whether OMC discourse is 

one of the neoliberal discourses. As Fairclough (2000) states, the contemporary 

world is now in a neoliberal order. We are now in a neoliberalism time: the society 

is experiencing a new structured or restructured form of capitalism, and the world 

demands a liberal or unrestrained global capitalism (Bourdieu, 1998 cited in 

Fairclough, 2000). The new order produces new discourses. The new discourses of 

neoliberalism project and contribute to new ways of using language, new forms of 

identity, and new social relations (Fairclough, 2000). The new order can transform 

among different aspects of life. For example, nowadays, the concepts “buyer/seller” 

can occur in both business discourse and medical discourse, as is shown in this 

thesis. OMC websites may be a place where the traditional practices of healthcare 

are disrupted. The disruption may be seen in a way that the traditional medical 

consultation phases and sequences become nontypical in the OMC context and new 

identities of doctors and patients are constructed, and new power relationships 

emerge. Thus, for future research, scholars can focus on examining whether or not 

OMC discourse cultivates the disruption of the traditional medical practices and 

actualizes novel aspects of doctor-patient/caregiver communications, thus 

contributing to a big picture – the neoliberal medical consultation discourse. 
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